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Abstract  

Urban greenspace is hypothesised to protect cardiovascular health via multiple 

mechanistic pathways. These include the environmental pathway, via which 

greenspace attenuates harmful pollution levels (e.g., air and noise pollution); and the 

physiological pathway, via which accessible greenspace is hypothesised to increase 

physical activity. My PhD thesis explored the impact of greenspace on environmental 

and physiological pathway-specific exposures.  

I developed pathway-specific exposure models and applied them to participants of a 

large, adult cohort – UK Biobank (n ~500,000). I estimated residential air pollution 

exposure via a land-use regression model, with surrounding vegetation cover as a 

predictor variable to assess the environmental pathway. To assess the physiological 

pathway, I developed a novel ‘green walkability’ index within a street/path network 

buffer around participants’ residential addresses. To enhance specificity of 

greenspace exposure, I assessed greenspace cover surrounding addresses using 

functional attribute data (e.g., public parks versus private gardens). I conducted 

survival analyses to examine the associations of greenspace cover surrounding 

residential addresses with cardiovascular and non-injury mortality, adjusting for 

relevant individual- and area-level confounders. 

Integration of vegetation cover into a ‘green walkability’ index did not strengthen effect 

estimates for physical activity participation in UK Biobank participants when compared 

to a standard index. I examined the interrelationships of greenspace, air pollution, 

traffic noise and walkability, and showed that ignoring built environment components 

related to walkability might result in biased greenspace and physical activity effect 



 

 

 

estimates. In epidemiological analyses, I showed a protective association across 

quintiles of surrounding greenspace (100 m circular distance buffer) and non-injury 

mortality, though not cardiovascular mortality.  

My thesis points to important policy implications of exposure interrelationships. 

Greenspace exposure might protect against premature mortality in older adults, 

though indirect mechanisms (e.g., air flow and walkability of street networks) should 

be considered, alongside greenspace, to ameliorate specific exposures on the 

environmental and physiological pathways. 
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1 Introduction 

In the United Kingdom, over 80% of the population lived in urban areas in 

2018 (UN DESA, 2019). While high-density urban living offers social and economic 

opportunity, city inhabitants are exposed to a mixture of environmental features and 

pollutants that impact health. For example, cardiovascular health is adversely 

impacted by exposure to air pollution and traffic noise (Cai et al., 2018), which are 

the leading environmental risk factors for health in Europe (Hanninen et al., 2014), 

whereas exposure to some urban features, such as walkable neighbourhoods 

(Nieuwenhuijsen, 2018) and urban greenspace (James et al., 2015), have been 

shown to protect cardiovascular health.  

High density urban populations provide an opportunity for government to 

improve the health of a large proportion of the national populace through urban 

planning and interventions. When health is adequately prioritised in decision-making, 

evidence suggests that small improvements in urban environmental exposures – to 

which many individuals in the population are exposed – can equate to large health 

benefits (Mueller et al., 2017b), and accompanying health cost savings (Pimpin et 

al., 2018).  

Natural environments in cities, including urban greenspace, have been 

associated with health and wellbeing benefits, and an accumulating body of evidence 

suggests urban green spaces might buffer some of the harmful health effects 

associated with urban living (James et al., 2015, Markevych et al., 2017, van den 

Berg et al., 2015). Greenspace is defined as land predominantly covered with 

vegetation and, in the urban context, includes public parks, private gardens, playing 

fields, religious grounds, allotments, sports grounds and street trees. In a review of 
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evidence, Nieuwenhuijsen et al. (2017b) outlined several mechanistic pathways 

linking urban greenspace and better health – broadly, these pertain to physical activity 

enhancement, psychological wellbeing and social enhancement, microbial exposure 

diversification, and reduction in exposure to environmental pollutants, such as air 

pollution and traffic noise (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram by Nieuwenhuijsen et al. (2017b) linking greenspace via mechanistic 

pathways to health outcomes; status of evidence in italics. 
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The term physiological pathway is used in the context of physical activity in 

this thesis. While exposures on the environmental pathway (e.g., air pollution and 

traffic noise) are ‘passive’, the physiological pathway involves behavioural aspects 

(i.e. choice to participate in physical activity). Both, exposure to environmental 

pollutants and physical activity can result in downstream physiological impacts within 

the body. For example, exposure to some air pollutants (e.g., nitrogen dioxide) can 

result in oxidative stress; a harmful physiological response involving cell damage by 

free radicals (Kelly, 2003). In contrast, exposure to regular physical activity increases 

endogenous antioxidant activity, which rebalances antioxidant–prooxidant levels, 

and potentially provides protection from CVD (Elosua et al., 2003). Evidence 

suggests physiological responses to stress are improved through regular physical 

activity. Physiological biomarkers of stress, such as cortisol, have also been 

associated with greenspace exposure (Ward Thompson et al., 2012). Beneficial 

changes in behavioural physiological responses (e.g., response to stress) associated 

with regular physical activity, which in the context of this study are intertwined with 

non-focal greenspace pathway exposures, such as psychological mechanisms 

linking greenspace and health, are embedded within the physiological pathway. That 

is, physical activity, and improved (behavioural) physiological response to stress 

associated with physical activity, are encompassed within the physiological pathway. 

Greenspace has long been considered beneficial for urban populations. Rus in 

urbe – meaning to create the illusion of countryside in the city – was originally coined 

by the Romans, and naturalistic landscapes are deeply embedded in the history of 

modern day urbanism (Gehl, 2010). In 19th Century Britain, municipal parks were 

made publically accessible to combat poor standards of urban living. Around this time, 

William Pitt the Elder coined the term ‘green lungs’ of the city – a metaphor that 
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pervaded urban planning, both nationally (e.g., Victoria Park, London) and globally 

(e.g., Central Park, New York City), and was founded on limited mechanistic 

understanding of underlying beneficial processes. In alignment with green lungs 

rhetoric, patch size of greenspace has been shown to positively associated with the 

respiratory and cardiovascular health of city inhabitants via air pollution reduction 

(Shen and Lung, 2016).  

Patrick Geddes proposed an interconnected network of small green spaces, 

acting as the ‘green lungs’ of Edinburgh’s cramped Old Town in the late 19th Century, 

and, throughout the 20th Century, greenspace provisioning expanded beyond the 

design and preservation of large parks to the creation of more numerous, smaller 

patches of vegetation distributed throughout community neighbourhoods. This shift 

encouraged both deliberate greenspace exposure (e.g., park visitation) and incidental 

exposure (e.g., regular exposure from passing through greenspace in the vicinity of 

residential addresses).  

Though greenspace provisioning was often driven by aesthetic goals, and 

benefits were expected from deliberate greenspace visitation, contemporary evidence 

using detailed data on street trees is supportive of the benefits of incidental exposure. 

For example, by linking the residential addresses of respondents of the London Travel 

Demand Survey and data on trees surrounding respondents’ addresses, a study by 

Sarkar et al. (2015b) found a positive association of street tree density and odds of 

physical activity (walking). In this example, respondents’ exposure was presumably 

incidental; they did not walk to the trees surrounding their address, but walked through 

the trees to access other destinations in their local neighbourhood.  
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Data used in epidemiological analyses of greenspace are typically linked to the 

place of residence of study participants via spatial identifiers such as addresses or 

neighbourhood.  Such spatial linkage requires geospatial methods. Geographic 

information systems (GIS) have become a widely utilised tool for the assessment of 

spatial variables in environmental epidemiology because of their capacity to capture, 

process and query the spatial components of environment and health data at different 

scales (Labib et al., 2019, Markevych et al., 2017). Using GIS, exposure to greenspace 

is typically assessed within a specific distance around an individual’s place of 

residence (e.g., within a distance buffer), or in the corresponding administrative 

boundary, depending on the available health data for epidemiological analysis.  

A seminal ecological study conducted on the English population showed that 

greenspace cover at the small-area level (administrative boundaries) was associated 

with reduced premature mortality, particularly for circulatory disease mortality 

(Lachowycz and Jones, 2014a, Mitchell and Popham, 2008a). Findings were 

corroborated by large scale cohort studies that used residential address exposure to 

greenspace (within circular distance buffers) in Canada (Villeneuve et al., 2012a) and 

the USA (James et al., 2016b). Non-fatal outcomes have also shown associations with 

greenspace exposure, including incidence of  cardiovascular disease (CVD) (e.g., 

Donovan et al., 2015) and CVD risk factors – such as obesity (e.g., Sarkar, 2017), 

physical activity (e.g., Mytton et al., 2012), and metabolic syndrome (e.g., de Keijzer 

et al., 2019).  

Scale is a critical factor in the investigation of greenspace and health. Studies 

conducted in England (Bixby et al., 2015) and the USA (Richardson et al., 2012) found 

no association of premature all-cause and circulatory disease mortality with greenness 

at the city scale. These findings demonstrate that the health effects of urban 
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greenspace observed at the neighbourhood scale (e.g., Mitchell and Popham, 2008b), 

are not transferred to the city scale. This is unsurprising given the hypothesised 

pathways, such as the environmental and physiological (physical activity) pathway, 

which link greenspace and health Nieuwenhuijsen et al. (2017b). To illustrate this point, 

one can consider individuals who live in the East of a city, who are unlikely to benefit 

(on a regular basis) from a large park in the West of the city; reduction in traffic related 

air pollution and noise, provision of space for physical activity, and most psychological 

and social benefits offered by the park in the West do not reach those residing in the 

East. Though the reach of greenspace effect on health might not decrease linearly 

with distance, and might depend on individual mobility (high socioeconomic status 

groups tend to be most mobile), the distribution and accessibility of greenspace is an 

important consideration for improving health. 

To promote greenspace accessibility, UK planning guidelines such as the 

Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGSt) were developed by Natural 

England in the early 1990s (English Nature Research Reports, 2008). ANGSt 

guidelines were based on research into the distances individuals were willing to travel 

to access the natural environment. The standard was reviewed in 2008 and 

supplemented with further guidance in 2010 (Natural England, 2010). The criteria 

recommended that all individuals should have: a) an accessible natural greenspace of 

at least 2 hectares in size, 300 metres (m) or less from their place of residence; b) at 

least one accessible 20 hectare site within two kilometres (km) of their place of 

residence; c) one accessible 100 hectare site within five km of their place of residence; 

d) one accessible 500 hectare site within ten km of their place of residence; and e) a 

minimum of one hectare of statutory Local Nature Reserves per thousand population.  
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The ANGSt criteria incorporated the notion of cumulative opportunities, 

whereby access to greenspace with specific qualities or attributes is assessed at 

multiple distances, with willingness to travel a certain distance to a particular 

greenspace type dependent upon its designation or size. This cumulative approach to 

assessing access to different types of greenspace has a strong advantage over 

simpler guidelines. For example, a guideline of 1 hectare of greenspace within 300 m 

of all residences has been suggested as a European standard (Annerstedt van den 

Bosch et al., 2016). Such simplistic guidelines, however, could inadvertently 

encourage developers to achieve standards by creating high-rise blocks around 

homogenous parks (e.g., 1 hectare lawn), with little regard for variation in types and 

sizes of greenspace at layered proximities (Ekkel and de Vries, 2017).  

Improving access to greenspace in cities was included in the United Nations 

(UN) Sustainable Development Goal (SDGs) 11.7 (United Nations General Assembly, 

2015). In response, city leaders have rolled out large-scale greenspace interventions 

to ameliorate urban environments and health. For example, National Park City is a 

flagship urban greenspace scheme by the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, with the 

broad goal to, “make life in London better”. The Mayor has also pledged to plant two 

million trees across the city while in office (Greater London Authority, 2019). The 

effectiveness of large-scale urban greening schemes for health will depend on the 

research evidence, and translation to policy, on which they are founded.  

In 2016, the World Health Organisation released a review of evidence on 

greenspace and health (WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2016), which summarised 

various mechanistic pathways leading to health effects, and authors advocated “the 

implementation and evaluation of targeted, evidence-based green space interventions 

for the health promotion of urban residents”. This call for evidence, and the recent 
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surge in public health studies involving greenspace is, in part, driven by contemporary 

data availability. A range of data sources are currently available to represent 

greenspace exposure, including land cover data, tree canopy data and greenness 

indices derived from satellite images. These satellite-based indices, including a 

commonly used objective measure of greenness, the Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI), have allowed for unprecedented advances in greenspace 

exposure assessment. The NDVI is calculated using satellite imagery, whereby living 

vegetation is distinguished from other land cover via a combination of absorption of 

visible light (0.4 to 0.7 µm) by chlorophyll in photosynthesis, and reflectance of near-

infrared light (0.7 to 1.1 µm) by leaf cell structures.  

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =
𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝑉𝐼𝑆

𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝑉𝐼𝑆
 

Equation 1. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is calculated by dividing near-infra red light 

(NIR) minus visible light (VIS) by the sum of near-infra red light and visible light. 

 

The simple NDVI calculation (Equation 1) produces values ranging from −1 to 

1, with water bodies corresponding to values near −1, bare ground and snow below 

0.1, grassy areas ranging from 0.2–0.3, and high-density vegetation (e.g., forest cover) 

corresponding to values over 0.6 (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Hyde Park, London, and surrounding area captured via high resolution (25 cm x 25 cm) aerial 

photography (central panel; JPG geospatial data, updated 29/10/2018; openly accessible via EDINA 

Aerial Digimap Service: https://digimap.edina.ac.uk) overlaid on Normalised Difference Vegetation 

Index (NDVI) data (10 m x 10 m resolution) captured via Sentinel 2 satellite images (sensed 26/02/2019; 

openly accessible via https://scihub.copernicus.eu). In the left and right panel, water, concrete and bare 

ground are shown in white, sparse vegetation (0.2—0.6 NDVI values) are shown in lighter green and 

dense vegetation (values over 0.6 NDVI) are shown in darker green.   

 

Indices of greenness have major advantages, including ubiquitous data 

coverage over large areas at an adequately fine scale for epidemiological analysis. 

However, simplifying greenspace to greenness does not permit investigation of the 

functional role or specific attributes of greenspace driving health associations, and 

furthermore might act as a barrier to translating research into practice due to limited 

specificity (Rugel et al., 2017b). For example, urban planners might increase NDVI by 

adding more street trees, or more sports grounds, or more public gardens into cities – 

but how should they choose the appropriate greenspace type for health? To answer 

this question requires greater specificity than NDVI in greenspace exposure 

assessment. That is, in light of the mechanistic pathways outlined above, some 

greenspace attributes and types have the potential to be particularly relevant to 

different pathways (e.g., sports grounds for the physiological pathway). Crude indices 

https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/
https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home
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of greenness such as the NDVI might be limited for furthering understanding of 

greenspace and health associations.  

1.1 Rationale 

Interventions to improve urban environmental quality in countries like the United 

Kingdom are primarily driven by motivations to protect and promote health and 

wellbeing. Estimating health effects of urban environmental exposures is therefore a 

crucial input to public health research and urban planning. While evidence of harmful 

associations of environmental exposures, such as air pollution, and health are well 

understood (Brook et al., 2010a, Cohen et al., 2017, Hoek et al., 2013), there is a less 

consistent and comprehensive evidence base available on salutogenic features of the 

urban environment, such as greenspace (Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2017b).  

There is accumulating evidence of a protective effect of greenspace on 

cardiovascular health outcomes (Bowler et al., 2010, Fong et al., 2018, Gascon et al., 

2016, James et al., 2015), though typically studies rely on non-specific measures of 

greenness (e.g., Normalised Difference Vegetation Index), which can limit inference 

on the contribution of specific pathways to the total greenspace-health effect. The 

environmental pathway, for example, which is hypothesised to impact cardiovascular 

health via regulation of the local environment (e.g., by reducing exposure to air 

pollution and noise), could be better understood by using categorized vegetation data 

(e.g., tree versus groundcover), as oppose to non-specific vegetation cover. That is, 

the height and density of vegetation can alter (i.e. increase or decrease) pollution 

concentrations depending on neighbouring built features and meteorology (Abhijith et 

al., 2017), therefore height-categorised data might provide further insight. Whereas 

the physiological pathway, via which greenspace is hypothesised to facilitate physical 
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activity, might be better understood by using: a) data that includes functional 

categorisation of greenspace (e.g., public parks and sports grounds versus private 

residential gardens) and b) assessment of high resolution vegetation data in concert 

with known drivers of physical activity in the urban context (e.g., walkability metrics).  

The rationale for focusing on these two mechanistic greenspace pathways in 

this PhD thesis, as oppose to others, are two-fold: firstly, available height-categorised 

greenspace data for London was particularly suited to the study of these pathways; 

secondly, UK Biobank has rich data on physical activity, including self-report and 

accelerometry data. Therefore, although the psychosocial pathway is likely to strongly 

mediate greenspace and health associations (Banay et al., 2019, James et al., 2016a, 

Rugel et al., 2019), geographical and UK Biobank data available were not optimal for 

study of this pathway. Exploration of the environmental and physiological pathways 

offered the opportunity to train in exposure assessment methods while adding novel 

insight to two hypothesised greenspace and health pathways. The interplay of 

greenspace with built environment features (e.g., buildings, neighbourhood design) 

and health could also be demonstrated in exposure assessment via focusing on these 

pathways. Further, as previously noted, small improvements in physical activity and 

air quality in densely populated cities can offer vast improvements in public health.  

Furthermore, urban environmental exposures, including greenspace, air 

pollution, traffic noise and walkability are often assessed in isolation, despite impacting 

health as a complex mixture of interrelated urban exposures. Interrelation of 

exposures can be explored via statistical analysis of exposures (e.g., correlation), and 

can also be explored at the exposure assessment stage via integration of exposures 

(e.g., integration of vegetation into air pollution and walkability models). By studying 

greenspace integration in established exposure assessment fields (i.e. air pollution 
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and walkability), one might estimate greenspace contribution along specific 

hypothesised mechanistic pathways, namely, the environmental and physiological 

pathways.  

Identifying pathway-specific contributions is crucial to inform effective planning 

and health policies. Research in this area is also motivated by global urbanisation 

trends, which will exacerbate effects of urban environmental planning on health as 

urban populations increase. The New Urban Agenda, adopted at Habitat III 2016 

(United Nations, 2017), committed members to “promoting the creation and 

maintenance of well-connected and well distributed networks of open, multipurpose, 

safe, inclusive, accessible, green and quality public spaces” and “to improving […] 

physical and mental health, and household and ambient air quality, to reducing noise 

and promoting attractive and liveable cities”, with a strong emphasis on urban 

environmental equality and social cohesion.  

The rationale for conducting this PhD research therefore was to deepen 

understanding of specific mechanistic pathways linking greenspace and 

cardiovascular health by using detailed greenspace data across multiple exposure 

assessment methods associated specifically with the environmental and physiological 

pathways. 

1.2 Aims and objectives 

I aim to estimate the effect of environmental and physiological pathway-specific 

exposures on cardiovascular outcomes in UK Biobank using pathway-relevant 

exposures, including air pollution and walkable neighbourhood exposures. 
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In order to achieve this, specific objectives relating to the assessment of 

environmental and physiological pathway-specific exposures at UK Biobank 

participant residential addresses, include: 

1. To assign high-resolution, categorised greenspace exposure metrics in multiple 

distance buffers at residential address-level; 

2. To assess traffic-related air pollution and noise levels at residential address  

using high-resolution models; 

3. To assess neighbourhood walkability at residential address using high 

resolution data within a street-network buffer; 

4. To examine the interrelationship of the greenspace, walkability, air pollution and 

traffic noise exposures assigned to UK Biobank participants at residential 

address; 

5. To demonstrate the use of address-level exposures assigned in this PhD 

project in epidemiological analyses of non-injury and cardiovascular mortality 

using UK Biobank record linkage.  

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

In Chapter 2, I critically review relevant, and pathway-specific, literature to 

provide the reader with an up-to-date overview of current greenspace and 

cardiovascular health research, as well as pathway-specific exposure assessment 

techniques. I then summarise, in Chapter 3, the UK Biobank cohort and the process 

of acquiring participant addresses for environmental exposure assessment from UK 

Biobank. In Chapter 4, I describe exposure assessment of greenspace cover and 

neighbourhood deprivation. Alongside exposure assessment methods, I summarise 

corresponding high-resolution greenspace data available for this project. In Chapter 

5, I describe exposure assessment methods used to assess the environmental 
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pathway relevant exposures (i.e. air pollution and traffic noise). I also summarise 

exposure assessment results and discuss air pollution model variables in detail. The 

physiological pathway exposure assessment, namely walkability analysis using a 

transport network buffer, is described in Chapter 6, and I provide validation of 

walkability scores using physical activity data from UK Biobank. In Chapter 7, I present 

findings from the UK Biobank address-level exposure assessment, including 

assessment of greenspace, air pollution, traffic noise and walkability, with a focus on 

the interrelation of these exposures and their relationship with neighbourhood-level 

deprivation. In Chapter 8, I present the findings of the association of greenspace and 

premature mortality in UK Biobank participants residing in England. I conclude, in 

Chapter 9, with an overview of my findings, and the implications of my findings from 

a public health perspective. I also suggest some potential future research directions.  
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2 Background: Greenspace and cardiovascular health 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a collective term for diseases affecting the 

heart and circulatory system. In the UK, CVD is responsible for 28% of deaths each 

year (BHF, 2019). CVD incidence and mortality and behavioural risk factors (e.g., 

physical inactivity) have been linked to multiple environmental exposures. Ischaemic 

heart disease (IHD) and stroke, for example, have an estimated 35% and 42% 

environmental contribution, respectively (Prüss-Üstün et al., 2016). Evidence is 

growing on the potential biological mechanisms via which environmental exposures 

impact the heart and circulatory system. Long-term exposure to air pollution and traffic 

noise, for example, might induce development of carotid atherosclerosis, which is a 

common precursor to IHD and ischemic stroke incidence (Brauer, 2015, Kaufman et 

al., 2016).  

Political interest in the role of the natural environment in achieving better health 

outcomes has been revived following an increase in studies investigating associations 

of greenspace exposure and health, especially in urban contexts (Parliamentary Office 

of Science and Technology, 2016). Meta-analyses and reviews synthesising these 

associations have found that natural environments, including urban greenspace, are 

largely salutogenic, despite some disservices, including allergy (Dadvand and 

Nieuwenhuijsen, 2018, Fong et al., 2018, Gascon et al., 2015, Gascon et al., 2016, 

James et al., 2015, Labib et al., 2019, Markevych et al., 2017, Twohig-Bennett and 

Jones, 2018). More specifically, studies have shown that urban greenness (e.g., NDVI) 

surrounding residential addresses is associated with reduced risks of CVD incidence 

and CVD mortality (James et al., 2016a, Mitchell and Popham, 2008b, Seo et al., 2019, 

Villeneuve et al., 2012a) and CVD risk factors, such as diabetes (Astell-Burt et al., 
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2014, Dalton et al., 2016, Klompmaker et al., 2019b) and obesity (Lachowycz and 

Jones, 2011, Sarkar, 2017). 

 Using data on a cohort of retired civil servants in the UK (Whitehall II), 

de Keijzer et al. (2019) showed an interquartile range increase in greenness 

surrounding participants’ residential addresses (NDVI in a 500 m distance buffer) was 

associated with a 13% (95% confidence interval (CI): 1%, 23%) lower risk of metabolic 

syndrome, which is an important CVD risk factor. Protective associations with higher 

levels of vegetation cover were found for all components of metabolic syndrome, 

including lower risk of high levels of fasting glucose, high triglyceride levels, low high-

density lipoprotein cholesterol, and hypertension. 

A study of the English population below retirement age showed greenspace 

cover was associated with lower all-cause and circulatory disease mortality at the 

small-area level (Mitchell and Popham, 2008b). Findings were suggestive of a more 

pronounced effect of greenspace on health in more deprived sub-populations. For 

example, the Incidence Rate Ratio (IRR) for cardiovascular mortality for the most 

income-deprived sub-population (quartile) versus the least deprived was 2·19 (95% 

CI = 2·04, 2·34) in the least green areas, whereas it was 1·54 (95% CI = 1·38, 1·73) 

in the most green (Mitchell and Popham, 2008b). A study in the US found that 

greenspace cover attenuated the effect of air pollution (PM2.5) on cardiovascular 

mortality, though only in deprived areas (Yitshak-Sade et al., 2019). The 

interrelationship of greenspace alongside other built environment exposures (e.g., air 

pollution), and deprivation requires careful consideration.  

In this PhD thesis I focus on the environmental and physiological pathways 

linking greenspace and health. Greenspace is hypothesized to protect health, 
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including cardiovascular health, via multiple mechanistic pathways, which include: the 

environmental pathway, via which vegetation in greenspace is thought to reduce 

exposure to harmful pollutants (e.g. air pollution and noise); and the physiological 

pathway, via which accessible greenspace is hypothesized to facilitate physical activity 

(e.g., walking, jogging and cycling), with accompanying health benefits 

(Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2017b).  

To date, evidence for the environmental pathway is suggestive of small 

protective effect sizes (Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2017b). However, major public health 

improvements could be provided by minor improvements in important environmental 

determinants for health (e.g., air pollution and traffic noise), particularly in associated, 

high prevalence diseases, such as IHD and stroke (BHF, 2019).  

Physical activity is also an important determinant of cardiovascular health. 

though evidence of associations with greenspace via the physiological pathway is 

inconsistent (Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2017b). Physical activity was suggested to be the 

most important exposure for improving urban population health in a recent urban 

Health Impact Assessment of a western European city (Mueller et al., 2017a). The 

protective effect of physical activity against chronic conditions, including 

cardiovascular disease, has led to research into strategic interventions aimed at 

encouraging physical activity in populations via ‘active neighbourhood’ urban 

planning (Nieuwenhuijsen, 2016). Again, small improvements in physical activity 

levels across the population would lead to substantial cardiovascular health benefits 

(UK Chief Medical Officers, 2019).  

In the following sections of this review, I critically review specific literature on 

the environmental and physiological pathways in detail, and argue that our 
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understanding of greenspace and health associations can be deepened via the use 

of existing, well-developed environmental exposure assessment methods related to 

specific pathways. 

2.1 Environmental (air pollution and noise) pathway  

Exposure to ambient air pollution increases morbidity and mortality, and is the 

global leading environmental determinant of health (Cohen et al., 2017). Associations 

of long-term outdoor air pollution and a range of cardiovascular outcomes have been 

identified through epidemiological investigation (Newby et al., 2015). Susceptible 

individuals, such as older people and those with pre-existing conditions such as 

diabetes, high blood pressure and cardiovascular disease, are at higher risk than 

others of myocardial infarction, arrhythmias and stroke when exposed to elevated 

levels of air pollution (Brook et al., 2010a). For example, an increased risk of stroke in 

older people with long-term exposures to fine particulate matter (aerodynamic 

diameter ≤2.5 μm; PM2.5) was reported by a harmonized exposure assessment study 

of 11 European cohorts (ESCAPE; Beelen et al., 2014).  

Cesaroni et al. (2014) reported positive associations of annual mean 

concentrations of course particulate matter (aerodynamic diameter ≤10 μm; PM10) 

modelled in ESCAPE and coronary events. The authors also highlighted that risks 

were increased at levels below the European Limit Value (ELV) of 40 μg/m3 (hazard 

ratio (HR) 1.12 (95% CI 1.00, 1.27), for a 10 μg/m3 increase in PM10). In 2018, 7 out 

of 43 reporting zones in the UK were compliant with the ELV for NO2 of 40 μg/m3, and 

London had some of the worst pollution levels in the country (DEFRA, 2019). Based 

on the rate of downward trends in the capital between 2010 and 2016, London's roads 
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are predicted to require between 2 and 193 years (average of 21 years) to attain the 

ELV for NO2 (Font et al., 2019). 

2.1.1 Relationship of air pollution and vegetation 

Ambient air pollution is a mixture of gases and airborne particulate matter (PM). 

By convention, particulate matter is categorised into three major groups, irrespective 

of their source: particulate matter 10 (PM10) is the mass of all particles with an 

aerodynamic diameter of <10 µm; particulate matter 2.5 (PM2.5) is the mass of all 

particles with an aerodynamic diameter of <2.5 µm; ultrafine particles are 100nm or 

less. Pollutants that are directly emitted from a source, as opposed to formed via 

secondary atmospheric processes (e.g., ozone), are particularly problematic in UK 

cities. These primary pollutants include nitrogen dioxide gas (NO2) and black carbon, 

which are directly emitted from combustion engines (e.g., diesel powered vehicles).  

Emissions from road traffic sources are the main driver of air quality in UK urban 

environments; other sources of ambient pollution include industry, aviation and 

biomass burning. From point of source, air pollution concentrations are impacted by 

meteorological conditions, as well as the physical properties of the near source 

environment (Wania et al., 2012). These physical properties – such as greenspace 

and buildings – within the vicinity of emission sources affect the deposition and 

dispersion of pollutants and therefore the spatial variation of pollutant concentrations. 

Janhäll (2015) reviewed the impact of vegetation on the deposition and 

dispersion of pollutants in the urban context. Deposition of air pollution is the transfer 

of airborne particles or gas molecules to the surface of vegetation (and all other built 

environment surfaces) when they come into physical contact or close proximity; the 
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absorption of gaseous pollutants through leaf stomata is considered a form of 

deposition. Dispersion of air pollution is the movement of pollutants in space, and is 

dependent on ventilation and airflow.  

The distance from source, height and porosity of vegetation, and its interaction 

with built features, can impact pollution concentrations in the built environment (Figure 

3) (Abhijith et al., 2017). For example, in open road configurations, tall and dense 

vegetation near to roads can act as a barrier to divert pollutants upwards, away from 

pavement-level and neighbouring buildings (directed dispersion) (Tong et al., 2016). 

Conversely, pavement-level pollution concentrations can be elevated in built 

environments where dispersion of pollutants is limited, such as in a built-up street 

canyon with perpendicular wind direction, where concentrations can be augmented by 

poorly positioned vegetation, such as overhanging trees that trap pollutants by limiting 

ventilation (Vos et al., 2013).  

The relationship of built and green infrastructure in altering pollution 

concentrations at the micro-scale has been explored in dispersion models (e.g. Wania 

et al., 2012). Recommendations based on dispersion modelling in street canyon 

scenarios include the planting of low-lying vegetation and hedges, and the planting of 

well-spaced or isolated trees to avoid entrapment of pollutants (Vos et al., 2013, Wania 

et al., 2012). Deposition of pollutants on vegetation can be maximised through porous 

designs that neither redirect airflow (as solid barriers), nor reduce ventilation, though 

do allow for pollutant deposition. A study by Pugh et al. (2012) suggested that in street 

canyons where air circulation is carefully considered and deposition velocities to the 
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surface of vegetation are maximized, green walls could offer reductions of 40% and 

60% for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and course particulate matter (PM10), respectively.  

 

Figure 3. Open road and built-up street canyon configurations with: (a) no vegetation vs. (b) tall (tree 

cover) roadside vegetation. Placement of vegetation between pavement and traffic can redirect 

pollution (directed dispersion) away from pedestrians (open road configuration; lower left panel) or 

entrap pollutants by reducing airflow (street canyon configuration; lower right). Adapted from Abhijith et 

al. 2017. 

 

The spatial and temporal scale of analysis is of critical importance in accurately 

determining the relationship of vegetation and air pollution. The effect of trees on air 

pollution concentrations is potentially bi-directional (deposition versus entrapment) 

depending on built environment context and scale. At the street scale, particularly in 

canyon configurations, trees might weaken overall positive associations of 

greenspace and air pollution due to neutral or negative associations when poorly 

placed (Wang et al., 2018). Whereas at the national scale tree cover is associated with 

net-reductions in air pollution (Nowak et al., 2008).  Furthermore, inter-species 

variation in deposition capabilities and inter-seasonal differences in foliage retention 
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add complexity to estimating deposition of pollutants throughout the year, that is, 

deposition capacity of deciduous trees is reduced compared to coniferous evergreens 

in winter months.  

2.1.2 Modelling of vegetation and air pollution 

Using a personal monitoring method of exposure assessment in a small 

population of pregnant women in Barcelona (n = 54), Dadvand et al. (2012) highlighted 

the association of higher average greenness (NDVI) in a buffer of 100 m around each 

maternal residential address and lower exposure to particulate matter (aerodynamic 

diameter ≤2.5 μm; PM2.5) and nitric oxides (NOx). Though personal measurements 

are possible for a small-scale study, personal air pollution monitoring is not currently 

feasible for a large number of people. An alternative, model based approach is 

required to investigate the effects of greenspace on ambient air quality at the 

residential addresses in large cohorts. Below I outline the key literature on greenspace 

and air pollution modelling approaches.  

2.1.2.1 Deposition models 

Overall, trees improve air quality in urban environments through the removal of 

pollutants (Nowak, 2006; Rao et al., 2014). To estimate air quality improvement, the 

United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service developed a user-friendly 

toolkit to estimate air pollution (PM2.5) deposition attributable to trees – i-tree – 

https://www.itreetools.org/. Using the Urban Forest Effects (UFORE) model (Nowak et 

al., 2008), i-tree can estimate, amongst other ecosystem services, the reduction in air 

pollution attributable to forests via multiple inputs (e.g., number of trees, species 

composition, tree sizes). By scaling this model to trees and forests across the 

conterminous United States, Nowak et al. (2014) estimated that 17.4 million tonnes of 

https://www.itreetools.org/
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air pollution was removed in 2010 (range: 9.0–23.2 million tonnes). This pollution 

removal equated to an average air quality improvement of less than one percent and 

most of the pollution removal occurred in rural areas. However, significant health 

impacts from small air quality improvements were estimated in urban areas, including 

the avoidance of more than 850 incidences of mortality. 

The Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEH) conducted a UK-wide analysis 

(Jones et al., 2017b) for the UK Office for National Statistics (ONS) on pollutant 

deposition (including NO2 and PM2.5) across vegetated land, including woodland, 

farmland, grassland, moorland and wetlands, at 1 km x 1 km grid resolution. As with 

the UFORE model, the highest absolute levels of air pollution deposition on vegetation 

were in rural areas. CEH also estimated savings in healthcare spending attributable 

to removed pollution. This valuation analysis demonstrated the contribution of pollutant 

deposition on vegetation in cities, which, although lower in absolute terms compared 

to rural areas, resulted in major health cost reductions due to the combination of high 

pollution concentrations and high population density. Built up urban areas were also 

found to benefit from deposition on vegetation in neighbouring rural areas via a 

beneficial ‘spillover effect’.  Deposition models are particularly useful for quantification 

and valuation of greenspace, though are low-resolution and sub-optimal for 

epidemiological assessment of individual (address-level) cohort data. 

2.1.2.2 Land-use regression models 

Air pollution varies spatially within cities. Interaction of pollutants with the 

physical environment (e.g., with buildings and greenspace) can result in spatial 

variations in pollutant concentrations. Land use regression models use geographical 

variables (e.g., roads, land cover, topography) as a proxy for source emissions and 
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sinks to estimate spatial variability in concentrations of air pollution. LUR models can 

be used to estimate air pollution concentrations to which individuals are exposed (e.g., 

at their residential address) without costly monitoring equipment. LURs are, therefore, 

a cost effective and robust approach for assessing spatial variation in pollutants in an 

urban context (Gulliver et al., 2011). 

LUR studies typically use long-term pollution concentration averages (e.g., 

annual), measured at multiple air pollution monitoring sites across the study area, and 

predict measured concentrations based on traffic and the spatial distribution of 

different land uses surrounding monitoring sites (Beelen et al., 2013). Potential traffic 

related variables and land-use predictor variables (e.g. greenspace, ports, water, high- 

and low-density residential areas) are regressed against monitored concentrations. 

Variables are retained in regression models based on their coefficients and their 

contribution to the ability of the model to predict monitored air pollution concentrations. 

The model is tested for robustness via validation techniques and then applied to 

locations where measured concentrations are not available – e.g., an individual’s place 

of residence (Gulliver and de Hoogh, 2015). The spatial resolution of predictor 

variables is a key factor in determining the prediction capabilities of LUR models. In 

order to develop accurate models of intra-urban levels of pollution, models that include 

site characteristics (e.g. street configuration, building dimensions) have been 

suggested (Eeftens, 2013). 

The ESCAPE project was set up to address a deficit in investigations 

(compared to the US) of the long-term health impacts of air pollution in European 

populations (Beelen et al., 2014, Eeftens et al., 2012). The ESCAPE project used 

LURs to estimate air pollution exposure. Vegetation cover was not selected as a 

predictor in the ESCAPE model for London, though vegetation data from land use 
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datasets have been selected as predictor variables in other intra-urban air pollution 

models of NO2 (Rao et al., 2014, Tang et al., 2013). Typically, vegetation cover is 

derived from land use information such as Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ in the UK. 

Satellite image derived indices of greenness (NDVI) have also been used as a 

predictor variable, for example, NDVI was selected for a national (South Korea) model 

for NO2 (Kim and Song, 2017). To date, high resolution vegetation data differentiated 

by height has not been used in air pollution prediction models, despite the potential for 

taller vegetation (e.g., trees) to entrap pollutants and augment concentrations in some 

built environment scenarios (Abhijith et al., 2017). 

2.1.2.3 Dispersion models 

Another type of model used to predict intra-urban scale air pollution 

concentrations are dispersion models. Dispersion models estimate emissions from 

specific sources (e.g., traffic, industry, domestic) and use meteorological data, 

atmospheric chemistry, and attributes of the built environment to model how pollutants 

disperse in the environment. Air pollution dispersion models that do not include 

vegetation data in estimations of pollutant concentrations nonetheless show a 

pollutant gradient across large areas of greenspace. This gradient across greenspace 

is not derived from estimations of deposition of pollutants on vegetation. Instead, in 

these models, it is a ‘by-product’ (non-causal relationship) of the low level of emission 

within large, green and open spaces, combined with unobstructed airflow and 

ventilation.  

The non-causal association of vegetation cover and air pollution can be 

highlighted with an example. Researchers at King’s College London (KCL, 2019) 

estimated annual average NO2 concentrations from the London Atmospheric 
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Emissions Inventory (LAEI) 2016 via pollutant dispersion (kernel) estimations from 

multiple sources. To calculate high resolution air pollution concentration estimates (20 

m × 20 m grid surface), model inputs included emissions from road-traffic, industrial, 

commercial, domestic and miscellaneous sources from multiple datasets (e.g., 

Environment Agency’s Pollution Inventory and Local Authority records), as well as 

hourly meteorological data and background levels of pollutants. The dispersion from 

different pollution sources was modelled using Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling 

System (ADMS) – a comprehensive software for air quality modelling produced by 

Cambridge Environmental Research Consultants (www.cerc.co.uk). 

Figure 4 shows the decline in annual average NO2 concentrations away from 

congested roads that border a large, open greenspace in central London, UK – Hyde 

Park. Distance decay from sources (e.g., diesel vehicle emissions), combined with 

unobstructed airflow in open greenspace, is responsible for lower pollution 

concentrations in central areas of the park compared to the road-side fringe.  

Figure 4. Vegetation cover (GeoInformation Group data) in Hyde Park, London, and the surrounding 

area (left panel) shown with modelled nitrogen dioxide concentrations (London Atmospheric Emissions 

Inventory, 2016, 20 m x 20 m grid square centroids) within vegetation cover (e.g., Hyde Park) 

boundaries (Ordnance Survey Open Greenspace data; right panel).  

file://///icnas2.cc.ic.ac.uk/cr1816/downloads/www.cerc.co.uk
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 ADMS does not include vegetation data in calculations, and is modelled as if 

no trees or groundcover are present; to improve estimates of traffic related air pollution 

concentrations in street canyons from ADMS-Urban (the version of ADMS used to 

produce intra-urban estimates of pollutant concentrations), Tang et al. (2013) created 

supplementary variables representing the near-source built environment. Tang et al. 

(2013) combined built environment (land use) variables with output from the ADMS 

dispersion model in a regression model, hereafter this type of model is referred to as 

a Dispersion-LUR model.  

2.1.2.4 Dispersion-LUR model 

Tang et al. (2013) developed a dispersion-LUR model to better represent 

pollution trapping (i.e. reduced ventilation) caused by near-source buildings around 

major roads. In their model, inclusion of greenspace data improved estimation of 

pollutant concentrations; pollutant trapping from building topography increased 

concentrations and vegetation cover decreased them.  

2.1.3 Epidemiological findings on greenspace and air pollution 

A study by de Keijzer et al. (2017) concurrently assessed the contribution of air 

pollution and greenspace to mortality rates in Spain (nationwide, small area study), 

and showed a decrease in life expectancy of almost one year for a 5 μg/m3 increase 

in particulate matter (PM10). Higher level of residential surrounding greenspace was 

positively associated with life expectancy only in the lower socio-economic status 

(SES) group, and the authors identified the need to clarify the influence of vegetation 

levels on air pollution.  
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Currently, it is not common practice to adjust air pollution and cardiovascular 

disease risk estimates for confounding by greenspace cover (Crouse et al., 2019). In 

contrast, adjustment for confounding by air pollution is commonplace in greenspace 

epidemiological analyses (Crouse et al., 2017, de Keijzer et al., 2017, Villeneuve et 

al., 2012a). For example, using data on ~1.3 million adults across 30 Canadian cities, 

Crouse et al. (2017) calculated the HR of cardiovascular mortality in relation to 

greenness (NDVI 250 m), adjusted for personal and contextual covariates, and 

adjusted for NO2, which reduced the HR by approximately 5%. Additionally, in a cohort 

study relating urban greenness (NDVI 500 m) with mortality in Ontario, Canada, after 

adjustment for personal and contextual covariates, adjustment for NO2 slightly 

attenuated rate ratios (RR) for cardiovascular disease mortality (RR 0.94 (95% CIs = 

0.92, 0.96) vs. 0.95 (95% CIs = 0.93, 0.97)) (Villeneuve et al., 2012a).  

Some greenspace analyses have assessed mediation of the greenspace-

health effect by air pollution. For example, using the Swiss National Cohort, (Vienneau 

et al., 2017) reported a HR for greenness (NDVI) per interquartile range within 500 m 

of residential address of 0.95 (95% CIs = 0.94, 0.96) for CVD mortality, and estimated 

air pollution (PM10) to explain a small proportion of the total effect (3.1% (95% CI = 

0.6%, 8.5%)). In a study conducted in the Netherlands on cardiometabolic disease – 

a cardiovascular disease risk factor – Klompmaker et al. (2019b) found that NO2 

partially mediated associations of greenness 300 m and 1000 m with diabetes; the 

proportion mediated was 20% (95% CI 8%, 33%) and 34% (95% CIs = 15%, 53%), 

respectively.  

Another study on the Dutch national cohort showed that greenness (NDVI 300 

m) associations with cardiometabolic disease, which were adjusted for physical activity 

to exclude the effect of the physiological pathway in risk estimates, were partially 
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explained (mediated) by air pollution (e.g., NO2 20% mediation, 95% CI = 8%, 33%) 

(Klompmaker et al., 2019b).  The authors suggested that other mechanistic pathways 

(e.g., stress reduction) accounted for the remaining effect (~80%).  

As described above, studies of greenspace and cardiovascular health 

outcomes have controlled for air pollution, or conducted mediation analysis, though air 

pollution exposure estimates are often produced from models that do not include 

greenspace as a predictor variable. Models are inevitably associated with the predictor 

variables that they contain. Therefore, correlation of modelled air pollution and 

greenspace will vary depending on the specific predictors in the air pollution model. 

To give a tangible example, if vehicle flow and population density are predictors in an 

air pollution model, the association of greenspace with modelled air pollution estimates 

would be a product of low vehicle flow or lack of domestic pollution sources in 

greenspace, and therefore does not necessarily represent a causal link between 

greenspace and air pollution. This is an important consideration in epidemiological 

analysis of greenspace and air pollution, particularly for mediation analysis, whereby 

the association of the focal exposure (e.g., greenspace) and the mediating variable 

(e.g., air pollution) can impact findings.  

2.1.4 Implication of correlation of air pollution and traffic noise 

Alongside air pollution, traffic-related noise is one of the most important 

environmental risk factors for cardiovascular disease (Münzel et al., 2014). It is 

estimated that at least one million disability-adjusted life years are lost every year due 

to traffic noise in the western part of Europe (World Health Organization, 2011). In 

London, one of Europe’s largest cities, daytime levels of traffic noise are estimated to 

exceed 55 dB for ~1.6 million people (Gulliver et al., 2015) – a threshold above which 
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the World Health Organisation (WHO) defines as harmful to human health (World 

Health Organization, 1999). A small-area level analysis in London showed that long-

term (annual average) traffic noise levels >60 vs. <55 decibels (dB) were associated 

with increased risk of all-cause mortality in adults (relative risk (RR) = 1.04; 95% CIs 

= 1.00, 1.07), and risk of hospital admission for stroke in both adults ≥25 years (RR = 

1.05; 95% CIs = 1.02, 1.09) and older adults ≥75 years (RR = 1.09; 95% CIs = 1.04, 

1.14) (Halonen et al., 2015).  

In a meta-analysis of 14 studies, Babisch (2014) reported an association of road 

traffic noise and coronary heart disease (RR (pooled estimate) 1.08, 95% CIs = 1.04, 

1.13, per 10 dB(A) increase in weighted day-night noise level (Lden)). A review of traffic-

noise and hypertension – a traditional CVD risk factor – corroborated these findings 

(van Kempen et al., 2002), as did a review of aircraft noise and hypertension (Babisch 

and Kamp, 2009). Associations of traffic noise and blood biochemical markers (e.g., 

high-density lipoprotein cholesterol) in a harmonised multi-cohort study were also 

suggestive of a biologically-plausible link between long-term noise exposure and 

cardio-metabolic disease risk (Cai et al., 2017).  

The mechanisms via which traffic noise is hypothesised to adversely interact 

with cardiovascular health differs from those of air pollution. Noise is hypothesised to 

affect health via direct (e.g., sleep disturbance) and indirect (e.g., annoyance) 

mechanistic pathways (Babisch, 2014). Long term exposure to harmful levels of noise 

is thought to generate an adaptive physiological response to the repeated release of 

stress hormones (e.g., cortisol), which might result in adverse changes to blood 

pressure, glucose and lipid levels, and contribute to cardiovascular disease (Daiber et 

al., 2019, Münzel et al., 2014, Recio et al., 2016). In contrast, air pollution is 

hypothesised to affect the circulatory system via particle translocation into 
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cardiovascular tissues, which triggers inflammation, and can result in autonomic 

nervous system imbalance (Brook et al., 2010a, Franklin et al., 2015). While the size 

and state of air pollutants determines the mechanistic pathway via which pollutants 

impacts health, physical properties of sound and an individual’s susceptibility to noise 

annoyance (psychological pathway) determines how noise affects health (Basner et 

al., 2014, Münzel et al., 2017). Traffic related air pollution (e.g. NO2 and PM2.5) and 

traffic noise share a common source (i.e. motor vehicles) and might therefore be 

correlated. Local built environment characteristics can also affect correlation of traffic 

noise and air pollution (Foraster et al., 2011). Measurement campaigns have 

highlighted strong-to-moderate correlation of traffic noise and NO2 from traffic sources, 

which are impacted by traffic flow and road layout (Davies et al., 2009).  

Using modelled estimates, the effect of scale and area characteristics on traffic noise 

and air pollution correlations have been investigated in London (Fecht et al., 2016). 

Traffic noise and air pollution were modelled, respectively, via the UK Calculation of 

Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) method and the KCLurban dispersion model for pollutants, 

including NO2, and the total and traffic-only component of PM2.5 and PM10. Fecht et al. 

(2016) emphasised the need to select a relevant geographic unit of analysis in 

epidemiological investigations and to assess health associations of correlated 

environmental exposures with caution. Correlation of traffic noise and traffic-related 

air pollution near roads within London was found to be moderate, indicating that 

independent effects of air pollution and noise can be reliably determined when input 

data is adequately detailed. 

Epidemiological evidence of independent effects of noise and air pollution has 

started to emerge (Gan et al., 2012). Some studies showed independent effects 

(adjusted single exposure models), and/or additive effects of air pollution and noise 
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exposure (multi-exposure models), though typically did not show evidence of 

interaction (i.e. multiplicative effects) of air pollution and traffic noise on cardiovascular 

outcomes and risk factors (Floud et al., 2013, Klompmaker et al., 2019b, Tétreault et 

al., 2013), except in a single study of air pollution, noise and stroke incidence 

(Sørensen et al., 2014). 

Advances in exposure assessment using high-resolution data have allowed for 

assignment of individual traffic noise and air pollution exposures to large number of 

addresses. Analyses across regionally diverse areas is strengthening the evidence 

base on traffic noise and air pollution effects on cardiovascular outcomes, such as 

incident CVD(Cai et al., 2018). Individual-level exposure assessment for cohorts 

requires address location accuracy (Brugge et al., 2013), and careful consideration of 

the scale of inputs in exposure assessment models (Fecht et al., 2016). For example, 

adjustment of an air pollution-health model for confounding by traffic noise, in which 

data inputs into the air pollution model are detailed (high resolution) and data inputs 

into the noise model are course (low resolution), might result in biased effect estimates 

due to incomplete adjustment. It is critical that environmental exposures, whether used 

as confounders or otherwise in health models, are matched in terms of detailed inputs 

to reduce bias.   

2.2 Physiological (physical activity) pathway  

2.2.1 Physical activity and cardiovascular health 

The UK Chief Medical Officers’ guidelines recommend that older adults 

participate in a minimum of 150 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity or 75 

minutes of vigorous intensity physical activity per week (UK Chief Medical Officers, 

2019). Compared to previous guidelines (Davies et al., 2011), the newer (2019) 
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guidelines put a stronger emphasis on regular, light intensity physical activity for older 

adults, and removed recommendation of a 10 minute minimum session duration that 

was previously advised (UK Chief Medical Officers, 2019). Recent evidence on the 

benefits of cumulative, low to moderate intensity physical activity on likelihood of 

developing cardiovascular disease risk factors (e.g., diabetes) and premature mortality 

in older adults prompted these changes (Chastin et al., 2019, Füzéki et al., 2017, 

Hupin et al., 2015, Jefferis et al., 2019, LaMonte et al., 2017). The current guidelines 

are also based on earlier evidence that showed associations of physical activity with 

lower likelihood of developing cardiovascular diseases, such as coronary heart 

disease and stroke (e.g., Haskell et al., 2007). 

Physical activity can be achieved in multiple contexts including the commute 

(active travel), during working hours (occupational), and during leisure time. In a meta-

analysis of 21 prospective cohort studies, the RR of overall CVD in women with high 

levels of physical activity during leisure time was 0.73 (95% CIs = 0.68, 0.78), 

compared to the reference group with low leisure time physical activity (Li and 

Siegrist, 2012). A similar effect was observed among men (RR 0.76, 95% CIs = 0.70, 

0.82). In the UK, active travel physical activity (walking) compared to private 

transport use was associated with lower likelihood of cardiovascular risk factors, 

including hypertension (adjusted OR = 0.83, 95% CIs = 0.71, 0.97) (Laverty et al., 

2013). 

In UK Biobank, Celis-Morales et al. (2017) found an association of self-reported 

active commuting and a lower risk of CVD incidence, for cycling commute (HR 0.54, 

95% CIs = 0.33, 0.88) and walking commute (HR 0.73, 95% CIs = 0.54, 0.99). For 

CVD mortality, protective associations were also found for cycling commute (HR 0.48, 

95% CIs = 0.25, 0.92), and walking commute (HR 0.64, 95% CIs = 0.45, 0.91). Further, 
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a UK Biobank longitudinal analysis showed an association of body mass index (BMI) 

– a cardiovascular risk factor – and transition to active commuting from vehicular 

transport (BMI reduction estimate: −0.30 kg/m2; 95% CIs = −0.13 kg/m2, −0.47 kg/m2) 

(Flint et al., 2016). This study used repeat assessment data that was available for 

20,346 UK Biobank participants (Stockport UK Biobank assessment centre only). 

Moreover, a graded obesity response was observed in UK Biobank across seven 

categories of commuting behaviours, ranging from active to inactive travel (Flint and 

Cummins, 2016), adding further evidence in support of physical activity interventions 

that promote active behaviours (Sallis, 2016). 

2.2.2 Relationship of greenspace with physical activity  

A review of neighbourhood greenness and health associations reported “fairly 

strong” evidence of a positive association of greenness and physical activity, and 

greenness and cardiovascular disease, and suggested that future research identify 

effect modifiers and mediators of these associations (James et al., 2015). The 

physiological pathway linking greenspace and health, which is explored in this PhD 

thesis, is based on the assumption that access to greenspace increases physical 

activity in the local population via the provision of amenable spaces to carry out 

exercise (for e.g., walking, jogging and cycling), with accompanying health benefits 

(Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2017a). Accessibility of greenspace from an individual’s place 

of residence is considered a key driver to the physiological pathway, with better access 

expected to increase physical activity (Rigolon, 2016). The definition of accessible is 

context-specific, and often subjective, which has resulted in inconsistencies in the 

literature (Giles-Corti et al., 2019). 
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In England, using the Generalised Land Use Database (GLUD), a large scale 

ecological study assessed greenspace exposure at the administrative middle super-

output area level (MSOA; average population of ~6000), which was deemed 

representative of an accessible environment for physical activity, and reported higher 

odds of achieving the national recommended amount of physical activity (OR 1.27, 95% 

CIs = 1.13, 1.44) for people living in the greenest quintile (nationally) compared to 

those living in the least green quintile (Mytton et al., 2012). However, in this example, 

associations were found for gardening and do-it-yourself, and occupational physical 

activity, rather than expected greenspace-based activities (e.g. walking, running), 

suggesting that recreational use of greenspace was not a driver of the association. In 

another England-based study, the percentage of greenspace at the MSOA level (and 

within 5 km and 10 km of the MSOA) was not associated with self-reported walking 

(Lachowycz and Jones, 2014b). 

Some studies on the relationship of greenness (NDVI) and physical activity 

have reported a limited, and sometimes inverse, association when assessing 

quantity of greenspace surrounding the residential address and physical activities. 

For example, Maas et al. (2008) found no association of greenness within a 800m 

circular distance buffer of an individual's place of residence and whether they met 

Dutch public health recommendations for physical activity, sports and walking for 

commuting purposes. Once again, gardening was associated with greenness, as was 

cycling for commuting, although these activities did not explain the greenness-health 

relationship.  

In a study conducted using the Dutch National Health Survey (n = 387,195 

adults), greenness surrounding the residential address (NDVI 300 m) in the highest 

quintile compared to the lowest quintile was associated with increased odds for 
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outdoor physical activity (OR 1.14, 95% CIs = 1.10, 1.17) (Klompmaker et al., 2018). 

However, the importance of scale, particularly in this example, should be highlighted 

– it has been suggested that the wider neighbourhood greenspace environment (e.g., 

up to 1600 m network distance) influences physical activity levels (Giles-Corti et al., 

2019), though associations in this study were generally stronger for smaller buffers 

(strongest in 300 m NDVI circular buffer). The authors also noted that associations 

were not found for greenspace exposure derived from Dutch land use data (TOP10NL), 

and speculate this is because NDVI takes private gardens into account, whereas 

TOP10NL does not. The authors did not clarify if private garden cover was potentially 

indicative of gardening physical activity, or potentially acting as a proxy variable in the 

model for socioeconomic status. 

Other studies on the association of greenness (NDVI) exposure and incidence 

of health outcomes in the US have used physical activity levels in mediation analysis. 

For example, James et al. (2016a) found total PA in an all-female cohort to explain the 

smallest proportion of the association of greenness (NDVI 250 m and 1250 m) and 

non-accidental mortality (2.1% mediation, 95% CIs = 0.2%, 19.3%; and 1.1% 

mediation, 95% CIs = 0.1%, 15.8%, respectively), compared to other assessed 

mediators (i.e. air pollution, social engagement, mental health). In another all-female 

cohort study, Villeneuve et al. (2018) used the US National Land Cover Database to 

identify natural environments (e.g., forest, shrubland, herbaceous land covers) and 

assessed residential surrounding exposure in a 500 m circular distance buffer. 

Associations with obesity were estimated to be partially mediated by physical activity 

(32% mediation, 95% CIs not reported). 

The above studies on greenspace and physical activity share several limitations 

that may hinder identification of associations: 1) greenspace exposure was assessed 
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via NDVI or land use data, both of which are unspecific quantifiers of greenspace 

coverage (e.g., qualitative features related to greenspace function are not 

represented); and 2) multiple well-evidenced environmental predictors of light to 

moderate intensity physical activity (e.g., walking) are ignored in geospatial and 

statistical analysis. More specifically regarding the last point, in studies of greenspace 

and physical activity, it is commonplace to adjust associations of greenness and 

physical activity for urbanicity, which might partially account for population density, 

however several other known drivers of physical activity in the urban context, are often 

ignored. For example, junction density and destination density are known predictors 

of walking for transport in cities (Frank et al., 2017, Giles-Corti et al., 2019, James et 

al., 2017).  

Regarding unspecific quantifiers of greenspace (point 1 above), the type and 

quality of greenspace – e.g. amenities and safety – have been proposed to contribute 

to its perceived usability for physical activity and health associations (Giles-Corti et al., 

2019, Jorgensen et al., 2013). Coombes et al. (2010) used transport network analysis 

in a UK city (Bristol) to assess access to greenspace categorised by type, and 

association with physical activity levels. Formal park access (though not other 

greenspace types) was associated with lower likelihood of obese or overweight (a 

cardiovascular risk factor), and a higher likelihood of achieving national physical 

activity recommendations (Coombes et al., 2010). Formal parks are potentially distinct 

from other greenspace due to the path networks running through them, which can be 

used for multiple physical activities (e.g. walking, cycling). Investigation of specific 

greenspace function (e.g., sports grounds versus public parks versus private gardens) 

with associations of physical activity and health outcomes in a large sample has not 

been conducted to date, though is critical for informing built environment interventions 
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targeted at improving physical activity. NDVI, and other unspecific quantifiers of 

greenness, cannot determine physiological pathway specific contributions and might 

hinder research translation, if findings are not triangulated with other exposure 

assessment methods (Rugel et al., 2017a). 

2.2.3 Accessibility via road/path network analysis 

The definition of accessibility in the Dictionary of Human Geography is, “the 

ease with which goods and services in one location can be accessed by people living 

in another location”. Importantly, accessibility is a measure of opportunity rather than 

usage, which is an important consideration for greenspace epidemiological 

investigation, especially along the physiological pathway (Tamosiunas et al., 2014). 

While all accessibility measures have an origin and destination(s), they vary based on 

how destinations are incorporated into the calculation (Kwan and Weber, 2003). In 

greenspace accessibility literature, accessibility measures can be divided into two 

main groups: 1) service area measures, and 2) proximity-based measures (Higgs et 

al., 2012). Service area measures use either simplistic geographic containers, such 

as administrative boundaries, to measure density of destinations, or can use more 

sophisticated transport network distance buffers to measure density of destinations 

within a set distance or time along a transport network (e.g., cumulative opportunities 

to access greenspace within 10 minutes walking distance of residential address). 

Proximity based measures use either simplistic measures, such as distance to the 

nearest destination (e.g., nearest park entry point), or add weights for destination 

features (e.g., size of park), and balance both weight and distance in calculations. 

Transport network distance buffers are a form of service area accessibility 

measure. They are created by tracing the road (or path) networks a pre-determined 
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distance (e.g., 1000 m) from the residential address, and buffering the line network 

(e.g., by 50 m). Such network buffers capture a more accurate representation of the 

area that can be traversed, for example, when walking compared to circular distance 

buffers. Network buffers are, therefore, thought to better capture the spatial attributes 

of the neighbourhood which may influence physical activity (Frank et al., 2017, Giles-

Corti et al., 2019).  

A transport network study in London showed street connectivity and street tree 

density, surrounding the residential addresses of respondents to the London Travel 

Demand Survey (n = 15,354), were associated with higher odds of walking (Sarkar et 

al., 2015b). In this case, the connectivity of the walkable street network was potentially 

driving associations of greenspace (street trees) and PA (authors did not mutually 

adjust these exposures). Findings might also point to the impact of incidental 

greenspace exposure, as oppose to deliberate exposure, on physical activity. In the 

literature, greenspace has been considered as the final destination endpoint, as by 

Coombes et al. (2010), or as an environmental feature that individuals are exposed to 

on journeys to other destination endpoints (e.g., shops, transport links), as by (Sarkar 

et al., 2015b). 

For environmental epidemiological analysis, the representation of greenspace 

as a single destination (e.g., access point) as oppose to land cover across a buffer is 

potentially reductive. That is, simplistic proximity analysis (nearest destination) is 

potentially inadequate for representing greenspace exposure. For example, distance 

to the nearest park entrance was not associated with being overweight or outdoor 

physical activity in a study conducted in the Netherlands (Klompmaker et al., 2018). In 

the UK, an analysis that explored proximity of greenspace (with adjustment for 
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greenspace size and quality) found no evidence of an association with leisure time PA 

(Hillsdon et al., 2006). 

Greenspace exposure is potentially accumulated when travelling through-, as 

well as when travelling to- greenspace, hence some association with surrounding 

greenness might be expected. Surrounding greenness, particularly surrounding 

traversable routes, has the potential to impact individual decisions on transport mode 

(e.g., preference for walking for transport versus driving a motor vehicle) and should 

be further explored.  

2.2.4 A case for walkability 

Walkability assessment is a form of service area based accessibility 

measurement, and service areas for walkability assessment can be generated based 

on distance along road/path network from study participants’ residential addresses 

(transport network analysis). Forsyth (2015) provided a ‘minimal definition’ of 

walkability, in which she stated, “traversability and closeness with some basic level of 

safety—these are the core requirements for walking”. This definition broadly 

summarises epidemiological considerations of walkability. Essentially, in 

epidemiological research, walkability is an estimate of the number of people and 

places to visit (e.g., shops, transport stops, amenities), and the road networks that 

connect them, typically, in a pre-determined vicinity of an individual’s address (Adams 

et al., 2014b). Walkability can then be assessed statistically to derive its impact on a 

health outcome; for example, cardio-metabolic disease (Braun et al., 2016).  

The International Physical Activity and the Environment Network (IPEN) study 

of adults measured variation in built environment features relevant to walkability using 
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geographic information systems (GIS) across 12 countries, including the UK (Adams 

et al., 2014b). Walkability components (i.e., residential density, street connectivity, 

mixture of land uses) were derived around each participant’s residential address using 

500 m and 1000 m street network buffers. Higher walkability in the street network 

buffers generated by the IPEN study showed an association with lower cardio-

metabolic risk (Coffee et al., 2013).The study also showed the potential deficiency of 

using administrative district boundaries in analyses of walkability, as results were not 

replicable at the administrative boundary level.  

Traditionally, land use mixture is used to represent accessibility and 

heterogeneity of features within walking distance (Adams et al., 2014a, Adams et al., 

2014b, Frank et al., 2010). Land use mixture is a common component of walkability 

indices, though the specific role of vegetation cover surrounding walkable networks 

has not been assessed in detail. High greenspace cover (in a circular buffer) has been 

shown to be associated with low walkability (James et al., 2017), though the impact of 

greenspace cover surrounding the walkable network, taking account of known 

predictors of walking for transport (i.e. density of population, street intersection density 

and business density) warrants further investigation.  

2.3 Interrelation of greenspace, long term air pollution and walkability  

To improve urban environments for health, it is crucial to understand the 

interrelation of urban environment exposure (e.g., air pollution, walkability, greenspace) 

and their separate and combined impacts on cardiovascular health. Urban 

interventions should be optimised for the improvement of health via across multiple 

exposures. Exposures, therefore, must be analysed concurrently in epidemiological 

assessment to provide evidence for net-positive interventions. For example, air 
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pollution reduction and walkability can be inversely associated, and should be 

considered jointly to avoid worsening of one exposure with improvement of the other 

(Hankey et al., 2012).  

Analysis of the interrelation of multiple built environment exposures surrounding 

residential addresses in the USA found negative associations of greenspace with 

walkability and air pollution (James et al., 2017). Following convention, walkability 

exposure in this analysis was constructed by equally weighting spatial predictors to 

generate a single (z) score, these predictors were: density of population, street 

intersection density and registered business density. It is unsurprising therefore that 

high surrounding greenness (NDVI) levels, typically accompanied by low population, 

few road connections, and low business density, were associated with low walkability. 

Klompmaker et al. (2019b) showed the impact of the interrelation of air pollution, 

road traffic noise and greenness (NDVI) on odds of diabetes – a cardiovascular 

disease risk factor. The authors ran multiple models with: a) mutual adjustment for 

confounding exposures in single exposure models; and b) mediation and/or interaction 

terms in multi-exposure models. They concluded that single exposure studies might 

overestimate the association of diabetes attributed to exposure. Further, the combined 

impact of exposure to a combination of surrounding greenness (NDVI) and air pollution 

might be underestimated by the associations from single-exposure models. 

Assessment of multiple environmental exposures to evaluate individual and combined 

associations, along with exposure interaction, is becoming increasingly important as 

evidence from single exposure studies accumulates.  
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3 UK Biobank cohort 

In this chapter, I describe the UK Biobank cohort study which was used in this 

study. I focus on the health and lifestyle information used here as well as the process 

of assigning environmental exposures to UK Biobank participants’ residential 

addresses.  

3.1 Background 

Established with funding from the Wellcome Trust and Medical Research 

Council, the UK Biobank is a population-based observational cohort study designed 

to provide sufficient power to assess a wide range of chronic disease outcomes 

(Collins, 2012). These outcomes include CVD and CVD risk factors, such as diabetes. 

Detailed phenotyping of participants at baseline was anticipated to facilitate research 

into the aetiology and mechanisms driving associations of exposure and health 

outcomes (Sudlow et al., 2015). 

The UK Biobank cohort contains over 500,000 volunteer participants, aged 

between 40-69 years at recruitment in 2006–2010. During baseline assessments, 

participants completed lifestyle questionnaires, gave biological samples (i.e. blood, 

saliva and urine), were assessed physically, and gave consent to health follow-up via 

medical record linkage (Allen et al., 2014). The automated and ongoing record linkage, 

which is provided via National Health Service (NHS) and Office for National Statistics 

(ONS) reports, is used to link participants’ UK Biobank records with hospital-based 

healthcare events, health outcomes and mortality. 

Middle- and older-aged British residents were recruited based on NHS primary 

care registrations. Following enrolment, participants attended an initial baseline 
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assessment visit at one of 22 centres located throughout England, Scotland and Wales, 

three of which were located in London. Study protocols have been described in detail 

(Elliott et al., 2008). In brief, UK Biobank delivered questionnaires via touch-screen 

devices to assess lifestyle factors that included dietary habits, physical activity 

behaviour via the short-form Recent Physical Activity Questionnaire (Besson et al., 

2009), psychological wellbeing, cognitive functioning, social factors, personal and 

familial self-reported medical histories, and sociodemographic information. 

Responses were clarified and expanded upon with a trained member of staff (e.g., 

regarding self-reported illnesses and medication) after the touch-screen session was 

completed. Research nurses recorded physical and anthropometric measures, 

including blood pressure, height, and weight, using standardised equipment, and drew 

blood samples. Participants provided their own urine and saliva samples. Processing 

of samples followed standardised protocols mandated by UK Biobank to minimise 

random and systematic error, and produce adequately harmonised data across the 22 

assessment centres. UK Biobank catalogued the collected data in an online database 

– the Data Showcase (ukbiobank.ac.uk/data-showcase) – with detailed protocols of 

data collection and handling for each variable. The UK Biobank study received ethical 

approval from the UK National Research Ethics Committee North West.  

3.2 Geographic location of study participants 

UK Biobank collected information on residential addresses at baseline 

assessment to maintain contact with participants. In addition to providing a contact 

database, address information also allows for assessment of associations of health 

outcomes and neighbourhood environmental factors, which have an inherent spatial 

dimension. The residential addresses of the full cohort (~500,000 participants) were 

previously geocoded by the UK Small Area Health and Statistics Unit (SASHU), 
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Imperial College as part of the EU-funded BioSHaRE-EU project (Doiron et al., 2013). 

Geocoding was performed using Quick Address Software, which resulted in ~97% 

geocoded addresses. This procedure results in an X,Y-coordinate representing the 

geometric centroid of the building corresponding to the address, based on Ordnance 

Survey AddressBase.  

3.3 Application process to obtain residential address points 

The preliminary application to UK Biobank to get approval for this project was 

initiated by my former supervisor Dr Susan Hodgson before I started work on my PhD.  

I drafted the main UK Biobank application, requesting specific variables and justifying 

our request for residential address geocodes (Appendix). Due to the need to assign 

new environmental exposures to UK Biobank participants, the application process had 

to be divided into two stages to ensure anonymity of study participants. In Stage 1, I 

requested a unique identifier and the geocode of the residential address for each study 

participant from UK Biobank for exposure assignment.  This is the information I used 

for exposure assessment and which I handed back to UK Biobank. UK Biobank then 

integrated the exposure data with the UK Biobank data base, stripping off all 

geographic identifiers. In Stage 2, I requested these exposure data, together with 

participant health and lifestyle variables.     

3.4  Participant health, characteristics and lifestyle variables 

3.4.1 Cardiovascular disease outcomes in UK Biobank 

Though the focus of this PhD project is on exposure assessment (for CVD 

epidemiology), I requested cardiovascular disease outcome data from UK Biobank 

with the intention of performing preliminary epidemiological analysis. Participant 
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health, characteristic and lifestyle variables were received in autumn of 2019 (after 

UK Biobank had integrated the residential exposure assessment variables). My 

preliminary epidemiological analysis was on non-injury and cardiovascular mortality 

(Chapter 6). I hereafter describe the mortality data and preparation for survival 

analysis. I also requested CVD hospital episode data, though, in the preliminary 

epidemiological analysis shown in this thesis, CVD incidence summary data were 

used only to exclude prevalent CVD at baseline (see below), not to conduct CVD 

incidence analysis. This was due to an error on my part in the original data request 

(hospitalisation plus date were required to be requested as two separate columns 

from the showcase, I only requested hospitalisation).  

 UK Biobank receives notice of death of participants via the ONS Death Register. 

Primary cause of death is classified by a medical doctor according to the 

International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10). At the date of this 

PhD thesis submission, the UK Biobank mortality censor date for participants 

residing in England and Wales was 31st January 2018, and in Scotland was 30 

November 2016. I used ICD-10 groupings as per the Global Burden of Disease 

Study (James et al., 2018, WHO, 2018), that is, I grouped non-injury deaths by 

excluding ICD-10 categories coded, ‘V’—‘Z’, and I grouped circulatory disease 

deaths as those coded, ‘I00’—‘I99’. 

3.4.2 Prevalent disease in UK Biobank 

Through routine linkage with NHS Digital Hospital Episode Statistics, UK 

Biobank participants can be identified who were diagnosed with either myocardial 

infarction (ST segment elevation or non-ST segment elevation) or stroke (ischaemic 

stroke, intracerebral haemorrhage or subarachnoid haemorrhage).  Information on any 
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other prevalent cardiovascular diseases was also collected by a practice nurse at the 

assessment centre. Summary information on CVD hospitalisation (data fields 42000 

and 42006 in the UK Biobank Data Showcase) was used, prior to conducting survival 

analysis, to exclude participants who had prevalent CVD before the date of their 

baseline assessment.   

Given that questionnaire items in UK Biobank related to self-reported disability 

were strong predictors of 5-year mortality (Ganna and Ingelsson, 2015), I used the 

self-reported item unable to work due to sickness or disability to exclude participants 

from survival analysis. Further, diabetes is a known risk factor for cardiovascular 

disease (Tsao and Vasan, 2015), I therefore excluded all participants who self-

reported diabetes, though I retained those who reported only gestational diabetes  

A large proportion of participants self-reported high blood pressure 

(hypertension) diagnosis. Added to self-reported hypertension status, two blood 

pressure measurements were taken at baseline, 2 minutes apart (after a seated rest) 

using a cuff and an Omron HEM-7015IT digital monitor. I used high blood pressure as 

a confounder in this analysis, as oppose to excluding participants with high blood 

pressure diagnosis prior to baseline, which would have resulted in many exclusions. 

To maximize accuracy, I used measured as opposed to self-reported hypertension, 

and used 140 mmHg systolic over 90 mmHg diastolic blood pressure as the cut off for 

high blood pressure (Pazoki et al., 2018). I calculated mean systolic (SBP) and 

diastolic blood pressure (DBP) from 2 automated or 2 manual readings. For individuals 

with 1 manual and 1 automated blood pressure reading, I used the mean of the 2 

values. For individuals with a single BP measurement (1 manual or 1 automated BP 

reading), I used the single measurement. I replicated this approach from another UK 

Biobank study (Pazoki et al., 2018). 
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3.4.3 Participants’ characteristic variables 

Participant age at baseline (in years) is available in UK Biobank (data field 

21003). I calculated a more precise baseline age by using month (data field 52) and 

year of birth (data field 34), combined with median day of month (15th) to estimate age 

at baseline assessment (+/-16 days maximum difference). I calculated person-days of 

follow-up from participant baseline assessment date until either death or end of follow-

up (censor date: 31st January 2018), whichever came first. Gender of participant 

(Female, Male) was available. Ethnicity pf participants was predominantly White, with 

27,932/~500,000 participants categorising themselves as non-White; I binned 

responses to create a binary ethnicity variable (non-White, White).   

3.4.4 Participant lifestyle variables  

I requested lifestyle variables for cardiovascular epidemiological analysis based 

on previous greenspace and circulatory disease mortality literature (Crouse et al., 

2017, de Keijzer et al., 2017, James et al., 2016a, Vienneau et al., 2017, Villeneuve 

et al., 2012a) and known cardiovascular disease risk factors (Tsao and Vasan, 2015).  

Variables requested included: ‘total (annual) household income level after tax’ 

(categories: ‘less than £18,000’, ‘£18,000 to £30,999’, ‘£31,000 to £51,999’, ‘£52,000 

to £100,000’, ‘greater than £100,000’), pack years smoking (continuous variable), 

alcohol intake (grams/week). Smoking pack years is a unit for measuring the amount 

a person has smoked over the life course. It is calculated by multiplying the numbers 

of packs of cigarettes smoked per day by the number of years the person has smoked. 

For example, 1 pack-year is equal to smoking 20 cigarettes (1 pack) per day for 1 year. 

This variable was available pre-calculated from UK Biobank, though required cleaning 
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via the variable ‘smoking status’ (categories: ‘current’, ‘previous’, ‘never’), whereby 

participants with no response (NA) for ‘smoking status’ received NA for ‘pack years 

smoking’, and those who responded ‘never’ smoker received ‘0’ for pack years.  

For alcohol intake at recruitment, I calculated a ‘grams of alcohol per week’ 

variable based on self-reported total alcohol (beers, wines, spirits) consumed per week. 

Participants were asked via touchscreen questionnaire about the number of drinks of 

each alcoholic beverage consumed weekly. For beer consumption, participants were 

asked, “how many pints of beer or cider would you drink in an average week?”; for 

both red wine and white wine (including champagne), participants were asked, “how 

many glasses would you drink in an average week (typically there are six glasses per 

bottle)?”; for spirits, participants were asked, “how many measures of spirits or liqueurs 

would you drink in an average week (there are 25 standard measures in a normal 

sized bottle)?”. In the UK, a unit of alcohol is used as a measure to quantify alcohol 

consumption and one unit is equal to eight grams of alcohol, as defined by the House 

of Commons Science and Technology committee in 2012. As with a previous UK 

Biobank publication (Cai et al., 2018), one pint of beer or cider is equal to 2.5 units of 

alcohol, one medium-sized glass of wine or champagne is equal to 2.3 units of alcohol 

and 1 measure of spirits or liqueurs is equal to 1 unit alcohol. As such, actual alcohol 

content of one serving size for each beverage was calculated by multiplying the units 

of alcohol by eight, which is 20 grams of alcohol per pint of beer or cider, 18.4 grams 

of alcohol per one medium sized glass of wine or champagne, and 8 grams of alcohol 

per one measure of spirits or liqueurs. To derive the ‘grams of alcohol per week’ 

variable, the number of drinks per week for each beverage was multiplied by the above 

mentioned grams of alcohol content per drink for each beverage, and  these numbers 
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were summed up to give an average consumption of total alcohol per week for each 

participant. For all non-alcohol drinkers, a value of zero was assigned. 

3.5 UK Biobank Greater London subset  

The Greater London-based UK Biobank subset used in this PhD project for 

some exposure assessments (e.g., air pollution and walkability modelling) comprises 

~13% of the total cohort. It is defined as all participants with addresses falling within 

the administrative Greater London Authority boundary. The rationale for focusing on 

the UK Biobank London subset in exposure assessments was two-part; firstly, high-

resolution vegetation data categorised by height (tree versus groundcover) was 

available only for Greater London (see Chapter 4.1) and, secondly,  Greater London 

was found to be a computationally feasible option for modelling multiple detailed 

exposures. That is, London has high sample density in a relatively small area 

(compared to UK-wide analysis), with sufficient exposure contrast (see Chapter 7), 

and sufficient heterogeneity in demographics. London is unique with respect other UK 

cities, and findings might not necessarily be transferable to all parts of the UK, though 

this was deemed an acceptable limitation.  

Participants in the UK Biobank London subset were enrolled at one of three UK 

Biobank assessment centres – Bart’s, Croydon or Hounslow. The subset, hereafter 

referred to as UK Biobank London. 

3.6 Awareness of bias in UK Biobank 

Due to the untargeted and systematic canvassing of eligible individuals residing 

within of 25 miles (40 kilometres) of an assessment centre, UK Biobank achieved a 

relatively low response rate of 5.5% (Fry et al., 2017). In those who enrolled in the 

cohort, a ‘healthy-volunteer’ effect – whereby volunteer participants are typically 
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healthier than non-volunteers (non-responders) in the general population, has been 

reported (Delgado-Rodríguez and Llorca, 2004). In the context of this PhD study, this 

form of non-response bias does not preclude valid assessment of epidemiological 

associations if there is sufficient variability of environmental exposures within the 

cohort (Rothman et al., 2013). Though, small effect sizes should be interpreted with 

caution due to the potential for unmeasured confounding (associated with enrolment) 

in self-selected cohorts (Ebrahim and Davey Smith, 2013, Swanson, 2012). 

A limitation of the UK Biobank study design, in the context of environmental 

epidemiological investigations, is the weak representation of some groups (e.g., non-

White individuals) in the cohort, which has implications for effect modification analyses. 

This limitation is not due to representativeness; a population representative cohort 

would not balance potential effect modifiers in the sample. Instead, it is due to weak 

representation of some subgroups in the sample (e.g., non-White, low SES), which 

stems from UK Biobank’s objective to predominantly explore genetic, as oppose to 

social, determinants of health (Fry et al., 2017). Nonetheless, UK Biobank collected 

extensive phenotypic information (including many known social determinants of health) 

for all participants, which should provide adequate information for confounder 

adjustment in epidemiological analyses. The recruitment of older age groups in UK 

Biobank should not lead to bias in this PhD project as the focal outcome is 

cardiovascular mortality.  
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4 Greenspace and deprivation exposure assessment  

In this chapter, I introduce exposure assessment. I provide an overview of the 

data sets that I used for exposure assessment in UK Biobank, which are described 

alongside the corresponding exposure assessment methods and findings. I introduce 

the two greenspace datasets used in exposure assessment, which were: 1) 

Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ Greenspace (categorised by function) greenspace 

data; and 2) The GeoInformation Group – Greater London vegetation data. I also 

give an overview of exposure assessments that were conducted in preparation for 

confounder adjustment in epidemiological statistical analysis, namely, assessment of 

the Index of Multiple Deprivation (neighbourhood deprivation). 

4.1 Greenspace exposure assessment 

4.1.1 Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ Greenspace 

Greenspace is land predominantly covered with vegetation and, in the urban 

context, might comprise of public parks, private gardens, playing fields, allotments, etc. 

In light of the mechanistic pathways that I outlined in Chapter 1 and 2, some 

greenspace types, or combinations of types, might be more protective for health than 

others. Crude measures of greenness (e.g., NDVI) have advantages, such as 

relatively complete data coverage across large geographical areas, though do not 

permit investigation of the functional role or qualities of greenspace that are most 

important for health.  

To my knowledge, no study has assigned categorised greenspace data that 

allows for investigation of the effect of specific greenspace types (e.g., public parks 

versus private gardens) on health in a large cohort that has data available on important 
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individual and area-level confounders. Such qualitative greenspace information 

(function) might be particularly important in assessing amenable greenspace for 

physical activity (i.e. the physiological pathway). Therefore, in this exposure 

assessment, I assessed categorised greenspace land cover (Ordnance Survey 

MasterMap™ Greenspace) in multiple circular buffers at addresses in UK Biobank. 

This is the only UK Biobank-wide exposure assessment in this PhD project. That is, 

addresses of some participants from all UK Biobank assessment centres were 

covered by the OS MasterMap™ Greenspace data, including in Scotland and Wales. 

This assessment was conducted in preparation of assessing specific categories of 

greenspace (e.g., public parks and sports grounds) and cardiovascular outcomes, and 

testing for mediation of associations by physical activity (see future research, Chapter 

9). 

4.1.1.1 Data 

Ordnance Survey (OS) produced a greenspace layer that gives a 

comprehensive overview of greenspace in urban areas of the UK (Figure 5). The 

dataset comprises of topographical areas, which give the boundaries for greenspace 

as released in OS MasterMap™ Topography Layer (1:1250 scale), with additional 

greenspace attributes to describe their function. It includes both publicly accessible 

and private greenspace, sports facilities and natural environment features.  
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Figure 5. Distribution of urban areas in England with Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ Greenspace data 

used in this study. 

 

OS described data coverage as the following in the OS MasterMap™ 

Greenspace product guide: “For England and Wales, urban areas are included where 

they are greater than 6km². For Scotland, urban areas are defined as those with a 

population in excess of 500 people. This is based on data provided by the National 
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Records of Scotland. In Scotland a buffer of 500 m has been added by OS to the urban 

extents (with over 500 people) to define the OS MasterMap Greenspace product 

coverage. Where a greenspace site crosses the boundary of a buffered urban area, 

all features within the site are included in OS MasterMap™ Greenspace, even where 

these are outside the buffered urban area. This applies up to a limit of 1,500 m from 

the urban boundary.” More information on the data can be found online: 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/product-guides/osmm-greenspace-product-

guide.pdf.  

Only UK Biobank addresses within the data extent were used in exposure 

assessment. To select these addresses, I used Office for National Statistics (ONS) 

Built-up areas (v2) shapefile as a data extent boundary for England and Wales 

(https://data.gov.uk/dataset/15e3be7f-66ed-416c-b0f2-241e87668642/built-up-areas-

december-2011-boundaries-v2), and the National Records of Scotland Settlements 

(reflective of mid-2016 populations) in Scotland, plus a 500 m buffer (as specified in 

the technical document linked above).  

Table 1. Ordnance Survey (OS) MasterMap™ Greenspace primary function classifications (18 

categories) with descriptions as per OS technical specification document.  

Function Description 

Private Garden Areas of land normally enclosed and associated with private residences and 

reserved for private use. 

Golf Course A large area of land that is specially prepared for playing golf. 

Tennis Court A specially prepared area intended for playing tennis. 

Amenity - Transport Landscaped areas providing visual amenity or separating different buildings or land 

uses for environmental, visual or safety reasons when related to a transport function, 

such as a road, or within a transport hub. 

Cemetery Areas of land associated with burial areas or crematoriums. 

Natural Land use areas with no other function but with Form attribute of woodland, open 

semi-natural, open water, beach or foreshore. 

Land Use Changing Areas of land that are currently under development or awaiting redevelopment. 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/product-guides/osmm-greenspace-product-guide.pdf
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/product-guides/osmm-greenspace-product-guide.pdf
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/15e3be7f-66ed-416c-b0f2-241e87668642/built-up-areas-december-2011-boundaries-v2
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/15e3be7f-66ed-416c-b0f2-241e87668642/built-up-areas-december-2011-boundaries-v2
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/technical-specifications/os-mastermap-greenspace-layer-technical-specification.pdf
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Play Space Areas providing safe and accessible opportunities for children’s play, usually linked 

to housing areas or parks and containing purpose-built equipment. Not captured if 

within schools or paid-for tourist attractions. 

Playing Field Large, flat areas of grass or specially designed surfaces, generally with marked 

pitches, used primarily for outdoor sports, i.e. football, rugby, cricket. 

Bowling Green A specially prepared area intended for playing bowls. 

Camping or 

Caravan Park 

An organised area of ground designated for tents or caravans, intended for 

temporary occupation by holidaymakers. 

Allotments or 

Community 

Growing Spaces 

Areas of land for growing fruit, vegetables, and other plants, either in individual 

allotments or as a community activity. Produce is for the grower’s own consumption 

and not primarily for commercial activity. 

Amenity - 

Residential or 

Business 

Landscaped areas providing visual amenity or separating different buildings or land 

uses for environmental, visual or safety reasons. Where the area is better described 

by another category this will be used in preference (e.g. playing field, public park, 

play space). 

Institutional 

Grounds 

Areas of land normally enclosed and associated with institutions. Grounds may be 

reserved for private use or have restricted access. Includes Universities, Hospitals, 

Nursing homes, Emergency Services, Prisons, Military Sites, Government and 

Community Buildings providing public services, Libraries, Museums, Zoos and 

Theatres. 

Public Park or 

Garden 

Areas of land normally enclosed, designed, constructed, managed and maintained 

as a public park or garden. These normally have a defined perimeter and free public 

access, and generally sit within or adjacent to urban areas. Access is granted for a 

wide range of uses and not usually restricted to paths or tracks within the area. May 

include areas with managed facilities such as benches and flowerbeds, and more 

natural areas. 

School Grounds Areas of land normally enclosed and associated with a school and primarily 

reserved for their use. 

Other Sports 

Facility 

Land used for other sports not specifically described by other categories. Includes 

facilities for sports spectating (e.g. stadiums) as well as participation. 

Religious Grounds Areas of land associated with churches and other places of worship. 

 

4.1.1.2 Geospatial analysis of large datasets using PostGIS 

I used PostGIS (v. 2.3.3) – a spatial extender for the database software, 

Postgres (v. 9.6) – to implement geospatial queries in this project (unless otherwise 

stated). PostGIS functions are coded using structured query language (SQL), 

making geospatial analyses reproducible. Further, when a geographical file (e.g., 
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shapefile) is added to a Postgres database, it is stored as a table with a single 

column containing geometry data, which can be indexed. Indexing of the spatial 

component of the data vastly increases processing efficiency compared to 

alternative geospatial software (e.g., ArcGIS). My motivation for using PostGIS was 

the efficiency offered when working with large geographical datasets. 

4.1.1.3 Data access  

Edina – a data and digital services centre at the University of Edinburgh – 

created a bespoke data extract of this data for this project as a bulk download with 

permission granted from OS (free of charge for academic research), via the Digimap 

platform – https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/. The data release used in this project was 

October 2017.  

For this exposure assessment, Edina provided data as multiple File 

Geodatabase. To prepare for exposure analysis, I used the translator library GDAL 

(https://gdal.org/index.html), OSGeo4W function ogr2ogr, to bulk upload the File 

Geodatabases via Command Prompt. Once uploaded to a Postgres database, I wrote 

a function to loop over all geographic tables (OS tiled, slightly overlapping chunks of 

geographic data), and insert them into a single table based on a tablename wildcard 

(e.g., %_greenspace%). Once all tables were inserted into a master table, I dissolved 

spatially overlapping areas (at the edges of OS tiled chunks) based on the TOID 

attribute – a unique identifier harmonised across all OS MasterMap™ products. 

4.1.1.4 Exposure assessment 

In PostGIS, I assigned OS MasterMap™ Greenspace cover in multiple circular 

distance buffers (100 m, 300 m, 500 m, 1000 m and 1500 m) surrounding each 

participant’s residential address geocode (i.e. X, Y-coordinate). The 100 m and 300 m 

https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/
https://gdal.org/index.html
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buffer were selected to represent the near-home environment, with the 100 m buffer 

expected to capture private gardens surrounding the residence, and also 

corresponding to the buffer size selected in the air pollution model, and the 300m 

distance corresponding to a threshold distance proposed as a European standard for 

public greenspace access (Annerstedt van den Bosch et al., 2016), the larger (500 m, 

1000 m and 1500 m) ‘neighbourhood’ buffer sizes were selected for comparability with 

greenness data (NDVI) that has previously been integrated into UK Biobank (Sarkar 

et al., 2015a). I provided greenspace exposure assessment to UK Biobank as 

percentage cover of the total buffer area.  

I calculated greenspace cover categorised by greenspace function (Table 1) 

for all eligible addresses (England, Scotland and Wales). The eligibility of an address 

for exposure assessment was dependent on the OS MasterMap™ Greenspace Layer 

extent. As mentioned before, the OS mm greenspace data “covers all major urban 

areas in Great Britain”. All addresses outside of the OS MasterMap™ Greenspace 

Layer extent were incrementally excluded from assessment. For instance, to ensure 

that the greenspace data fully covered the circular distance buffer around each 

participant’s address, only addresses located inwards of the built-up area boundary at 

the specified buffer distance for each analysis were included in each assessment. For 

example, geocoded addresses located at least -100m from the built-up area boundary 

were used for the 100m analysis, geocoded address located at least -300m from the 

built-up area boundary were used for the 300m analysis, etc. This approach 

maximised the number of geocoded addresses eligible for analysis for each 

assessment. The total number of addresses excluded due to lack of coverage is 

therefore greater at larger buffer sizes.  
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Due to differences in the OS MasterMap™ Greenspace coverage definition of 

urban areas in England/Wales versus Scotland, decreases in address data coverage 

started after the 500 m circular distance marker in Scotland, whereas they were 

incremental in England and Wales. Table 2 gives a summary of the number of 

addresses that fell within the OS MasterMap™ data extent per buffer size, and were 

therefore eligible for exposure assessment. 

Table 2. UK Biobank participant addresses within the Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ Greenspace 

data extent for circular distance buffer sizes which have been assigned greenspace function. 

Distance buffer size (m) Geocoded UK Biobank participant addresses (n) 

England and Wales Scotland Total 

100 311,295 33351 344646 

300 221,562 33351 254913 

500 174,322 33351 207673 

1000 116,508 17822 134330 

1500 91,204 11130 102334 

 

4.1.2 The GeoInformation Group – Greater London Vegetation 

4.1.2.1 Data 

On behalf of the Greater London Authority Urban Greening Unit, the 

GeoInformation Group (https://www.geomni.co.uk/) produced the Greater London 

Vegetation Layer used in this project. The GeoInformation Group released the layer in 

2015. Data were derived from a combination of aerial imagery, Light Detection and 

Ranging (LiDAR) data and manually digitised tree data. LiDAR (http://www.lidar-

uk.com) is an aerial mapping system, which uses lasers to establish the distance 

between an aeroplane and land. Remote sensors on aircraft detect reflected light to 

create accurate three-dimensional images of the Earth’s surface. In the data, 

vegetation cover greater or equal to 2.5m in height is hereafter referred to as tree 

cover, and vegetation below 2.5m in height is referred to as ground cover. The 

https://www.geomni.co.uk/
http://www.lidar-uk.com/
http://www.lidar-uk.com/
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vegetation data is highly detailed, capturing raster tree canopy and ground cover data 

at a resolution of 2.5m x 2.5m (see Figure 6), however, as with NDVI, this data does 

not discriminate between public and private land, or greenspace function. 

The Greater London Vegetation Layer covers the Greater London Authority – 

Greater London boundary, as shown in Figure 7. The high resolution data, and 

differentiation of tree and ground cover, offered the potential for novel insight into the 

relationship of greenspace exposure and health outcomes, such as if trees, or 

groundcover, or total vegetation is a better predictor of air pollution in an air pollution 

model. This is one of the justifications for focusing on the Greater London UK Biobank 

subset for the majority of exposure assessments conducted in this PhD project. 

Figure 6. An example of the GeoInformation Group 2015 vegetation cover data (2.5 m x 2.5 m 

resolution) in and around Hyde Park, London. Tree cover (dark green) and ground cover (light green) 

are shown. White areas represent built-up zones with no vegetation cover, as well as water cover – 

the River Thames is visible on the bottom right.  
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Figure 7. Greater London study area boundary with Thames River (black line) overlaid on The 

GeoInformation Group vegetation cover layer (2.5 m x 2.5 m resolution). White areas represent built-

up zones with no vegetation cover. The locations of the three London-based UK Biobank assessment 

centres (Barts, Croydon and Hounslow) are shown. 

 

4.1.2.2 Exposure assessment 

I assessed vegetation cover data, categorised as tree canopy or ground 

cover, for each participant’s geocoded residential address in multiple circular 

distance buffers (100 m, 300 m, 500 m, 1000 m and 1500 m). I assigned percentage 

cover of vegetation categorised as tree canopy and ground cover to all eligible 

addresses.  
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To do this, vegetation data, stored in a shapefile format, were uploaded to 

PostGIS via a graphical user interface uploader, PostGIS 2.0 DBF and Shapefile 

Loader Exporter (EPSG for British National Grid: 27700), with the UK Biobank 

address geocodes (points) shapefile. I created a table of circular distance buffers 

around address geocodes in PostGIS, and intersected distance buffers with the 

vegetation data, saving the area of the intersected vegetation to a new table.  This 

was scripted in a single function that passed output from the previous step to the 

next step (e.g., stored as a temporary table of intersected vegetation data used to 

calculate percentage area cover). 

The eligibility of an address for exposure assessment was dependent on the 

data extent, which covers the Greater London Authority (Figure 7). To ensure that 

the vegetation data fully covered the circular distance buffers around each 

participant’s address, only addresses located inwards by the size of the buffer (e.g., 

1000m inwards of the data extent for 1000m analysis) of the Greater London 

Vegetation Layer boundary were included in this exposure assessment. This was 

achieved by clipping the data extent as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The GeoInformation Group vegetation cover layer (left) was clipped inwards of the layer 

extent at 100 m, 500 m, 1000 m (right) to maximise the number of addresses (and corresponding 

distance buffers) completely covered by the vegetation cover data for each analysis.     

 

4.2 Neighbourhood deprivation level exposure assessment 

The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) is a composite, area-level measure of 

deprivation released by the government at Lower layer Super Output Area (LSOA) 

level. The IMD comprises six domains representing different dimensions of 

deprivation: income, employment, education, health, crime, housing, and living 

environment. Each domain consists of indicators that vary year-to-year (Department 

for Communities and Local Government, 2016). IMD data are produced by the 

Ministry of Housing, Community and Local Government, and are used by local and 

national government to rank areas by deprivation. IMD data are freely-available 

online (UK GOV, 2019)..  
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LSOAs are geographic areas designed for the dissemination of census data 

(e.g., 2011 census), and are specifically designed to improve the reporting of small 

area statistics in England and Wales. They contain on average 1500 people 

(minimum 1000) and represent neighbourhoods in the UK. LSOA geographical 

boundaries, represented as polygons in a shapefile, can be downloaded online from 

the UK Office of National Statistics portal (ONS).  

Studies conducted in the UK have found neighbourhood deprivation level to 

modify relationships of greenspace and health (Mitchell and Popham, 2008b). I 

therefore used the 2015 IMD ranks to assign socioeconomic deprivation deciles to 

corresponding 2011 LSOAs in ArcGIS. I linked them using the unique LSOA 

identifier code shared by the IMD and LSOA administrative boundary datasets. I 

collapsed the deciles to quintiles for analysis with greenspace and other 

environmental variables. To visualise this data, I mapped IMD at LSOA level for 

Greater London as shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. Greater London study area boundary with Thames River (black line) overlaid on lower 

super output area (LSOA) geometries (2011). LSOA level deprivation (2015) quintiles are mapped to 

LSOA geometries. The more deprived an LSOA, the darker the shade of red fill in the LSOA 

geometry. Quintiles are based on national deprivation levels as opposed to an intra-London 

comparison. The locations of the three London-based UK Biobank assessment centres (Barts, 

Croydon and Hounslow) are shown. 
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4.3 Chapter summary 

The results of the greenspace and deprivation exposure assessments are in 

the form of address-level exposures. Data was available both across all UK-Biobank 

assessment centres (OS MasterMap Greenspace and IMD) and London-wide (The 

GeoInformation Group – Greater London vegetation layer), and exposures are 

currently integrated into UK Biobank for all approved researchers to use (see UK 

Biobank Data Showcase metadata in Appendix). I made greenspace exposure data 

available at multiple buffer sizes (100 m, 300 m, 500 m, 1000 m, 1500 m) to allow for 

scale to be adjusted to fit pathway-specific greenspace research questions.  
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5 Environmental pathway 

In order to assess the contribution of the environmental pathway to 

associations of greenspace and cardiovascular health, I focused in this project on air 

pollution exposure assessment. I estimated outdoor air pollution concentrations 

through modelling of a commonly assessed air pollutant in the UK – nitrogen dioxide 

(NO2). The aim of this approach was to assign modelled air pollution exposure 

estimates that are partially predicted by vegetation cover to the residential addresses 

of UK Biobank participants residing within Greater London, where high-resolution 

vegetation data are available. I used a commercial air pollution dispersion modelling 

software that is commonly used in research, consultancy and by local authorities – 

ADMS-Urban – combined with a wide range of potential spatial predictors that have 

been applied in other air pollution modelling studies, with a primary focus on 

estimating the modelled reduction in nitrogen dioxide attributable to near-residence 

vegetation at UK Biobank addresses across Greater London, using attribution 

methods developed by (Eeftens et al., 2013). My approach in this section was 

informed by findings from previous NO2 modelling efforts in London, particularly by 

an Imperial College London PhD project that included dispersion model output, 

building topography and greenspace cover in a dispersion-LUR model to estimate 

annual average NO2 concentration in street canyons in London (Tang et al., 2013).  

Using high resolution vegetation data differentiated by height (e.g., tree versus 

groundcover), and other high resolution built-environment variables, I built upon the 

findings of Tang et al. (2013) and developed a high resolution dispersion-LUR model 

that can be used to estimate annual average concentrations of NO2 for address 

locations. 
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I produced traffic noise estimates based on high resolution data inputs to 

adequately exclude the confounding effect of traffic noise in epidemiological 

analysis, which I deemed necessary for estimation of the association of greenspace 

(high resolution data) and/or air pollution (high resolution data model) with 

cardiovascular health outcomes. At the end of this chapter, I provide correlations of 

outputs from low resolution (ESCAPE and CNOSSOS low resolution) and high 

resolution models (models that I developed and adapted in this PhD project) of air 

pollution and noise assessed at UK Biobank London, along with my thoughts on how 

spatial resolution mismatch in modelled exposure data might bias effect estimates in 

health studies.  

5.1 Development of a dispersion-LUR model  

I chose to focus efforts on modelling NO2 to demonstrate this approach 

because: a) it has been associated with adverse cardiovascular health effects in 

previous studies (e.g. Atkinson et al., 2013, Brook et al., 2010b); b) it is more 

spatially variable at the intra-urban scale and therefore is more effectively predicted 

using spatial variables than particulate matter (i.e. models perform better than those 

for particulate matter); and c) NO2 is one of the most widely monitored pollutants in 

London. As an example of this last point, in the year 2010 there were 128 monitoring 

stations for NO2 compared to 34 sites for PM2.5 in the London Air Quality Network 

(https://www.londonair.org.uk/london/reports/2010%20LAQN%20Summary%20Repo

rt.pdf). To match UK Biobank baseline (2006-2010) and for comparability with NO2 

estimates from ESCAPE LUR models (Beelen et al., 2013, Eeftens et al., 2012), 

which were assigned to all UK Biobank residential addresses in 2010, the year 2010 

was designated as the study period for exposure assessment. 

https://www.londonair.org.uk/london/reports/2010%20LAQN%20Summary%20Report.pdf
https://www.londonair.org.uk/london/reports/2010%20LAQN%20Summary%20Report.pdf
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5.1.1 Monitoring network  

The number of measurement sites has previously been demonstrated to impact 

the accuracy of air pollution exposure estimates, with a large number of sites (>80 if 

feasible) recommended in a study of exposure assessment bias (Basagaña et al., 

2012). The London Air Quality Network (LAQN), which is managed and operated by 

the Environmental Research Group at King’s College London, provides 

measurements of monitored concentrations, which are used for both air quality 

management and epidemiological investigation. Monitored concentrations are publicly 

available online (London Air, 2019). In the year of exposure assessment for this project 

(2010), there were 128 monitoring stations measuring NO2 concentrations across 

Greater London and the surrounding area. However, to avoid producing models based 

on unrepresentative pollutant concentration averages, it was necessary to assess the 

completeness of data collection at monitoring sites over the study period. The inclusion 

criteria for monitoring sites in this project was the following:  

 Available hourly measurements for a minimum of 50% of hours in 2010; and  

 Available measurements for a minimum of 50% of days in each month of 

the study period (12 months). 

The inclusion criteria resulted in the retention of 56 monitoring stations. This is 

a lower number of monitors than that recommended by Basagaña et al., (2012), 

though I considered the impact of unrepresentative pollutant averages (due to missing 

data) to be more detrimental to model accuracy than a suboptimal number of monitors. 

Information on retained monitoring sites included monitor name and site code, British 

National Grid X, Y-coordinates, annual average of hourly monitored NO2 concentration 
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and site type (roadside, kerbside, urban background, suburban, industrial; see Table 

3). Monitoring sites were plotted as a point layer in ArcGIS.  

Table 3. Classification of air pollution monitoring sites (LAQN, 2016). 

Site type  Description  

Kerbside  Sites with sample inlets within 1m of the kerb of a busy road 

Roadside  Sites with sample inlets between 1m and 5m of the kerbside 

Urban 

Background  

Urban locations away from major sources and broadly representative of 

town/city-wide background concentrations (e.g. urban residential areas) 

Suburban  Sites of residential areas on the outskirts of a town or city 

Industrial  Sites where industrial emissions make a significant contribution to the level of 

pollution 

 

Industrial sites are typically unrepresentative for modelling residential air 

pollution and were removed from the dataset (n = 2). Kerbside sites were also removed 

from the dataset due to their proximity to heavily traffic (within 1 m), which was deemed 

unrepresentative of residential address locations (n = 4). All roadside, urban 

background and suburban sites that met inclusion criteria were retained in the dataset 

to be used for modelling annual average NO2 concentrations (n = 50).  

5.1.2 GIS predictor variable generation  

For the dispersion model output, I modelled NO2 concentrations related to 

road traffic (on major roads) using ADMS-Urban (variable name: ADMS-Roads), a 

proprietary dispersion model produced by Cambridge Environmental Research 

Consultants (CERC; www.cerc.co.uk). ADMS-Urban is an advanced air pollution 

dispersion model that relies on emission rates that factor speed of vehicles into 

calculations. It also includes the effects of meteorology to represent 

upwind/downwind differences in concentrations, and uses a Gaussian distribution 

http://www.cerc.co.uk)/
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horizontally and a non-Gaussian distribution vertically, offering many advantages 

over more simplistic traffic related LUR variables. Model inputs for ADMS-Urban 

were hourly meteorology (wind speed/direction, cloud cover, temperature), emission 

rates (g/km/s) calculated using EMIT emissions inventory (CERC) from traffic 

flows/speeds for each road link attributed to road geography (London Atmospheric 

Emissions Inventory (LAEI) - freely available). Project supervisor, Professor John 

Gulliver, provided the emission rates data as 51 tiled areas coving Greater London, 

which had been tiled in preparation for use with ADMS-Urban in another project.  

For all other predictor variable generation, I used ArcGIS v10.3, a proprietary 

GIS by Esri, to map spatial datasets and obtain LUR predictor variables. I generated 

predictor variables for each monitoring site and linked to annual average 

concentrations of NO2. To generate predictor variables, I plotted concentric circles of 

multiple distances around each monitoring site (radii in meters: 25, 50, 100, 200, 

300, 400, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000), and used the intersect function to clip all 

available vector/vectorised environmental datasets (described below) to produce 

predictor variables that characterised the monitoring site at different scales. Buffer 

sizes were similar to those used in ESCAPE (Beelen et al., 2014, Eeftens et al., 

2012). 

Figure 10 adapted from (Gulliver and de Hoogh, 2015), shows the basic 

principles of using geographic data for LUR. Geographical data (e.g., vegetation cover) 

was extracted at different scales using concentric circular distance buffers (red) at 

monitoring stations (A, B), and regressed on monitored nitrogen dioxide concentration 

levels measured at these monitoring stations. Environmental variables that best 

explain the variance of measured NO2 concentrations across monitoring sites were 

retained in the model, and the model was validated (e.g., via cross validation methods). 
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The beta coefficients of the geographical variables retained in the validated LUR 

model are used to estimate the concentration of nitrogen dioxide levels at residential 

address (a, b, c, d, e) where no monitored NO2 data is available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Diagram of Land Use Regression (LUR) steps used in this project. Adapted from Gulliver 

and de Hoogh, 2015. 
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Available data for this project included output from the ADMS dispersion model, 

traffic related variables, population and household density, building footprints 

attributed with height, land-use and high-resolution vegetation data (Table 4).  

I calculated the traffic related variables used in this project from length of roads, 

length of major roads (>10,000 vehicles), traffic flow and heavy traffic flow in multiple 

circular distance buffer sizes (range 25 m – 1000 m) around monitoring sites. I derived 

the variables from Department for Transport and London Atmospheric Emissions 

Inventory (2008) data, for which road geometry is based on the Ordnance Survey 

Integrated Transport Network. To derive distance related predictor variables (e.g. 

inverse distance), proximities were calculated using the ‘Near’ function in ArcGIS. The 

‘Near’ function measures Euclidean distance between the target and multiple source 

objects and reports the source object with the shortest distance to the target, ‘Spatial 

join’ is used to append data from the nearest source and target (e.g., major roads to 

monitoring sites). The in-program ‘field calculator’ was used for all transformations and 

calculations.  

I derived population and household density from Office of National Statistics 

census data for 2011 (most recent). This data represents background levels of 

emissions and was calculated in multiple circular distance buffers around each 

monitoring station (range: 100 m – 5000 m). I expected this variable to contribute to 

elevated emissions from housing sources. 

I derived data on building volume (area x height of buildings) from Ordnance 

Survey MasterMap™ topography layer building footprints, with Ordnance Survey 

Building Height Attribute. Data are high-resolution and accurately represent the 

dimensions of buildings (+/-0.5 m horizontal and vertical). I calculated building 
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variables in multiple circular distance buffers to provide potential predictor variables 

that represent potential pollutant-trapping environments (e.g., street canyons). 

Furthermore, following Tang et al. (2013), major roads (>10,000 vehicles) were 

buffered (20 m) and the building area falling within this road buffer was then intersected 

with a standard circular buffer around monitoring sites (e.g., 20 m road buffer of 

buildings, re-buffered by 50 m circular buffer at monitoring sites) to generate a building 

topography predictor variable that is only present around traffic-related sources.  

The GeoInformation Group provided detailed (2.5 m x 2.5 m pixel) vegetation 

data for Greater London, which had attribution for vegetation height categorisation of 

tree cover (≥2.5 m) and groundcover (<2.5 m). Figure 11 shows the intersection of 

the vegetation dataset with multiple circular distance buffers around an example 

monitoring station, Marylebone road), with trees shown in dark green and groundcover 

shown in light green. Using the in-program Field Calculator, I calculated tree cover, 

ground cover and total area cover as potential predictor variables for the LUR model. 
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Figure 11. An example London Air Quality Network monitoring station for nitrogen dioxide (Marylebone 

Road) with concentric buffers of multiple distance radii (red lines) with high-resolution vegetation data 

(2.5 m x 2.5 m pixel resolution) provided by The GeoInformation Group. 
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Table 4. Potential predictor variables with unit, buffer sizes and a priori estimate of direction of effect.  

Predictor variable  Unit  Circular buffer sizes (radii 

in m)  

Direction of effect  

Vegetation cover (The GeoInformation Group)  

Trees  m2  25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 

500, 1000, 1500 

+/-  

Ground cover vegetation  m2  -  

Total vegetation  m2  -  

Census (Office of National Statistics) 

Number of households N  100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 

1000, 2000, 5000  

+  

Number of inhabitants (population) N  +  

Traffic (Department for Transport) 

Road length  m2  25, 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000  +  

Road length of major roads m2  +  

Traffic intensity on nearest road  veh*day-1  N/A  +  

Traffic intensity on nearest major 

road  

veh*day-1   +  

Heavy-duty traffic intensity on 

nearest road  

veh*day-1 +  

Heavy-duty traffic intensity on 

nearest major road  

veh*day-1   +  

Traffic intensity of all roads  veh*day-

1*m  

25, 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000  +  

Traffic intensity of major roads  veh*day-

1*m  

+  

Heavy-duty traffic intensity of all 

roads  

veh*day-

1*m  

+  

Heavy-duty traffic intensity of major 

roads  

veh*day-

1*m  

+  

Inverse distance to nearest road  m-1  N/A  +  

Inverse distance to nearest road, 

squared  

m-2  +  

Inverse distance to nearest major 

road  

m-1  +  

Inverse distance to nearest major 

road, squared  

m-2  +  

Traffic intensity, inverse distance to 

nearest road  

veh*day-

1*m-1 

+  

Traffic intensity, inverse distance to 

nearest road squared  

veh*day-1 

*m-2 

+  

Traffic intensity, inverse distance to veh*day-1 +  
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nearest major road  *m-1 

Traffic intensity, inverse distance to 

nearest major road, squared  

veh*day-1 

*m-2 

+  

Heavy-duty traffic intensity. inverse 

of distance to nearest road  

veh*day-1 

*m-1 

+  

Heavy-duty traffic intensity. inverse 

of distance to nearest road, squared  

veh*day-1 

*m-2 

+  

Building dimensions (Ordnance survey MasterMap™ Topography) 

Building volume (area*height) m3 25, 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000  

Building volume (area*height), 

restricted to major road buffer of 20m 

m3 25, 50, 100 + 

ADMS-Urban (variable: ADMS-Roads)  

Estimate of NO2 from dispersion 

model by Cambridge Environmental 

Research Consultants (CERC) 

μg N/A + 

 

5.1.3 Air pollution model development method 

As a preliminary indication of association with monitored annual average NO2 

concentrations, all potential predictor variables were regressed individually. Those 

with the highest R2 were selected (the dispersion model variable and other traffic-

related variables) and combined iteratively with variables representing the near-source 

environment (e.g., buildings, vegetation) and wider background sources (e.g., 

household and population density). Additional variables were retained based on their 

contribution to the model based on coefficients to optimize overall performance. I 

followed the conditions for variable retention that were reported in a paper describing 

development of ESCAPE LUR models for NOx and NO2 (Beelen et al., 2013). That is, 

variables were only retained if they satisfied the following conditions: 1) the increment 

of adjusted R2 was greater than 1%; 2) the coefficient conformed to the pre-determined 

direction of effect (see Table 4); and 3) the p value was no greater than 0.05. Variable 

variance inflation factors (VIF) were checked to avoid collinearity in the model (VIF ≤3 

acceptable). All statistical analyses were carried out in R Studio (v.0.99.489). 
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5.1.4 Air pollution model evaluation method  

A commonly used evaluation method for LUR models is leave-one-out cross 

validation (LOOCV), whereby an independent prediction for each site is derived from 

the air pollution model. That is, the model variables are fixed, though the coefficients 

are allowed to change each iteration. In LOOVC, predictions are pooled for all sites 

and performance statistics are produced. However, it has been demonstrated that 

LOOCV tends to over-estimate the predictive accuracy of the model (Babyak, 2004). 

I used an alternative method of evaluation in this project, whereby n-20% of sites is 

used to predict concentrations of the remaining 20% of sites (i.e. grouped cross-

validation; GCV). A stratified random sampling approach was used to assign sites to 

five groups (n = 20); site types were evenly distributed across groups. Performance of 

models was assessed by combining the predictions of each site from all groups 

(obtained via cross-validation of the five groups), and predicted concentrations were 

compared to monitored concentrations and model performance was summarised in 

terms of R2 and root mean squared error (RMSE). 
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As conventional R2 is measured around the best-fit regression line (i.e. the 

square of the correlation, which does not account for bias), Basagaña et al. (2012) 

suggested a method of transforming mean squared error (MSE) into a R2-like formula 

to act as a more stringent measure of model performance (i.e. around the 1:1 line), 

defined as:  

 

Equation 2. MSE R2 as per Basagaña et al. (2012). 

 

Where yi is the monitored concentration at each site and yt is the averaged 

monitored concentration. MSE-R2 is thus one minus the mean squared error divided 

by the variance of the measurements. I used this more stringent evaluation measure 

to assess models. 

5.1.5 Dispersion-LUR model developed in this project 

Table 5 presents the final Dispersion-LUR model used in this project to 

estimate NO2, and includes incremental values of adjusted R2, standard error of the 

estimate (SEE), regression coefficients (β), p-values, variance inflation factors (VIF). 
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Table 5. Dispersion-LUR model variables and model descriptives. Note: Adjusted R2 and standard error 

estimates are incremental values. 

 

As expected, the first variable retained in all annual average NO2 models 

produced in this project was associated with roads and traffic flow. The final 

dispersion-LUR model that I developed in this project included the ADMS-Urban 

dispersion model output as the predictor variable, which represented vehicle flow 

emissions, and yielded an adjusted R2 of 0.83. For comparison with this model, I 

created multiple alternative LUR models, without the ADMS-Urban dispersion variable 

(see alternative traffic related variables in Table 4), for which the model with the 

highest adjusted R2 value was lower (R2 = 0.78) than the dispersion-LUR model (R2 = 

0.83). I deemed the best LUR model suboptimal when compared to the dispersion-

LUR, not only as it had a lower adjusted R2, but it also predicted less well at Urban 

background and Suburban sites (where the majority of UK biobank addresses are 

located) compared to the dispersion-LUR model (i.e. it was more optimised for 

roadside sites than background sites due to underlying model variables). Further, SEE 

was lowest for the dispersion-LUR compared to alternative LUR models.  

In the final model (dispersion-LUR), the dispersion modelling (ADMS-Urban) 

output variable for road sources explained a large portion of the variance in NO2 

concentrations (67% variance). Further variance was explained by the next two 

Variable description Adj. R2  SEE β p-value VIF 

Constant    41.2019334   <0.001  

Modelled dispersion variable for 

roads in 2010 

0.67  

 

9.96 

 

1.4144094 

 

<0.001 

 

1.474 

 

Inverse distance to nearest 

major road, squared  

0.80  

 

7.85 

 

725.174287 

 

<0.001 

 

1.369 

 

Groundcover in a 100m circular 

distance buffer 

0.83 7.09 -0.0006535 0.001 1.210 
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variables retained in the model – the Inverse distance to nearest major road, squared 

variable (extra 13% variance), and the Groundcover in a 100m circular distance buffer 

variable (extra 3% variance). The order that the variables are selected into the model 

impacts the extra contribution. There was low collinearity of variables (VIF < 3).  

A high maximum Cook’s Distance value of 0.90 was reported from the final 

model due to one Central London roadside site – City of London, Walbrook Wharf, 

117.43µg / m3 – which had the highest concentrations of annual average NO2 of all 

roadside sites. I retained this site in the dataset as I deemed the particularly high 

influence an artefact of removing kerbside sites from the monitoring site dataset (i.e. 

having few high concentration sites remaining in the dataset). Most UK Biobank 

address locations were not expected to be exposed to concentrations as high as this 

monitoring site, however some Central London roadside addresses might near such 

high concentrations, and I retained the influential variable to help with prediction in 

such cases.  The next most influential site was urban background (Hillingdon – 

Harlington – 34.26) and had an acceptable Cook’s Distance value (0.12), signifying 

lower influence.  

Coefficients multiplied by the 90th percentile minus 10th percentile were 

calculated (as in Eeftens et al., 2013) to give their ‘typical’ contributions to predicted 

values. The contribution of Groundcover in a 100 m circular distance buffer was larger 

at urban background and suburban sites than at roadside sites, whereas Inverse 

distance to nearest major road, squared contributed primarily in roadside locations 

(Table 6). In effect, the Inverse distance to major road, squared variable substantially 

contributes to estimates only when an address is located at close proximity to a major 

road.  
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Table 6. Measured annual average nitrogen dioxide concentrations at all, roadside, and urban 

background + suburban sites, and coefficients for dispersion-LUR model variables multiplied by the 

90th percentile minus 10th percentile (β*(P90-P10) as an estimate of typical contribution to modelled 

annual average nitrogen dioxide concentrations for all sites, roadside and urban background + 

suburban sites.  
 

Modelled dispersion 

variable for roads in 

2010 (ADMS-Urban) 

contribution (μg/m3) 

Inverse distance to 

nearest major road, 

squared contribution 

(μg/m3) 

Groundcover in a 

100m circular 

distance buffer 

contribution (μg/m3) 

All sites (n = 50) 19.68 

 

14.17 

 

-10.00 

Roadside (n = 25) 31.89 18.59 -8.08 

Urban background 

+ Suburban (n = 25) 

9.08 0.81 -11.62 

 

Predicted NO2 concentrations associated with each variable by site can be 

found in the stacked bar plot presented in Figure 12. Note again, the Inverse distance 

to nearest major road, squared variable typically contributes to concentration 

estimates in roadside locations, and Groundcover in a 100 m circular buffer can act as 

an important predictor of concentrations at urban background and suburban sites. The 

stacked bar plot shows the additive nature of the variables to the NO2 concentration 

estimates and demonstrates the strength of the model in accounting for intra-urban 

variability. For example, at multiple sites, major roads are located far from the monitor 

and the contribution of the Inverse distance to major road, squared variable to the total 

nitrogen dioxide concentration at that monitoring site is zero. 
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Figure 12. The proportional contribution of model variables at each site to total concentrations, for the 

Dispersion-LUR (with ADMS-Urban) model ordered (left-to-right) by measured annual average nitrogen 

dioxide concentration at each site. Site type is displayed on the x-axis (R = roadside, U = urban 

background + suburban sites). Note: the negative values for the variable ‘groundcover within 100m’ 

should be subtracted from the positive values (constant and other variables) to produce the correct 

estimated concentrations of NO2 at each site. 

 

5.1.6 Dispersion-LUR model validation        

Table 7 shows results of the grouped (leave-20%-out) cross-validation (GCV) 

of the dispersion-LUR model. The R2 and MSE R2 values obtained from GCV were 

0.79 and 0.80, respectively, indicating a relatively small reduction in overall 

performance. That is, compared to the model, the GVC explained 4% lower variation 

as per the R2. The root mean squared error (RMSE) was adequately low (7.89), 

indicating a good absolute measure of fit between the measured concentrations and 

the predicted values from the model. The beta coefficient (β) of 0.83 (95% CI = 0.71, 

0.95) indicates adequately accurate prediction.  
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Table 7. Summary statistics of results of grouped (leave-20%-out) cross-validation (GCV). 

  Model R2 MSE-R2 RMSE β 95% CI (lower–upper) 

Dispersion-LUR 

(with ADMS-

Urban) 

0.79 

 

0.80 7.89 0.83 0.71–0.95 

 

Figure 13 shows observed (monitored) concentrations (X-axis) plotted against 

predicted concentrations from GCV for the model. The regression line (grey line) 

versus the 1:1 line (dotted line) shows very good fit. There is slightly greater variance 

between observed and estimated concentrations at the extremes of the distribution; 

bias (under-estimation) at very high concentrations (roadside locations) and bias 

(slight over-estimation) at low concentrations (urban background and suburban 

locations), though overall the model fit is good. 
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 Figure 13. Predicted annual average nitrogen dioxide concentrations from grouped cross-validation 

(y-axis) plotted against monitored annual average nitrogen dioxide concentrations (x-axis) at 50 

monitoring sites for the dispersion-LUR (with ADMS-Urban) model developed in this PhD project. 

Roadside sites (R) are represented by red circles and urban and suburban background sites (U) by 

blue circles. For comparison with the regression slope of the model (grey line), the dotted line indicates 

a 1:1 relationship of observed vs. predicted concentrations. 

 

5.2 Application of model to UK Biobank London addresses 

5.2.1.1 Standardised receptor placement 

To standardise placement of address receptor points, I linked each address 

point with the nearest building polygon from OS MasterMap™. In most cases, this was 

the building that contained the geocoded address point. Following this, I generated 

address receptors (points) following a method developed by Gulliver et al. (2015). In 

brief, I modified and ran a PostGIS script that placed receptor points 1 m from the 

façade of the building associated with each geocode, on the side of the building closest 

to a main road (Figure 14). This was the assumed entry point of the building. The 

primary reason for creating standardized receptors on the exterior of the building was 

for the application of the traffic noise model (see section 5.4), and the use of these 

receptors in the air pollution modelling was primarily for continuity and comparability 

across exposure variables.  
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Figure 14. Diagram of building polygons (yellow and green), with green polygons representing 

addresses of cohort participants (note: example addresses not from UK Biobank). Receptors (red points) 

were produced for all buildings that were entered into the receptor generation script, only the receptors 

associated with the buildings of interest (green) were moved 1 m from the façade of the building and 

retained for air pollution and noise modelling.  

 

5.2.1.2 Scaling the dispersion (ADMS-Urban) modelling 

To scale the dispersion (ADMS-Urban) modelling for estimation at all address 

receptors in Greater London (n = 58,801), I used the same model inputs as those used 

to model ADMS at monitoring sites, including the 51 tiles of emission rates along major 

roads (points located every 10 m on road geometry with vehicle emissions rate 

attribution). However, for the monitoring site dataset (n = 50), NO2 contributions from 

all 51 tiles were modelled for each monitoring site and summed. Often the contribution 

from a tile located far (e.g. > 300 m) from a monitoring site was zero. To run 58,801 

address receptors over 51 model runs was estimated to far exceed the remaining time 

in which I had to complete the PhD project. To improve runtime, I assigned addresses 

to the emissions tile in which they fell, and to all neighbouring tiles within 300 m of the 
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address using ArcGIS. This ensured that addresses located towards the edge of tiles 

received modelled NO2 contributions from neighbouring tiles, whilst reducing run time 

(maximum 4 runs per receptor versus 51 times, previously). Given that this description 

is potentially easier for the reader to interpret graphically, I provide Figure 15 that 

shows emissions ‘tiles’ and overlap. From output tables, average annual contributions 

from all tiles (maximum 4) per unique receptor point were summed to produce final 

dispersion model estimates to be used in the LUR.   

  
 

Figure 15. Data on emissions rates assigned to points at 10 m intervals along major roads in London, 

split into 51 tiles (shown in multiple colours) in preparation for running in ADMS-Urban dispersion 

modelling software (left). Bounding boxes created around the 51 tiles with a buffer of 300 m to capture 

UK Biobank receptors (addresses) falling within each tile and within neighbouring tiles (right). UK 

Biobank receptors were modelled only for tiles in which they intersected to increase model run efficiency.  

 

5.2.1.3 Ground cover within 100 m circular distance buffer  

Ground cover (2.5 m x 2.5 m) within 100 m circular distance buffer was 

calculated for each address receptor using an SQL script in PostGIS, as described in 
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Section 4.1. The use of PostGIS, improved efficiency when working with detailed data 

surrounding over 58,000 addresses.  

5.2.1.4 Inverse distance to nearest major road, squared variable 

This variable was calculated in ArcGIS using the Near function as per the model 

development methodology. In a few instances (<100 occurrences) the distance 

calculated by the Near function was unrealistically close to the road (e.g., 1 m from 

road centre line, or in the road). Given that the contribution of the Inverse distance to 

nearest major road, squared variable was based on monitoring stations that were not 

located on the road (<3 m from the road centre line), this artefact of address receptor 

generation would have been problematic for prediction of NO2 concentrations. To 

account for this, I set a minimum distance to road centre line of 3 m (i.e. no address 

receptors were permitted to be <3m from the road).  

5.3 Findings and discussion 

I modelled NO2 estimates for the year 2010 for addresses in Greater London 

using a dispersion-LUR model. Predictor variables on land cover classes and distance 

to source (e.g. road) were derived using a GIS. In addition, traffic-related air pollution 

concentration estimates were modelled using an air pollution dispersion model 

(ADMS-Urban). I regressed the output from the ADMS-Urban (variable: ADMS Roads), 

with distance to source and high-resolution vegetation (ground cover) data, against air 

pollution measurements (i.e. dependent variable) to derive a Dispersion-LUR model. I 

used the variables and their coefficients from the dispersion-LUR modelling stage to 

estimate NO2 concentration estimates (μg/m3) for Greater London UK Biobank 

addresses. Addresses outside of Greater London were not modelled due to the extent 

of the underlying vegetation data. The average (mean) concentration of annual 
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average NO2 concentration across all Greater London UK Biobank addresses was 

36.63 (±5.26) µg/m3 in NO2 concentrations, which suggests residences are largely 

located in background, as oppose to roadside, locations. From the modelled estimates 

at UK Biobank addresses, the average contribution of groundcover within a 100 m 

circular distance buffer was a reduction of 6.88 (±2.55) µg/m3. As expected, Inverse 

distance to nearest major road, squared, contributed little to estimations (i.e. only in 

addresses situated close to major roads, of which there were few), and therefore on 

average this variable added 0.88 (±2.78) to modelled NO2 concentrations. 

ADMS-Urban is a proprietary air pollution dispersion modelling tool developed 

to incorporate emissions from individual sources (e.g., roads, industrial point sources 

and area sources). It provides local-scale air pollution estimates within cities. I used 

ADMS modelling software to estimate NO2 concentrations at address-level receptor 

points. I used the NO2 concentration output from this model as a predictor variable in 

the LUR model. I included the Inverse distance to nearest major road, squared variable 

to increase the gradient in modelled concentrations around roads, potentially 

compensating for the air pollution dispersion (ADMS-Urban) model having shallower 

air pollution gradients around roads than expected due to high levels of ventilation 

conditions in the model (modelled on ‘flat world’). I made the contribution of ‘inverse 

distance squared to the nearest major road’ to the estimated NO2 concentration (μg/m3) 

at each address (receptor point) available in the exposure assessment data integrated 

into UK Biobank. I also made the (subtractive) contribution of the variable to the total 

annual average estimated NO2 concentration (μg/m3) at each address (receptor point) 

available in UK Biobank.  
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5.3.1 Further consideration of model variables 

5.3.1.1 Ground cover within 100m circular distance buffer  

Vegetation (e.g., ground cover) is not included in the air pollution dispersion 

model ADMS-Urban and is therefore not directly represented in the model estimates. 

The contribution of ground cover in a 100 m circular distance buffer in the dispersion-

LUR model developed in this project, which moderately improved prediction of NO2 

concentrations at monitoring stations, theoretically, might be explained by a) the 

deposition of pollutants on nearby vegetation; b) air flow and dispersion of pollutants 

over open space (particularly low height ground cover); c) a lack of NO2 sources in the 

space occupied by vegetation (e.g., traffic or household sources); or, most likely, d) a 

combination of the above. Ground cover in all buffer sizes was a stronger predictor of 

NO2 concentrations than tree cover and total cover (tree cover and ground cover 

combined), potentially indicating that air flow and dispersion of pollutants over low-

lying vegetation could explain some of the predictive contribution of the variable. 

Groundcover within a 100m circular buffer improved model prediction in the expected 

direction, and, although the groundcover variable explained comparatively less of the 

variance (adjusted R2) than the other variables in the model, it was substantially more 

important in absolute terms (typical contribution in μg/m3) in the estimation of NO2 

concentrations in urban background and suburban sites, which were expected to 

represent the majority of UK Biobank addresses, than Inverse distance to nearest 

major road, squared variable (Table 6).  

In comparing the typical (expected) proportional contribution of groundcover 

at urban background and suburban sites, and roadside sites, the difference between 

the 10th and 90th percentile of groundcover contribution was equivalent to a 
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difference in NO2 concentration of -11.62 μg/m3 and -8.08 μg/m3, respectively. Urban 

background and suburban sites typically had ~28% groundcover cover within a 100 

m buffer, whereas Roadside sites typically had ~22%, which explains the typical 

(estimated) difference (-3.54 μg/m3) in modelled contribution between site types. 

Typical (expected) contributions of groundcover from the dispersion-LUR model are 

feasible in relation to average observed (measured) concentrations at roadside and 

urban background site monitors (58.32 μg/m3 and 40.46 μg/m3, respectively). These 

had an average difference of 17.86 μg/m3. The highest monitored annual average 

value in dataset was 117.43 μg/m3 and the lowest was 24.34 μg/m3, a range of 93.09 

μg/m3. In light of differences between sites in London, the typical (expected) 

contribution of vegetation cover is in the expected order of magnitude.  Inverse 

distance to nearest major road, squared variable 

ADMS-Urban (without buildings) is modelled on a ‘flat world’. Due to this, 

steep pollutant concentration gradients around major roads are not accounted for in 

the model. The Inverse distance to nearest major road, squared variable is a proxy 

for NO2 gradients perpendicular to roads in situations where buildings cause 

pollution trapping, and contributes to predictions primarily at roadside locations 

where pollutant concentrations are high. The inclusion of this variable in the model 

can be considered as a secondary road proximity-related variable that allows for 

greater flexibility (steeper gradients) in the Gaussian distribution of ADMS-Urban. In 

effect, the improvement in estimation of NO2 concentrations at roadside sites is 

improved by superposing a second distribution, which allows for deviation from the 

original normal distribution. The result of this is a reduction in the underestimation of 

the model at roadside sites or, in application to the cohort, reduced underestimation 

of concentrations at addresses located at busy roadside locations.  
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In the model development stage, variables based on the work of Robert Tang’s 

PhD thesis (Tang et al., 2013), that represented street canyon topology were created. 

The expected strength of the Building volume, restricted to major road buffer of 20 m 

variable that Tang developed was that limited ventilation is a strong contributor to 

higher concentrations only when a source is present, thus the model improves 

estimates through better representation of pollutant trapping (Tang et al., 2013). 

Indeed, in recreating this variable and assessing its predictive contribution in the 

dispersion-LUR on monitored concentrations, this was true. Buildings and 

groundcover variables, when present within a site buffer, refined estimates that were 

based principally on traffic flow emissions (ADMS-Urban) by adding more detailed 

information about the near-site physical environment, which alter pollution dispersion. 

However, the application of the Building volume, restricted to major road buffer of 20 

m variable in the context of a cohort was problematic. If included, the variable would 

introduce an arbitrary cut off (e.g., 20 m distance from a major road) for receiving the 

contribution from the building volume variable, addresses over 20 m from the major 

road would receive zero. This could not be overcome by using the Building volume (on 

all addresses) variable, as this offered little predictive contribution to the dispersion-

LUR model, as where there were low emissions, the building height topography was 

unimportant. I deemed the 20 m cut off likely to produce misclassification for 

addresses located around major road (e.g., steep decline in concentrations after 20 m 

distance), and opted for the predictor, Inverse distance to nearest major road, squared 

variable, which I expected to be less precise for capturing canyon scenarios accurately, 

though I considered to introduce adequate flexibility to the dispersion model (ADMS) 

output distribution to better predict higher concentrations, without the introduction of 

an arbitrary cut off surrounding major roads. That is, the Building volume variable 

would not be applicable to most residential locations, whereas Inverse distance to 
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nearest major road, squared applies everywhere even if the contribution is very small 

away from major roadside locations.  

Comparisons of the typical (expected) proportional contribution of each variable 

in the model via the method of Eeftens et al. (2013) – calculated by multiplying the 

variable regression coefficient by the 90th minus 10th percentile – identified the very 

low contribution of Inverse distance to nearest major road, squared variable at urban 

background and suburban sites (located away from major roads). Given that the 

majority of UK Biobank participants are expected to reside in non-roadside locations, 

a stronger influence of groundcover 100 m was expected in the cohort address-level 

exposure assessment, and Inverse distance to nearest major road, squared was 

expected to contribute primarily at addresses located at (major) roadside locations (i.e. 

improving estimation for a small minority of addresses at the upper tail end of the 

exposure distribution).  

NO2 deposition on vegetation in the UK was previously estimated to be 

negligible (Jones et al., 2017a), the improvement in prediction provided by 

groundcover within 100 m circular distance buffer variable is likely to linked to improve 

dispersion of pollutants over lower lying groundcover surrounding the receptor. The 

inclusion of groundcover, as oppose to total vegetation cover or tree cover supports 

this proposition, as low lying vegetation avoids entrapment of pollutants in built up 

urban contexts. It should be noted that the model was developed from measured NO2 

concentration data from 50 monitoring sites in roadside and background locations. At 

these sites, high percentage cover of groundcover in the 100 m surrounding a 

monitoring site, indicates that other landcover (e.g., tall buildings) are not dominating 

the area. The variable therefore provides information on groundcover versus ‘other’ 

cover within 100 m distance to the model; both pieces of information are likely 
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informative for prediction. If the area surrounding the monitor is covered in low lying 

vegetation, it is important to recognise that it is well ventilated compared to a monitor 

that is tightly sandwiched between a road and building. I suggest that dispersion and 

air flow, as oppose to deposition of NO2 on vegetation surfaces, could be responsible 

mechanisms. In the dispersion-LUR model, however, groundcover in a 100 m circular 

distance buffer simply acts as a ‘sink’ in the pollutant surface produced by ADMS.  

5.4 Traffic noise model 

The common framework for noise assessment methods (CNOSSOS-EU) was 

developed to harmonise assessment of noise levels from major sources (road and rail 

traffic, aircraft and industry) across Europe (Kephalopoulos et al., 2014a). Morley et 

al. (2015) coded (in Structured Query Language) the CNOSSOS model as an 

algorithm. The algorithm calculates traffic noise levels by creating ray paths (straight 

lines) from each address receptor point to all road source points (points located at 20 

m intervals along the road network) within a 500 m circular distance buffer. 

Propagation of modelled sound along each ray path (source to address receptor) is 

adjusted for sound absorption and/or diffraction based on traffic flows and speeds, 

diurnal traffic profiles, source geometry, ray length (distance), land cover data, 

topography, building heights, and prevailing wind direction. Sound levels from all ray 

paths surrounding each address receptor are summed logarithmically to produce a 

single modelled noise exposure value per address receptor (hourly average LAeq), 

which is then A-weighted to represent the relative loudness of sound as received by 

the human ear. Figure 16 by Morley et al. (2015) graphically summarises the 

CNOSSOS model algorithm.  
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Figure 16. Schematic representation of the CNOSSOS-EU road noise model data processing flow by 

Morley et al. (2015). 

The CNOSSOS model has previously been used for residential address-level 

noise exposure assessment in UK Biobank as part of the Biobank Standardisation and 

Harmonisation for Research Excellence in the European Union (BioSHaRE-EU) 

project, which required a harmonised noise exposure measure across several EU 

cohorts. BioSHaRE-EU used input data that was available for all countries in the study 

(i.e. across the EU). In the UK, where detailed input data were available, Morley et al. 

(2015) showed the accuracy of traffic noise estimation was improved via the use of 

high resolution data inputs in the CNOSSOS modelling framework versus lower 

resolution inputs (i.e. inputs used in BioSHaRE-EU). Morley et al. conducted validation 

of the algorithm, including a measurement campaign in Norwich, UK. 

Added to this, Morley and Gulliver (2016b) developed a method to enhance 

traffic noise model input data (traffic flow data). Typically, traffic flow data are not 

available for minor roads, which often service residential areas, and are entered into 

noise models as a constant number of vehicles per day. To estimate variations in traffic 

flow on minor roads and better predict noise levels at residential addresses serviced 

by minor roads, Morley and Gulliver (2016b) developed a routing algorithm to rank 

roads by importance based on simulated journeys through the road network in 2013. 
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Validation from measurements of traffic counts and noise by Morley and Gulliver 

(2016b) showed that estimation of minor road flow, which was derived from 

simulations, improved traffic noise prediction capability when compared to models that 

did not estimate minor road variability (Spearman’s rho. increased from 0.46 to 0.72).  

5.4.1 Implementation of CNOSSOS algorithm in this project 

Using detailed data for London, I implemented a CNOSSOS algorithm, which 

was scripted by Dr David Morley for use with high resolution (HR) inputs (CNOSSOS-

HR), to assess annual average traffic noise exposure for UK Biobank residential 

addresses in Greater London (N = 58,881). I incorporated the ‘minor roads’ dataset 

(see above) produced by Morley and Gulliver (2016a) as the traffic flow component of 

the noise model. I implemented traffic noise modelling and receptor generation using 

PostGIS (v. 2.3.3) – a spatial extender for Postgres (v. 9.6), which I coded in Structured 

Query Language (SQL). I generated building receptors (i.e. residential addresses 

points) used for traffic noise modelling following a method developed by Morley and 

Gulliver (Gulliver et al., 2015). Receptors were set 1 m from the façade of the building 

associated with each participant’s geocoded residential address, on the side of the 

building closest to a main road. This was the assumed entry point of the building and 

standardised receptor placement across addresses (Gulliver et al., 2015). Morley 

wrote the original receptor placement script that I used in this project. I updated 

Morley’s script for use with a recent release of the OS Integrated Transport Network 

(2018). This was required due to changes in the road hierarchy classification 

(descriptive term attribute) compared to older versions. I optimised Morley’s script for 

use with cohort addresses; the original script created a receptor for all buildings (OS 

MasterMap™ Topography building polygons) across the city, as oppose to specific 
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polygons linked to specific geocoded residential addresses (cohort setting). Noise 

modelling used the same receptors as described in air pollution modelling 

methodology. 

Input datasets for the noise model required manipulation in preparation for use 

with the CNOSSOS-HR algorithm script. Due to the large size of the datasets, I 

conducted the data manipulation in Postgres. When a shapefile was added to a 

Postgres database, it was stored as a table with a single column containing geometry 

data. The table can be indexed using the geometry column, which vastly increased 

processing efficiency compared to alternative geospatial software (e.g., ArcGIS), 

hence my motivation for using PostGIS. Preparation of the UK ‘minor roads’ dataset 

in PostGIS included: 1) partitioning daily (24 hour average) minor road flow estimates 

from the routing algorithm into hourly flow (diurnal profile of 24 timepoints; see Figure 

17) using proportions corresponding to weekday traffic distribution on all roads by time 

of day (Department for Transport, 2013); and 2) creating a function that replaced the 

road hierarchy descriptive term (text) in the original table with a vehicle speed limit 

(numeric) corresponding to road hierarchy and vehicle classes (e.g., cars, light goods 

vehicles, heavy goods vehicles, 2 wheeled vehicles).  
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Figure 17. Example provided by Morley et al. (2015) of UK annual average hourly (Monday to Friday) 

traffic flow profile based on automated traffic counters. Traffic flow is represented as an index where 

100 is the hourly average. 

 

Additionally, I joined (by attribute) OS MasterMap™ Topography (land cover) 

with OS MasterMap™ Topography – Building Height Attribute (building height) on the 

building polygon TOID, which is an OS MasterMap™ unique identifier harmonised 

across OS MasterMap™ datasets. I set all other (non-building) polygons to zero height. 

OS datasets were provided for research purposes, free of charge, by Edina via 

Digimap (https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/). As required by the CNOSSOS algorithm, I 

added geographical (point) tables to the database (via the open-access Graphical 

User Interface PostGIS 2.0 Shapefile Loader and Exporter) with annual average 

temperature and annual average wind direction proportion (NE, SE, SW, NW) at the 

nearest Meteorological Office (MET) station (Heathrow Airport).  

To calculate noise levels at each receptor, I ran (a modified version for high 

resolution data inputs) of the CNOSSOS algorithm script in PostGIS. For each ray 

path, sound level at the source point was derived from the ‘minor roads’ traffic flow 

data and empirical relationships defined by CNOSSOS-EU. Specific factors along 

https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/
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each ray path were used to correct the level of sound received at the receptor from 

each traffic noise source point according to CNOSSOS-EU sound propagation 

guidelines.  

To attenuate propagation due to land cover absorbance, the algorithm divided 

each ray path into segments according to the OS MasterMap™ Topography category 

that it traversed (e.g. building, manmade surface, natural surface), and each segment 

was classed as sound absorbent (e.g. natural surface) or not (e.g. manmade surface) 

for adjustments to be applied (maximum adjustment = -3dB). Sound barriers (e.g., 

buildings) along ray paths were ascertained via height data for London (derived from 

LiDAR Digital Surface Model and Digital Terrain Model), and the relative heights of the 

source, receptor and barriers along the ray path were used for sound propagation 

correction. Further corrections for geometrical divergence and meteorological 

conditions were applied and a final sound level estimate for each ray path was 

produced.  

The algorithm produced hourly A-weighted noise values (in decibels; dB(A)) 

that were averaged for time periods 00:00–23:00, 07:00–23:00 and 23:00–06:00 – 

denoted as LAeq,24 h, LAeq,16 h and Lnight, respectively. These averages are typical noise 

exposures used in epidemiological investigations (e.g., Vienneau et al., 2015). The 

algorithm also calculated another 24 hour averaged noise metric used in 

epidemiological studies (e.g., Clark et al., 2017), Lden. Lden is weighted with penalties 

of 5 dB for noise in the evening (19:00–23:00) and 10 dB for noise at night (23:00–

07:00) to capture potential noise annoyance.  
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5.5 Findings and discussion  

Though Spearman’s rank correlation amongst exposures assigned in this 

project for annual average NO2 concentrations and traffic noise were correlated with 

those previously assigned to UK Biobank addresses in Greater London, correlation 

was reduced from r = 0.62 between previous estimates to r = 0.51 between the high 

resolution model estimates assigned in this project. All models are likely to have some 

misclassification, though the use of high resolution inputs aimed to reduce 

misclassification, and aid with future identification of pathway-specific epidemiological 

effects.  

Correlation of traffic-related air pollution (e.g., NO2) and traffic noise exposures 

can limit epidemiological investigation of separate and combined effects of air pollution 

and traffic noise exposures due to problems caused by covariance in statistical models. 

However, a potentially important problem for environmental epidemiological 

interpretation using modelled environmental exposures is shown in Figure 18. The 

correlation plot shows low correlation of the high-resolution CNOSSOS noise model 

estimates that I assigned to UK Biobank, and the ESCAPE air pollution model 

estimates of annual average nitrogen dioxide concentrations that were assigned by 

other researchers (r = 0.39), which might be a product of using mismatched models 

(or mismatched resolution input data) and could result in biased epidemiological effect 

estimates. In this case, the ESCAPE model was developed using data available 

across EU study countries in the ESCAPE project, and data inputs were not optimised 

specifically for the UK or London. To provide meaningful findings in multi-exposure 

assessments of the built environment, it is crucial to consider the specificity of models 

(and model input data resolution) used to produce confounders (e.g., traffic noise in 

this PhD project), as well as focal exposure variables (e.g., air pollution).  
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Figure 18. Correlation plot showing exposures assigned to UK Biobank London addresses in 

this project (nitrogen dioxide from dispersion-LUR model and high-resolution CNOSSOS noise model) 

and exposures previously assigned to the same addresses (nitrogen dioxide from ESCAPE LUR model 

and low-resolution CNOSSOS noise model).  

5.6 Chapter summary 

Development of a dispersion-LUR model and the contribution of the variables 

at roadside and background sites is discussed in depth in this chapter. In particular, 

the greenness variable included in the dispersion-LUR model – Groundcover within a 

100 m circular distance buffer – is considered. Modelling environmental pathway-
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specific exposures (air pollution and traffic noise) with high resolution data was 

proposed to reduce exposure misclassification of participant addresses, which were 

mostly located in residential locations serviced by minor roads. Exposure assessment 

across Greater London UK Biobank addresses is currently integrated into the UK 

Biobank Data Showcase. I anticipate that updated traffic noise exposures, in concert 

with updated air pollution exposures, will enhance detection of environmental 

associations with adverse health outcomes. Finally, the risk of introducing systematic 

effect estimate bias in epidemiological analyses by using modelled environmental 

exposures based on different spatial resolution and quality inputs is also discussed at 

the end of the chapter.  
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6 Physiological pathway 

The physiological pathway is posited to increase physical activity levels via the 

provision of amenable greenspace to carry out exercise (e.g., walking, jogging and 

cycling), with accompanying health benefits. To investigate this pathway, I developed 

a novel greenspace exposure assessment approach grounded in the established 

research framework of ‘walkability’.  

As oppose to disregarding known urban environment correlates of physical 

activity and walking, I aimed to assess the added contribution of vegetation cover 

surrounding a walkable transport network to walkability exposure after accounting for 

conventional walkability metrics. In this chapter I draw on some of the details of the 

principal studies that informed my methodological approach, and justify my choice of 

built environment walkability components in the context of this study. I provide a 

technical description of how I built road/path based network distance buffers for all UK 

Biobank addresses in Greater London (n = 58,234) using pgRouting, an extension of 

the PostGIS/Postgres geospatial database. I also provide an overview of how I 

improved the accuracy of network buffer creation beyond that of pgRouting integrated 

functions. Finally, I provide associations of self-reported physical activity levels of UK 

Biobank London participants and walkability of their residential addresses, as 

measured by the conventional walkability score (without vegetation integration), and 

with vegetation integration – i.e. via the ‘green walkability’ index.  

6.1 Walkability index 

In the context of the updated UK chief medical officer’s physical activity 

recommendations for older adults, all physical activity – including low- and moderate-

intensity physical activity, such as walking, for any duration of time – is currently 
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considered to contribute to health in older adults. Substantial health improvements 

from creating more walkable environments would be expected, if the positive 

association of neighbourhood walkability and walking is proven to be causal. Based 

on self-reported physical activity data from the Whitehall II study – an occupational 

cohort of mid- to older-aged civil servants in the UK – Stockton et al. (2016a) 

developed walkability indices specifically for adults based in Greater London. Of the 

walkability indices developed, which varied in complexity, the ‘basic’ index integrated 

three built environment components: residential density, street connectivity, and 

land-use mix (entropy). The three-component walkability index showed a dose-

response association with time spent walking per week.  

Three core walkability components – population density, street connectivity and 

land-use mix (entropy) – have conventionally been included in walkability indices in 

varied geographical regions, such as the USA (Frank et al., 2007) and Australia 

(Giles-Corti et al., 2019), where most walkability research has been conducted 

(Grasser et al., 2017). Less research on walkability has been conducted in Europe, 

though the walkability indices produced by Stockton et al. (2016a) for Greater 

London were the foundation upon which I built the walkability methodology for this 

project. Broadly, I used the same (three) walkability components as Stockton et al. 

(2016a) for the walkability index developed in this study. However, due to data 

availability and my decision to assess walkability at individual address level (within 

road/path based network distance buffers), as oppose to administrative area-level, 

which is more computationally expensive, I used an alternative dataset to Stockton 

et al. (2016a) for one of the three components of the walkability index model.  That 

is, I opted to use destination density rather than land-use entropy to quantify walking 

destinations; destination density (within a 3 component walkability index) has been 
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shown to predict physical activity in mid to older-age adults (females) (Orstad et al., 

2018). Computationally, such an approach reduced expense as spatial analysis 

(e.g., intersection) with point (destination) data is less demanding than with polygon 

(land cover) data. The index therefore includes the variables: population density, 

street connectivity (road/path junction density) and destination density. 

6.1.1 Input data  

6.1.1.1 Population density 

To estimate population density, I used ONS estimates of number of residents 

per postcode based on 2011 census data. Census collection in the UK occurs every 

10 years; I used 2011 headcount estimates as the census which most closely 

represents the UK Biobank population at baseline (2006-2010).  Charlotte Sheridan 

(colleague) joined ONS 2011 population headcount estimates to the corresponding 

2011 postcode centroid (point geometries with British National Grid X, Y-

coordinates), which I used in this analysis. In England, postcodes represent on 

average 19 households, and they are the smallest geographic unit available from 

ONS.  

6.1.1.2 Street Connectivity 

I used OS Integrated Transport Network (ITN) with OS Urban Paths Theme 

Network extension (UPN), to represent roads with vehicle access, as well as 

footpaths, cycle paths and other pedestrianised throughways (Figure 19). Edina 

provided these data sets, free of charge, via Digimap (https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/). 

The road and path link geometries (lines) in this dataset fall within polygons that 

represent these features in the Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ data set, and 

https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/
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road/path lines are typically positioned along the polygon centreline. OS ITN and 

UPN links are connected by ‘connecting links’, which have no real world geometry, 

but act as logical connectors between road and path geometries in the two data sets. 

OS ITN and UPN are detailed (scale 1:1250) and attributed using a standardised 

approach, and are accurately positioned relative to other OS products. For these 

reasons, I opted to use this data as oppose to open source data (e.g., Open Street 

Map).  

 
Figure 19. An example of Integrated Transport Network data (road geometry; red) and Urban Paths 

Network data (path geometry; blue), with connecting links (black), in and around Hyde Park, London.  
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6.1.1.3 Destination density 

The Ordnance Survey Points of Interest (POI) dataset contains around 4 million 

unique geographical features across Great Britain, including businesses, services, 

transport and public infrastructure. I used this dataset to estimate destination density 

in the walkability model. Features (e.g., businesses) represented in the data set have 

national grid coordinates (point geometry; coordinate precision <1 m) and functional 

categorisation. I compiled a list of POI functional categories that I deemed relevant to 

the assessment of neighbourhood walkability. I used category codes to select and 

retain relevant POIs. Categories retained included restaurants, shops, markets, banks, 

sports facilities, hair and beauty services, schools, health centres, post offices, 

libraries, places of worship, public transport stations and bus stops. Edina provided 

national OS POI data for this project via the Digimap portal 

(https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/). 

6.1.2 Road/path network buffers 

Network buffers capture a more accurate representation of the area that can be 

traversed – e.g., when walking – than a circular buffer and are thought to better capture 

the spatial attributes of the neighbourhood that may influence physical activity (Giles-

Corti et al., 2019, Oliver et al., 2007).  

Figure 20 shows distance bands representing walking time in minutes based 

on the assumption that individuals walk along provided infrastructure. Note, in the 

lower panel, the greenspace in the North East cannot be accessed within a 5 minute 

walk despite being equidistant (as-the-crow-flies) to the northernmost point of the 4 

minute walk band.  

https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/
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Figure 20. Distance bands representing walking time in minutes based on the assumption that 

individuals walk at 3 mph along provided infrastructure. The lower panel shows greenspace that can 

and cannot be accessed within a 5 minute walk from the start location (a dummy residential address). 
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After reviewing buffer sizes used in the literature, I selected a road and path 

network distance of 1000 m to represent a ~10-15-minute walk to reflect the near 

walkable neighbourhood. My justification for this selection included: a) a 1000 m street 

network distance had previously been used in a UK Biobank environmental exposure 

assessment (Sarkar et al., 2015a); b) a recent UK Biobank study showed associations 

in the expected direction of effect for physical activity establishment density (e.g., 

sports centres) and fast-food environments within a 1000 m street network and 

adiposity (Mason et al., 2018); and c) a large walkability study across 12 countries 

(including the UK) – the International Physical Activity and the Environment Network 

(IPEN) study –used a 1000 m (and 500 m) street network buffer (Adams et al., 2014b), 

and an ancillary study found protective associations of IPEN walkability 1000 m with 

cardiometabolic risk (Coffee et al., 2013).  

6.1.2.1  Integration of Ordnance Survey Integrated Transport Network and Urban 

Paths Network  

I created a walkable road and path network by routing OS ITN with the OS UPN 

extension, to capture roads and pedestrianised routes. Stockton et al. (2016a) 

previously applied this integration approach in area-level walkability analyses in 

London. To replicate their integration approach as closely as possible, I converted 

roads (OS ITN) and paths (OS UPN) data to ESRI File Geodatabase format using 

ESRI ProductivitySuite 3.5 OS Data Convertor tool, an extension of ArcGIS10.4.1. 

Following online advice (Ordnance Survey, 2013), I added road and path networks 

into a single File Geodatabase, using the same table name prefix (ITN_). I used the 

OSMM Data Preparation Tool to create a network dataset (stored in a new File 

Geodatabase) from the File Geodatabase containing the road and path data sets. 
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When building the network, I defined several network parameters of note: I penalised 

Motorway road links by setting them at a lower hierarchy than all other road links (it is 

illegal to walk along Motorways in the United Kingdom, hence the penalty) and I altered 

the speed of all road/path links to three miles per hour as an estimate of average 

walking speed (Ordnance Survey, 2013). The single, integrated transport network that 

was built enabled routing along all road/path links that are accessible to pedestrians. 

I validated the road/path network in ArcMap (v. 10.4.1) using the Route Finding Tool 

(ESRI Network Analyst extension, v. 10.4.1) by routing the shortest path between 

random points (i.e. routing from A to B) and ensuring that the calculated shorted path 

used a mixture of road and path links (i.e. routed across the two datasets). 

6.1.2.2 Routing analysis using ArcGIS Network Analyst Service 

Area tool 

In ArcMap, I used the Network Analyst Service Area tool to calculate network 

distance buffers for a subset of UK Biobank address locations. Though these were 

successfully routed, the process was computationally expensive. The Service Area 

options to create either ‘generalised’ or ‘detailed’ service area polygons was 

suboptimal for walkability and greenspace exposure assessment; ‘generalised’ 

network polygons (A in Figure 21) covered areas that were not accessible from the 

road/path network (e.g., were behind buildings) and ‘detailed’ polygons (B in Figure 

21) varied in width around the road and path lines in the network. The lines generated 

via the Service Area creation could be buffered in a second step, however the 

generation of the lines in the network added a further time costs in the Service Area 

generation. I deemed the efficiency of the Network Analyst Service Area approach 

suboptimal for generation of road/path network buffers for UK Biobank Greater London 

addresses (n ~58,000), which echoed sentiments of (Stockton et al., 2016b), who 
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conducted Network Analysis on a subset of the total Whitehall sample, and deemed 

network analysis on the cohort too computationally expensive to further pursue. In 

summary, ArcGIS network analysis was inefficient for large data and did not produce 

a standardised width of polygon surrounding the road/path network via the Service 

Area tool.  
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Figure 21. Roads and paths (lines) within a walkable network of an example residential address shown 

with ArcGIS Network Analyst Service Area tool polygons generated using options: a) ‘generalised’ 

network polygon and b) ‘detailed’ network polygon.  
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6.1.2.3 Network analysis using pgRouting and PostgreSQL 

To address slow run time when routing networks via ArcMap Network Analyst, 

I opted to run the routing assessment in pgRouting, an extension of the open source 

geospatial database management system PostgreSQL/PostGIS. My motivation for 

transferring to the PostgreSQL platform was primarily driven by spatial analysis 

efficiency for large datasets. Reproducibility of analysis – via code – was another 

advantage. Using pgRouting, I created road and cycle/footpath network distance 

buffers by tracing a road/path network a given distance from UK Biobank residential 

address locations (1000 m road/path length), and adding a buffer (50 m width) around 

the traced road/path network to create a network polygon buffer. In agreement with 

other studies on walkability and network attributes (Frank et al., 2017, Oliver et al., 

2007), I selected a width of 50m (25m either side of the traced network line) 

surrounding the network, which was sufficient to capture walkable network attributes 

(e.g., vegetation cover).  In the following sections I provide a technical description of 

how this was achieved.   

6.1.2.4 Creating a routable network graph of roads and paths in pgRouting 

In order to route the ITN and UPN in pgRouting, I added the geometry (shapefile 

of line features) from the previous (ArcGIS) network integration step via the uploader, 

PostGIS 2.0 DBF and Shapefile Loader Exporter (EPSG for British National Grid: 

27700). This created a single table containing the integrated network, which is 

comparable to an ArcGIS Attribute Table, with a single geometry column. I adapted 

code from a combination of online, open source resources that provided guidance for 

preparing ITN data for routed network analysis in pgRouting. These resources 

included: 1) Building ITN for pgRouting by Ross McDonald 

(https://mixedbredie.github.io/pgrouting-workshop/) and pgRouting by Anita Graser 

https://mixedbredie.github.io/pgrouting-workshop/
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(https://anitagraser.com/?s=pgrouting). I also used PgRouting: A Practical Guide (Obe 

et al., 2017). In brief, the steps I used to build the network included: adding indices to 

link sources and targets, adding a distance based cost (and reverse cost) to each link, 

setting a single average speed for all links (4.83 kmph or 3 mph), building the network 

with the inbuilt function pgr_createTopology, and analysing for errors with 

pgr_analyzegraph. Checks were made by using the function pgr_dijkstra to route from 

A to B (random nodes in the network) and visualizing the results. If the network was 

incorrectly routed due to unexpected gaps between links, routes would (visibly) deviate 

from the shortest route. OS geometries are highly accurate so unexpected gaps were 

not present in this dataset.  

6.1.2.5 Routing using pgRouting 

I used the function pgr_withPointsDD to capture all vertices (nodes) in the line 

network within a set distance of each residential address (≤ 1000m). The output of this 

function reported all unique identifiers of the road and path links (edges) leading to all 

vertices within 1000 m. I linked the geometry of the edge links to the output table via 

the unique identifier. This step produced the black line network shown in Figure 22.   

Routing via the pgr_withPointsDD function begins at the nearest point on the 

route network to the residential address (i.e. fractional start edges are permitted) by 

creating a temporary node table on the routed network. This is an improvement on 

previous functions whereby only the nearest network vertex could be used as a start 

point (https://docs.pgrouting.org/2.2/en/src/withPoints/doc/pgr_withPointsDD.html).  

6.1.2.6 Improving accuracy of transport network length with fractional edges  

I further improved the accuracy of the transport network by extending it to 

exactly 1000 m in length by adding fractional edges/lines to the terminal vertex of the 

https://anitagraser.com/?s=pgrouting
https://docs.pgrouting.org/2.2/en/src/withPoints/doc/pgr_withPointsDD.html
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routed network. This addition was necessary as the in-built function reports vertices 

under 1000 m distance along the network, and in some instances these can be 

significantly less than 1000 m distance. For example, if a vertex falls at 750 m along 

the transport network, and the next vertex along the network is at 1300 m, the inbuilt 

pgr_withPointsDD algorithm will report the 750 m vertex only (1300 m > 1000 m). To 

modify the output, I used the unique identifier of the terminal vertex (e.g., the node 

located at 750 m along network), which was reported in the output of 

pgr_withPointsDD. This identifier was associated with road links/edges that it touched, 

that is, the vertices/node was either the start or the target node of all edges that they 

touched in the routed ITN/UPN master table. I adapted the pgr_withPointsDD function 

so that it reported all start nodes and all target nodes associated with the terminal 

node. In effect, this allowed the extra road link/edge (e.g., the 550 m length edge 

running from 750 m to 1300 m) to be identified and joined to output (see extra terminal 

links from source (red) and target (blue) nodes in Figure 22).   

The result was a road/path link network, which in some places was significantly 

over 1000 m (e.g. 1300 m). Therefore I used the aggregated cost column in the 

pgr_withPointsDD output, which reported the cost (in meters) to the terminal vertex 

(e.g., 750 m), to calculate the required length along the additional road/path link 

required (e.g., 1000 m – 750 m = 250 m). I transformed the length to a fraction of the 

corresponding additional road/path link edge (e.g., 250/550 = 0.45), and used the 

function ST_LineSubstring to split the link at precisely 1000 m. This was applied 

across all terminal nodes in a two-step process (first joining and splitting edges from 

the source nodes, then the target nodes) before merging and dissolving the output. 

To achieve precise 1000 m network distance an extra step was required for 

terminal target nodes.  As each road/path link had a routed directionality running from 
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source node to target node (arbitrarily assigned in the ITN UPN network routing stage), 

the fraction (e.g., 0.45) to split required reversing from target nodes, and therefore I 

inversed target node fractions (e.g., 1 – 0.45 = 0.55) before using the function 

ST_LineSubstring on the corresponding additional road/path link. Some road/path 

links had a fraction of 1 or over, indicating that both the source and the target node 

were within 1000 m network distance of the address location, I retained these links to 

create the network buffers (shown in grey in Figure 22). 

Figure 

22. An integrated road/path transport network showing full edges captured directly from output from 

function pgr_withPointsDD in pgRouting, plus full edges and fractional edges associated with output 

from the modified version of pgr_withPointsDD that I developed in this project. The pgr_withPointsDD 

modification provides a precise 1000 m road/path network from each UK Biobank residential address.  
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6.1.2.7 Buffering the line based network 

I found the inbuilt function to create service areas in pgRouting – alphashape –

efficient, yet unspecific in buffering the transport network as, similar to in ArcGIS, the 

width of the buffer was variable surrounding the network (see Figure 20 for a 

visualisation of alphashape output). I therefore scripted SQL to efficiently create 

walkable network buffers of specific width (25 m each side of the line) for standardised 

walkability assessment across addresses. Figure 23 shows a network with a 50 m 

(sausage) buffer traced around all walkable routes within a ~15 minute walk from the 

address point.  
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Figure 23. An accurate 1000 m length integrated road/path transport network with a 50 m buffer from 

a dummy address point in London.  

 

6.2 Walkability exposure assessment  

Physical activity is likely to be influenced by other environmental features aside 

from vegetation, I therefore created a walkability score for each participant. The 

walkability z-score combined three commonly used metrics to assess walkability: 

population density (derived from summed postcode headcounts (postcode points) 

located within the line based network buffer); three-way intersection density (derived 

from the vertices/nodes of the underlying road/path network); destination (business) 

counts (derived from OS Points of Interest in the line based network buffer). Figure 

24 shows POI overlaid on an example 1000m network buffer.  
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Figure 24. Road/path network within 1000 m of (dummy) cohort participant residential address (black 

lines), with 50 m width buffer surrounding the network (purple), showing Ordnance Survey Points of 

Interest data such as businesses, services and facilities (black points) within and beyond the extent of 

the walkable network buffer.  

I used the postcode headcounts for population density estimation. I used all 

junction types – e.g., road-to-road, road-to-footpath and footpath-to-footpath – to 

represent walkable network connectivity. To capture true network junctions, as oppose 

to line segment breaks, only junctions that connected a minimum of three line 

segments were considered a true junction. To derive this, I used a freely-available 

geoprocessing tool from Esri by L. Beale, Line and Junction Connectivity 
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(https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=3fa41b1f8b764879be8f21b4e7ffbabd). 

As previously discussed, points of Interest (POI) counts were included to represent 

potential destinations – as a proxy for land-use mix – and included retail, facilities and 

services that an individual may walk to. This included newsagents, bus stops, 

underground stations, sports facilities, restaurants, banks, libraries, etc.  Intersections 

of datasets corresponding to walkability metrics with transport network buffers was 

efficient, as: a) data were geographically indexed and queried in PostGIS; and b) the 

three underlying datasets were point data, as oppose to polygon data (e.g. land cover), 

which simplified the intersect process in PostGIS. I inserted the counts of intersected 

points from the three datasets into in a single table and exported in csv format. I used 

R statistical software to calculate z-score from the three walkability metrics (population 

density, street connectivity, and destination density within the walkable network buffer). 

I divided the counts (population, junctions, and destinations) by the network buffer 

area, to provide a density estimate. I summed (equal weighting) the three z-scores 

from the metrics to calculate a single walkability z-score. Z-scoring was necessary to 

standardize across data outputs that would otherwise be incomparable across the 

three datasets. Using PostGIS, I intersected the vegetation cover data, categorised as 

tree canopy (≥2.5 m height) or ground cover (<2.5 m height), which is described in 

Section 4.1, with the road/path network distance buffer for each participant’s address. 

This was provided for integration to UK Biobank as percentage cover of the total 

network buffer area. To ensure that the vegetation data fully covered the road/path 

network distance buffers around each participant’s address geocode, I included only 

addresses located inwards (-1000 m) of the Greater London Vegetation Layer 

boundary in walkability exposure assessment.  Two example buffers, with intersected 

vegetation, are shown in Figure 25. 

https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=3fa41b1f8b764879be8f21b4e7ffbabd
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To assess the difference between a ‘basic’ walkability score (three 

component: population, connectivity and businesses) and a ‘green’ walkability score 

in association with PA in UK Biobank, I converted the percentage cover vegetation in 

the walkable network buffer surrounding each UK Biobank address to a z-score, and 

summed this z-score with the three-component z-score to create 4-component 

‘green’ walkability z-score.  
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Figure 25. A sparse (A and C) and a dense (B and D) road/path network distance buffer within 1000 

m of two (example) residential addresses in Greater London. Vegetation cover produced by the 

GeoInformation Group (2.5 m x 2.5 m resolution), categorized as ground cover (<2.5 m height) and 

tree canopy (≥2.5 m height), is shown within the two road/path network distance buffers (C and D).  
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6.3 Walkability and physical activity in UK Biobank London  

The two-stage process of assigning exposures to UK Biobank address 

coordinates before obtaining UK Biobank health and covariate data with integrated 

environmental exposures for statistical analysis did not allow for the testing of the 

predictive capacity of walkability indexes before exposures were integrated into UK 

Biobank. Instead, I validated the input variables (population density, street connectivity, 

destination density and vegetation cover) used in the assigned walkability index in UK 

Biobank London. I explored the strength of these exposures on physical activity and 

transport modal choice in UK Biobank using statistical models, which I adjusted for 

potential confounders. I provide the methods, findings and discussion of the walkability 

assessment validation below.  

6.3.1 Statistical methods 

To assess if the walkability score (independent variable) impacted modal choice 

for commuting purposes (categorical dependent variable: transport type for 

commuting to workplace), I fit multinomial log-linear models, with car/motor vehicle 

commute as the reference category. I exponentiated the coefficients from the model 

to obtain odds (risk ratio) of modal choice (compared to reference category odds of 1) 

for a one unit increase in the walkability score, and calculated 95% confidence 

intervals. I adjusted the model for: age at baseline assessment, sex, average 

household income before tax, neighbourhood deprivation level and distance between 

home and work place. I repeated this methodology with transport mode for non-

commute purposes (dependant outcome), though I removed the variable distance 

between home and work place, as this was unnecessary for confounder adjustment in 

a non-commute context. To improve interpretability of findings, I conducted analyses 
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using quintiles of walkability (independent variable), with quintile 1 (least walkable 20% 

of UK Biobank addresses) used as the reference category. 

I used multinomial log-linear models to assess associations of UK Biobank 

participant weekly average physical activity levels recorded by the short form 

International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) at baseline, This outcome was 

categorised by UK Biobank as low, medium and high weekly physical activity following 

IPAQ protocol and categories are available to all researchers via the showcase 

(https://biobank.ctsu.ox.ac.uk/crystal/crystal/docs/ipaq_analysis.pdf). In brief, UK 

Biobank developed an algorithm to calculate categories of IPAQ physical activity, 

which included total volume and the number of days/sessions of physical activity, in 

order to capture regular participation in physical activity across all domains (leisure, 

domestic, work-related and transport physical activity). To do this, the algorithm 

calculated metabolic equivalent of task (MET)-minutes based on each participant’s 

IPAQ responses, whereby MET values were based on the metabolic intensity of an 

activity compared to sitting quietly (e.g., metabolising 3.5 ml of oxygen per kilogram 

body weight per minute). Following IPAQ convention, this was represented as a ratio 

for sitting versus walking (3.3 METs), moderate physical activity (4.0 METs) and 

vigorous physical activity (8.0 METs). The algorithm multiplied MET-minutes by the 

number of days an activity was conducted per week. The high physical activity 

category corresponded to either: a) vigorous-intensity physical activity on at least 3 

days, achieving a minimum total physical activity of at least 1500 MET-minutes/week; 

or b) 7 or more days of any combination of walking, moderate-intensity or vigorous-

intensity physical activity, achieving a minimum total physical activity of at least 3000 

MET-minutes/week. The moderate physical activity category corresponded to either a) 

3 or more days of vigorous-intensity physical activity of at least 20 minutes per day; or 

https://biobank.ctsu.ox.ac.uk/crystal/crystal/docs/ipaq_analysis.pdf
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b) 5 or more days of moderate-intensity physical activity and/or walking of at least 30 

minutes per day; or c) 5 or more days of any combination of walking, moderate-

intensity or vigorous intensity physical activity, achieving a minimum total physical 

activity of at least 600 MET-minutes/week. The low physical activity category 

corresponded to any level of physical activity below the moderate category threshold. 

UK Biobank metadata stated that category thresholds were based on pedometer 

studies (Tudor-Locke and Bassett, 2004).  

I fitted a generalized linear model (GLM) in R using base package, stats. I 

specified the GLM family binomial (link = logit) to conduct logistic regression, and 

examine if likelihood of achieving UK recommended physical activity levels (binary 

variable: Yes, No) was associated with surrounding walkability. I repeated this with the 

4-componet walkability score with vegetation included (hereafter referred to as the 

Green walkability score). UK Biobank provided the binary outcome variable based on 

responses to the IPAQ short form questionnaire. In alignment with models described 

above, I adjusted the model for: age at baseline assessment, sex, average household 

income before tax and neighbourhood deprivation level. I also used quintiles of 

walkability exposure to improve interpretability of results.  

6.3.2 Findings and discussion 

Higher walkability score surrounding the residential address (1000 m network 

buffer) was associated with higher odds of walking, cycling and taking public transport 

compared to driving a motor vehicle to work in UK Biobank London (see Table 8). 

Moreover, for a 1 unit increase in walkability score, the odds of walking and cycling to 

work were higher compared to car/motor vehicle commute in the green walkability 

score, compared to the walkability score without vegetation. For example, walking for 
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transport (non-commute) was 30% more likely than driving a car for a 1 unit increase 

in the walkability score (OD 1.30, 95% CI 1.29-1.32), and was 34% more likely than 

driving a car for a 1 unit increase in the green walkability score (OD 1.34, 95% CI 1.32-

1.36). In general, the alternative classification of walkability, which included vegetation, 

showed a stronger association with walking as a transport modal choice. For non-

commute transport, adjusted odds were increased by a similar order of magnitude as 

for commute purposes by walkability, and by green walkability.  

In UK Biobank, 38% of addresses were reclassified into a different quintile when 

vegetation was added to the walkability score. When assessing walkability and green 

walkability by quintiles, a positive trend across quintiles of increasing cycling walking 

and taking public transport versus taking the car/motor vehicle for commute and non-

commute transport was shown in more walkable quintiles (compared to the least 

walkable quintile) (see Table 9 and Table 10). For walking transport, the quintile 

regression showed the difference between the least walkable and most walkable 

quintile was larger for the standard walkability score (e.g., non-commute transport 

walking OR 6.37, (95% CI 5.85, 6.94)) than for the green walkability score (e.g., non-

commute transport walking OD 4.46 (95% CI 4.12, 4.84)).  
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Table 8. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for self-reported commute transportation mode 

and non-commute transportation mode in UK Biobank London associated with surrounding walkability 

(i.e. population density, street connectivity and destination density) and Green walkability (i.e. 

population density, street connectivity, destination density, and vegetation in the network buffer) scores. 

Multinomial log-linear models were adjusted for: age at baseline assessment, sex, average household 

income before tax, neighbourhood deprivation level and distance between home and work place 

(commute only). Driving a car/motor vehicle was used as the reference category. 

 Walkability (adjusted model) 

odds ratios (95% CI) 

Green Walkability (adjusted model) odds 

ratios (95% CI) 

Commute mode (ref = car/motor vehicle) 

Cycle 1.30 (1.26, 1.33) 1.37 (1.32, 1.42) 

Public transport  1.23 (1.21, 1.25) 1.24 (1.21, 1.26) 

Walk 1.31 (1.29, 1.34) 1.33 (1.31, 1.36) 

Non-commute transport (ref = car/motor vehicle) 

Cycle 1.29 (1.25, 1.32) 1.36 (1.32, 1.41) 

Public transport  1.22 (1.21, 1.24) 1.24 (1.22, 1.27) 

Walk 1.30 (1.29, 1.32) 1.34 (1.32, 1.36) 

 

Table 9. Odds (risk ratio) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of active commute transport mode and 

active non-commute transport mode compared to using car/motor vehicle for commute and non-

commute transport shown by quintiles of walkability (Q1 being the lowest 20% of walkability scores; Q5 

the highest 20%), for walkability score. Models were adjusted for: age, sex, average household income 

before tax, neighbourhood deprivation level and distance between home and work place (commute 

only).  
 

Walkability quintiles (adjusted model) odds ratios (95% CI) 
 

Q1  Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

Commute mode (ref = car/motor vehicle) 

Cycle 1 1.58 (1.25, 1.99) 1.92 (1.52, 2.42) 2.93 (2.33, 3.69) 6.69 (5.29, 8.46) 

Public transport 1 1.35 (1.22, 1.48) 1.79 (1.63, 1.97) 2.74 (2.48, 3.02) 4.03 (3.61, 4.50) 

Walk 1 1.28 (1.14, 1.44) 1.70 (1.52, 1.91) 2.52 (2.24, 2.83) 5.06 (4.46, 5.74) 

Non-commute transport (ref = car/motor vehicle) 

Cycle 1 1.43 (1.13, 1.80) 2.09 (1.68, 2.62) 2.66 (2.13, 3.33) 6.54 (5.21, 8.20) 

Public transport 1 1.51 (1.37, 1.67) 2.00 (1.81, 2.20) 2.67 (2.42, 2.95) 4.09 (3.68, 4.55) 

Walk 1 1.66 (1.53, 1.79) 2.47 (2.29, 2.67) 3.39 (3.13, 3.67) 6.37 (5.85, 6.94) 
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Table 10. Odds (risk ratio) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of active commute transport mode and 

active non-commute transport mode compared to using car/motor vehicle for commute and non-

commute transport shown by quintiles of walkability (Q1 being the lowest 20% of walkability scores; Q5 

the highest 20%), for green walkability score. Models were adjusted for: age, sex, average household 

income before tax, neighbourhood deprivation level and distance between home and work place 

(commute only).  

 Green walkability quintiles (adjusted model) odds ratios (95% CI) 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

Commute mode (ref = car/motor vehicle) 

Cycle 1 1.63 (1.28, 2.08) 2.14 (1.69, 2.71) 2.99 (2.37, 3.76) 5.77 (4.57, 7.27) 

Public transport 1 1.25 (1.14, 1.38) 1.65 (1.50, 1.81) 2.09 (1.90, 2.29) 2.92 (2.64, 3.24) 

Walk 1 1.25 (1.11, 1.40) 1.65 (1.47, 1.85) 2.20 (1.97, 2.47) 3.64 (3.23, 4.11) 

Non-commute transport (ref = car/motor vehicle) 

Cycle 1 2.13 (1.67, 2.72) 2.42 (1.90, 3.09) 3.30 (2.60, 4.18) 6.77 (5.34, 8.59) 

Public transport 1 1.47 (1.33, 1.62) 1.99 (1.81, 2.19) 2.33 (2.12, 2.56) 3.28 (2.96, 3.63) 

Walk 1 1.54 (1.43, 1.66) 2.18 (2.02, 2.35) 2.91 (2.70, 3.13) 4.46 (4.12, 4.84) 

 

Walkability and green walkability scores were associated in the expected 

direction of effect with IPAQ category (as categorised by UK Biobank), that is, the 

higher the walkability score for an address, irrespective of walkability scale 

components, the higher the likelihood of greater levels of physical activity (medium 

or high IPAQ categories). The medium category showed a slightly higher odds ratio 

than the high category, when compared to the low category (see Table 11). Odds 

ratios across quintiles of walkability and green walkability can be found in  

 

Table 12 and Table 13, respectively.  
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Table 11. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for physical activity category derived from 

IPAQ responses in UK Biobank London participants associated with surrounding walkability and green 

walkability scores at residential addresses. Multinomial log-linear models were adjusted for: age at 

baseline assessment, sex, average household income before tax, neighbourhood deprivation level. Low 

activity level was used as the reference category. 

 

 

 

Table 12. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for physical activity category derived from 

IPAQ responses in UK Biobank London participants associated with surrounding walkability score at 

residential addresses, shown by quintiles of walkability (Q1 being the lowest 20% of walkability scores; 

Q5 the highest 20%). Models was adjusted for: age at baseline assessment, sex, average household 

income before tax, neighbourhood deprivation level. Low activity level was used as the reference 

category. 

 

Table 13. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for physical activity category derived from 

IPAQ responses in UK Biobank London participants associated with surrounding green walkability 

score at residential addresses, shown by quintiles of walkability (Q1 being the lowest 20% of walkability 

scores; Q5 the highest 20%). Model was adjusted for: age at baseline assessment, sex, average 

household income before tax, neighbourhood deprivation level. Low activity level was used as the 

reference category. 

 
Green walkability quintiles (adjusted model) odds ratios (95% CI) 

 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

IPAQ physical activity category (ref = Low) 

 
Walkability quintiles (adjusted model) odds ratios (95% CI) 

 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

IPAQ physical activity category (ref = Low) 

Moderate 1 1.13 (1.03, 1.23) 1.20 (1.10, 1.31) 1.28 (1.17, 1.40) 1.52 (1.37, 1.68) 

High 1 1.15 (1.05, 1.26) 1.20 (1.10, 1.32) 1.24 (1.13, 1.36) 1.49 (1.34, 1.65) 

IPAQ category  Walkability (adjusted model) 

odds (95% CI) 

Green walkability (adjusted 

model) odds (95% CI) 

Low (reference) 1 1 

Medium 1.06 (1.04, 1.08) 1.07 (1.05, 1.09) 

High 1.05 (1.03, 1.07) 1.06 (1.04, 1.08) 
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Moderate 1 1.12 (1.02, 1.22) 1.13 (1.03, 1.23) 1.18 (1.08, 1.29) 1.42 (1.28, 1.57) 

High 1 1.10 (1.00, 1.20) 1.16 (1.06, 1.26) 1.22 (1.11, 1.33) 1.37 (1.24, 1.51) 

 

Likelihood of achieving recommended physical activity guidelines via a 

combination of walking, moderate and vigorous activity was significantly associated 

with walkability and green walkability score, however achieving physical activity 

recommendations via moderate and vigorous activity (excluding walking activity) was 

not associated with surrounding walkability, and green walkability (Table 14).  

Table 14. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for achieving UK weekly physical activity 

guidelines via moderate and vigorous physical activity, or via walking, moderate and vigorous physical 

activity in UK Biobank London participants associated with surrounding walkability and green walkability 

scores at residential address. Binomial models were adjusted for: age at baseline assessment, sex, 

average household income before tax and neighbourhood deprivation level. Not achieving 

recommendations and quintile 1 level of walkability were used as reference categories. 

 Walkability (adjusted 

model) odds (95% CI) 

Green walkability (adjusted 

model) odds (95% CI) 

Achieved UK physical activity recommendations… 

…via moderate and vigorous 

activity combined 

1 (1.00, 1.01) 

 

1.01 (1.00, 1.02) 

…via walking, moderate and 

vigorous activity combined 

1.05 (1.04,1.07) 1.06 (1.05, 1.08) 

 
 
Table 15. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for achieving UK weekly physical activity 

guidelines via walking, moderate and vigorous physical activity in UK Biobank London participants 

associated with surrounding walkability score at residential address, shown by quintiles of walkability 

(Q1 being the lowest 20% of walkability scores; Q5 the highest 20%). Binomial model was adjusted for: 

age at baseline assessment, sex, average household income before tax and neighbourhood deprivation 

level. Not achieving recommendations and quintile 1 level of walkability were used as reference 

categories. 

 Walkability quintiles (adjusted model) odds ratios (95% CI) 
 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

Achieved UK physical activity recommendations via moderate and vigorous activity 

Achieved* 1 1.03 (0.97, 1.09) 1.03 (0.97, 1.09) 1.02 (0.96, 1.08) 1.07 (1.00, 1.14) 

Achieved UK physical activity recommendations via walking, moderate, vigorous activity 

Achieved* 1 1.09 (1.01, 1.18) 1.17 (1.08, 1.26) 1.25 (1.15, 1.35) 1.46 (1.34, 1.60) 
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*Reference category: did not achieve UK physical activity recommendations. 

 

Table 16. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for achieving UK weekly physical activity 

guidelines via walking, moderate and vigorous physical activity in UK Biobank London participants 

associated with surrounding green walkability scores at residential address, shown by quintiles of 

walkability (Q1 being the lowest 20% of walkability scores; Q5 the highest 20%). Binomial model was 

adjusted for: age at baseline assessment, sex, average household income before tax and 

neighbourhood deprivation level. Not achieving recommendations and quintile 1 level of walkability 

were used as reference categories. 

 Green walkability quintiles (adjusted model) odds ratios (95% CI) 
 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

Achieved UK physical activity recommendations via moderate and vigorous activity 

 1 1.00 (0.94, 1.08) 1.03 (0.97, 1.09) 1.03 (0.98, 1.10) 1.06 (1.00, 1.13) 

Achieved UK physical activity recommendations (walking, moderate and vigorous activity) 

Achieved* 1 1.06 (0.98, 1.15) 1.09 (1.01, 1.18) 1.17 (1.08, 1.26) 1.36 (1.25, 1.49) 

*Reference category: did not achieve UK physical activity recommendations. 

Walkability showed a positive association with healthy modal choice for 

commute transport and non-commute transport after adjustment for confounding (e.g., 

age, sex, household income after tax, neighbourhood deprivation level, and distance 

to workplace from residence). For the commute, walking and cycling were both 37% 

more likely than taking the car per unit increase in walkability score, and for non-

commute transport they were 32% and 33% higher likelihood, respectively. Studies 

have shown the benefits of healthy modal choices (walking and cycling) on 

cardiovascular health outcomes. Adding vegetation cover in the network buffer to the 

walkability score increased the odds of cycling and walking during the commute (7% 

and 1%, respectively) and for non-commute related transport (8% and 3%). 

UK Biobank London participants living at residences in more walkable 

neighbourhoods (1000 m walking distance) had higher likelihood of medium or high 

than low physical activity category classification from their IPAQ responses. Further, 
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when dichotomised into those who do achieve and do not achieve UK physical activity 

recommendations, participants residing at addresses in more walkable 

neighbourhoods (1000 m network) had a higher likelihood of achieving 

recommendations than those in less walkable neighbourhoods. However, achieving 

UK guidelines was only associated with network walkability when walking (plus 

moderate and vigorous intensity) physical activity were summed in assessments. In 

other words, when only moderate and vigorous physical activity were accounted for 

(without summing walking MET), no relationship with neighbourhood walkability was 

shown. In light of environmental exposures that are accounted for in walkability 

assessment (e.g., destination density), findings were suggestive that walking was 

partially driving associations of neighbourhood walkability and physical activity, which 

is logical in that moderate and vigorous intensity physical activity might be driven by 

specific destinations, for example, sport centres/facilities.  

Use of the green walkability in analysis attenuated the difference in odds 

between the least and most walkable quintile compared to the standard walkability 

score for all physical activity outcomes. That is, the addition of vegetation cover into 

the walkability score reclassified walkability of UK Biobank participants’ addresses (38% 

change of quintile with inclusion). This resulted in attenuation of the difference in odds 

between most and least walkable areas for: a) cycling, public transport and walking 

for commute and non-commute transport (versus car/motor vehicle use); b) moderate 

and high physical activity (versus low physical activity categorisation); and 3) achieving 

UK physical activity guidelines via walking, moderate and vigorous physical activity 

(versus not achieving guidelines). Given that defining propensity to walk related to 

features of the residential neighbourhood is the objective of creating a walkability score. 

Adding vegetation cover to the score might have enhanced differentiation of addresses 
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in relation to walking behaviours. This was not shown between most and least 

walkable quintiles, however the trend across quintiles (more, walkable, more reported 

walking) remained stable. Potentially, adding vegetation cover reduced differentiation 

of walking behaviour in the most and least walkable quintiles of the sample as 

suburban (green) neighbourhoods were reclassified as more walkable, and urban 

(less green) areas were reclassified as less walkable, which might not reflect modal 

choices or walking behaviour in the most and least walkable areas.  

While I integrated all score components with equal weighting, other studies 

have ranked walkability score components using principal component analysis to 

assign contribution weights (Creatore et al., 2016). Optimising the walkability score by 

re-weighting the vegetation component of the score is possible in UK Biobank in the 

future as I added the variable vegetation cover within the 1000 m network in addition 

to the walkability and green walkability scores. For example, destination density 

potentially far outweighs the importance of the greenness of the walkable network in 

individual modal choice decision-making. Further work on the direct and combined 

effect of individual walkability components might clarify the magnitude of effect (if any) 

of vegetation on modal choice and walking physical activity, though my preliminary 

analyses suggest, irrespective of the inclusion of vegetation in the index, a positive 

trend across walkability quintiles with walking.  

Also, analyses were cross sectional based on UK Biobank baseline, limiting 

causal interpretation. A study conducted on UK Biobank Stockport (Greater 

Manchester assessment centre), where repeat assessment data is available, showed 

modal shift in commute to walking and cycling to be associated with lower BMI and 

protective cardiovascular effects (Celis-Morales et al., 2017, Flint et al., 2016). Further 
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work on the Stockport sub-cohort would offer the opportunity to assess potential 

environmental drivers of modal shift.  

Associations presented were based on self-reported physical activity levels, 

which could be further validated in future work by using accelerometry data available 

in UK Biobank. However, the sample of UK Biobank London participants who had 

walkability assigned as part of this project and participated in the 7-day accelerometer 

study (with valid wear time) was less than a fifth (n = 13,023) of those with available 

self-reported physical activity data. Any assessment would therefore require careful 

consideration of the loss of power if the self-report and accelerometry data were 

compared.  

6.4 Chapter summary 

I developed this approach with the aim of integrating greenspace exposure 

assessment and walkability assessment to better understand the separate and 

combined effects of vegetation cover and other built environment components 

(walkability metrics) on physical activity levels in UK Biobank participants.  In this 

chapter, I provided a method of integrating greenspace into a walkability assessment 

model. I showed that walkability surrounding UK Biobank London residential 

addresses was associated with self-reported physical activity levels, commute and 

non-commute transport mode choice, and achieving UK physical activity 

recommendations (the latter, only when walking activity was included in the total). 

Integrating total vegetation cover surrounding the walkable network into the walkability 

score attenuated associations with all physical activity measures. In conclusion, this 

chapter demonstrates that, as oppose to assessing greenspace as a unique, isolated 
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construct in relation to physical activity, known built environment correlates of physical 

activity should not be ignored in assessments of the physiological pathway. 
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7 Interrelation of exposures in UK Biobank London 

In this chapter, I explore the interrelation of vegetation cover surrounding UK 

Biobank London participants’ addresses and other built environment exposures (air 

pollution, traffic noise and walkability). I provide descriptive summaries of the built 

environment exposures at UK Biobank London addresses that were assessed in this 

PhD thesis. Further, some greenspace epidemiological studies have shown effect 

modification by area level deprivation (Mitchell and Popham, 2008b, Yitshak-Sade et 

al., 2019), and others have stressed the importance of adjusting for covariates linked 

to personal and neighbourhood deprivation (Markevych et al., 2017, Villeneuve et al., 

2012b), I graphically summarise exposure variables stratified by: a) neighbourhood 

deprivation quintiles; and b) household income. I provide findings of correlations of all 

exposure variables. I also report other statistical methods that I used to assess linear 

and non-linear relationships of the exposure variables assessed at UK Biobank 

London addresses, and provide findings and implications for future epidemiological 

analysis of linearity of relationships. 

7.1 Graphical and statistical methods used to explore interrelation 

I tabularised descriptive summaries of the distributions (e.g., mean, standard 

deviation, etc.) of environmental exposure levels at UK Biobank participants’ 

residential addresses in Greater London. I also show the spread of the distribution 

using box plots (showing median, two hinges corresponding to the  first and third 

quartiles (the 25th and 75th percentiles) and two whiskers that extend from hinges to 

the largest/smallest value no further than 1.5 * inter-quartile range (IQR; i.e. distance 

between the first and third quartiles). Box plots were stratified by a) quintiles of area 

level deprivation; and b) self-reported average total household income groups using 

the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2016) in R (v 3.3.1; R Development Core Team). 
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Quintiles of deprivation corresponded to national, as oppose to within sample, quintiles 

of deprivation. Income groups corresponded to a questionnaire item from UK Biobank 

baseline assessment (i.e. is self-reported). Additionally, I produced ‘notched’ box plots 

to visually assess overlap of quintiles of deprivation and of household income (not 

shown graphically). The notches corresponded to 1.58 * IQR / square root(n), which 

gives a roughly 95% confidence interval for comparing overlap between groups as per 

the method of McGill et al. (1978). I also produced urban versus rural plots (not shown), 

though these were uninformative as ~99% of UK Biobank in England is categorised at 

Urban (less sparse). 

To further explore interrelations, I used correlation plots to assess and visualise 

correlations between exposures. Due to the skew of the built environment exposure 

data, I used Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient estimations to assess the 

monotonic relationship between exposures (rank based assessment), as oppose to 

Pearson’s correlation (true-value based assessment). I used R package corrplot (Wei 

and Simko, 2017) to visualise correlations.   

Several studies have shown non-linear relationships of environmental exposure 

variables, I therefore fitted pairwise exposure models with a natural cubic spline (3 

degrees of freedom (df)) using vegetation as the independent variable and walkability, 

air pollution (NO2) and traffic noise as independent variables. I used cross-validation 

criterion (R2 and RMSE) to assess if a non-linear (3 df) relationship of exposure 

variables was a better predictor of the data than a linear one (i.e. a regression with 1 

df). I used a generalised additive model (GAM), employing the Restricted Maximum 

Likelihood (REML) method, to further explore non-linear relationships between 

variables that were better explained by natural cubic spline (3 df) fit than a linear fit (1 

df). While different methods have their advantages for extrapolating smooth terms, 
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REML is most likely to give a reliable, stable results, and penalizes overfitting more 

strongly than other methods, such as generalized cross validation (Wood, 2011). I 

presented the smooth term for the GAM graphically. I also visualised the relationship 

of the data, with line of best fit corresponding to the model that best explained the 

relationship (i.e. linear or natural cubic spline smooth). I conducted analysis in R (v. v 

3.3.1) using package, mgcv (Wood, 2017) and visualised results using ggplot2 

(Wickham, 2016). 

7.2 Findings and discussion 

7.2.1 Description of UK Biobank London 

After exclusions of participant address located outside of the modelling domain 

for any exposure, there remained 58,587 addresses that were assigned all built 

environment exposures (greenspace, air pollution, traffic noise and walkability). The 

mean and distribution of the OS MasterMap™ Greenspace and Greater London 

Authority (GLA) vegetation cover total was similar, indicating agreement in the two 

datasets (see Table 17). GLA ground cover and tree cover averages remained in a 

similar ratio (~35% cover to ~15% cover) across all circular distance buffer sizes. In 

the road/path network buffer created for walkability assessment (1000 m length 

network, with 50 m buffer), ratio of groundcover, but not tree cover, was on average 

lower than in the circular buffer analyses (ratio: ~30% cover to ~15% cover, 

respectively). Modelled estimates of NO2 concentration at UK Biobank addresses was 

36.60 μg/m3on average, and generally below the European Limit Value (40 μg/m3) but 

reached a maximum of 113.47 μg/m3. On average, modelled day-time and night-time 

noise levels exceeded thresholds above which the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
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defines as harmful to human health (e.g., 55 dB for day-time noise). Exposure 

distributions were skewed for NO2 and traffic noise exposure estimates.  

Table 17. Description of built environment exposure variables assigned to UK Biobank London 

addresses (n = 58,587). OS = Ordnance Survey; GLA = Greater London Authority vegetation data; 

Lday, Leve, Lnight and LAeq,16h and are A-weighted averages of hourly sound levels for time 

periods 07:00–18:00, 19:00–22:00, 23:00–06:00, and 07:00–23:00, respectively. Lden is equivalent to 

LAeq over 24 hours, with added penalty weights of 5dB for noise in the evening (19:00–23:00), and 

10dB for noise at night (23:00–07:00). 

Exposure Buffer 

size 

Variable Mean Standard 

deviation 

Range Skew 

Greenspace 

(% cover) 

100 m OS MasterMap™  Greenspace 50.17 15.61 97.32 -0.35 

GLA total 48.43 15.33 93.17 -0.38 

GLA ground cover 33.60 12.43 86.16 -0.24 

GLA tree cover 14.87 8.78 63.06 0.95 

500 m OS MasterMap™  Greenspace 52.55 14.46 91.87 -0.32 

GLA total 50.12 14.42 93.78 -0.25 

GLA ground cover 34.80 11.92 81.84 -0.23 

GLA tree cover 15.36 6.97 61.98 0.99 

1000 m OS MasterMap™  Greenspace 53.73 13.41 86.30 -0.45 

GLA total 51.44 13.84 90.23 -0.32 

GLA ground cover 35.89 11.32 74.21 -0.43 

GLA tree cover 15.59 6.27 47.38 0.88 

1500 m OS MasterMap™  Greenspace 54.38 12.81 79.45 -0.55 

GLA total 52.17 13.48 81.16 -0.38 

GLA ground cover 36.53 10.91 69.05 -0.59 

GLA tree cover 15.68 5.77 40.16 0.74 

Walkability 1000 m 

network 

Walkability z-score 0.12 2.44 19.14 1.03 

Walkability z-score with GLA 

total 

-2.90 2.45 19.14 1.03 

Walkability z-score with GLA 

ground 

2.46 1.81 18.76 0.03 

Walkability z-score with GLA 

tree 

-1.58 2.37 19.20 1.02 

GLA total (% cover) 39.40 12.96 67.14 0.35 

GLA ground cover (% cover) 29.26 8.54 59.31 -0.40 

GLA tree cover (% cover) 14.79 6.11 51.16 1.03 

Road/Path network length (m) 3719

7 

12659 85647 0.35 
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Proportion pedestrianised 

length (%) 

26.06 9.60 55.26 1.14 

Air 

pollution 

(µg/m3) 

 
Annual average NO2 2010 36.60 5.26 89.60 2.96 

Traffic 

noise 

(dB(A)) 

 
Lday 2013 55.46 4.53 38.21 1.88 

Leve 2013 51.86 4.53 38.21 1.91 

Lnight 2013 47.47 4.51 38.20 1.99 

LAeq,16h 2013 54.80 4.53 38.22 1.88 

Lden 2013 54.27 4.52 38.21 1.97 

 

7.2.2 Interrelation of built environment exposure variables 

Area-level deprivation and household income might impact the relationship of 

greenspace and health outcomes. The box plots by IMD quintiles (neighbourhood 

deprivation) and household income level in Figure 26 and Figure 27, respectively, 

show the distribution of each exposure variable across strata. Addresses in the 

highest quintile of IMD (most deprived) were exposed to lower greenness (500 m 

buffer shown - the relationship was stable across all buffer sizes, not shown) and 

higher walkability score, and were exposed to higher concentrations of NO2 and 

traffic noise. When stratified by total household income, trends were similar but 

weaker.  
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Figure 26. Box plots showing the distribution of built environment exposures at UK Biobank London 

addresses. Clockwise from top left: vegetation cover in a 500 m circular distance buffer, walkability z-

score, annual average nitrogen dioxide concentration (µg/m3), annual average traffic noise (dB(A)), by 

quintiles of area-level deprivation (Index of Multiple Deprivation; IMD) – quintile 1 is the least deprived, 

and 5 is the most deprived. The violet colour is made up of small points (1 per address) to show the 

range of exposure across Greater London UK Biobank addresses (n = 58,587).  
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Figure 27. Box plots showing the distribution of built environment exposures assessed at UK Biobank London 

addresses. Clockwise from top left: vegetation cover in a 500 m circular distance buffer, walkability z-score, 

annual average nitrogen dioxide concentration (µg / m3), annual average traffic noise (dB(A)), by (self-reported) 

categories of annual average total household income after tax (£). The brown colour is made up of small points (1 

per address) to show the range of exposure across Greater London UK Biobank addresses (n = 58,587). 
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Strong positive correlation of the OS MasterMap™ Greenspace cover and the 

GLA total vegetation cover is shown in Figure 28. Correlations were stronger across 

the two datasets within the same buffer size, than between different buffer sizes within 

the same dataset, signalling agreement between the two datasets. In the GLA data, 

ground cover makes up most of the total vegetation cover, hence showed stronger 

correlation with total cover than tree cover, irrespective of buffer size. Tree cover 

showed weak correlation with ground cover, potentially due to the either/or 

categorisation within the dataset (a pixel is either tree canopy cover or ground cover). 

Further, the abundance of one type of vegetation (e.g., street trees) does not 

necessitate the abundance of the other (e.g. open ground cover), and vice-versa, 

which would weaken overall positive associations of ground cover and tree cover. 
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Figure 28. Correlation plot of vegetation surrounding UK Biobank addresses in Greater London (n = 

58,801) in circular distance buffers (100 m, 500 m and 1000 m) from two data sources – Ordnance 

Survey MasterMap™  (OSMM) Greenspace and the GLA GeoInformation Group vegetation. The latter 

dataset is further categorised as tree canopy cover (≥2.5 m height) and groundcover cover (<2.5 m 

height). Darker colours show stronger correlations, and the shape of the ellipse shows strength of the 

association, with narrower ellipses indicating a stronger correlation, which is also shown numerically 

(lower portion of the plot). 
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Vegetation cover in a circular distance buffer showed strong negative 

correlation with air pollution, and walkability. Including vegetation in the air pollution 

and walkability model at the exposure assessment stage resulted in the anticipated 

amplification (air pollution) and attenuation (walkability) of negative correlation with 

vegetation cover. That is, the strongest negative correlation observed between air 

pollution and vegetation was with ground cover 100m (-0.73). This strong correlation 

was expected as this was the variable included in the air pollution model. Further, 

compared to the standard 3-component walkability score, negative correlations of 

vegetation with green walkability were attenuated. For example, green walkability and 

vegetation 500 m showed attenuation of the negative correlation (-0.55), compared to 

walkability and vegetation 500 m (-0.78). This was due to the inclusion of vegetation 

within the network buffer in the green walkability score.  

Compared to air pollution, traffic noise exposure was more weakly correlated 

with vegetation cover at all buffer sizes. Day-time and night-time noise were produced 

by the same model and so show complete correlation. NO2 and traffic noise showed 

moderate positive correlation, which was of similar order of magnitude as the 

correlation of noise and walkability, and NO2 and walkability (~0.50) (see Figure 29).  
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Figure 29. Correlation plot of vegetation cover (The GeoInformation Group data) surrounding UK 

Biobank addresses in Greater London (n = 58,801) in circular distance buffers (100 m, 500 m and 1000 

m), and annual average nitrogen dioxide concentrations, day-time and night-time noise levels, 

walkability score in a 1000 m network distance buffer, and ‘green’ walkability (supplemented with 

vegetation data) in a 1000 m network buffer. Blue colours show positive associations, and golden 

colours show negative associations, with darker colours showing stronger correlations. The shape of 

the ellipse shows the strength of the association, with narrower ellipses indicating a stronger correlation. 

Correlations are also shown numerically (lower portion of the plot). 
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7.2.3 Assessing deviations from linearity  

I assessed if built environment exposure variables (greenspace, air pollution, 

traffic noise, walkability) at UK Biobank addresses had non-linear relationships. 

Findings supported a non-linear association of vegetation (The GeoInformation Group 

data; 500 m) and walkability, which are shown in Table 18. In terms of R2 and RMSE, 

the model fitted with a natural cubic spline (3 df) predicted better than the model fitted 

with a linear relationship (1 df) for vegetation (500 m) and walkability; this was not the 

case for vegetation and NO2, or for vegetation and noise, which were best explained 

by the linear model. I verified this finding with all vegetation buffer sizes (not shown). 

There was a weaker relationship between vegetation and traffic noise, so noise was 

not well predicted by the linear or the cubic spline model. The interrelationship of 

vegetation with other built environment variables and residuals are presented 

graphically. The best fit line (with 95% confidence intervals) is fitted linearly for total 

vegetation (The GeoInformation Group data; 100 m) and annual average NO2 

concentration (Figure 30) and traffic noise (Figure 31). The linear fit in Figure 32 can 

also be compared with the marginally better fit (natural cubic spline, 3 df) for total 

vegetation (The GeoInformation Group data; 500 m) and walkability shown in Figure 

33. 

To further explore the non-linear relationship of total vegetation and walkability, 

I used a generalised additive model (GAM) with smoothing via REML method. To show 

the smooth term I represented this graphically. However, irrespective of potential 

overfitting (see Figure 34), the GAM model offered no advantage over the model fitted 

with a natural cubic spline (3 df) in terms of R2 or RMSE (Table 18) for vegetation 500 

m and walkability.  
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Table 18. R2 and RMSE of models of vegetation cover and other built exposures (walkability, air 

pollution and traffic noise) fit with linear (1 df), natural cubic spline (3 df) and generalised additive 

models (GAM; Restricted maximum likelihood smooth term). Higher R2 and lower RMSE indicate a 

better model fit.  

Exposure (fit) R2 RMSE 

Walkability (1 df) 0.61 1.51 

Walkability (3 df) 0.62 1.49 

Walkability (GAM, REML) 0.62 1.49 

Air pollution (1 df) 0.39 4.10 

Air pollution (3 df) 0.34 4.26 

Traffic noise (1 df) 0.03 4.44 

Traffic noise (3 df) 0.03 4.44 
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Figure 30. Relationship of GLA total vegetation cover (The GeoInformation Group data; 100 m 

circular distance buffer) and annual average nitrogen dioxide concentration (2010) at residential 

addresses in UK Biobank London. Residuals shown in light pink, line of best fit (1 df) shown in hot 

pink, with 95% confidence intervals in grey. 
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Figure 31. Relationship of GLA total vegetation cover (The GeoInformation Group data; 100 m 

circular distance buffer) and annual average traffic noise for 07:00 to 23:00 (LAeq, 16h (2013) in dB(A)) 

at residential addresses in UK Biobank London. Residuals shown in light pink, line of best fit (1 df) 

shown in hot pink, with 95% confidence intervals in grey. 
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Figure 32. Relationship of GLA total vegetation cover (The GeoInformation Group data; 500 m 

circular distance buffer) and walkability z-score at residential addresses in UK Biobank London. 

Residuals shown in light pink, line of best fit (1 df) shown in hot pink, with 95% confidence intervals in 

grey. 
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Figure 33. Relationship of GLA total vegetation cover (The GeoInformation Group data; 500 m circular 

distance buffer) and walkability z-score at residential addresses in UK Biobank London. Residuals 

shown in light pink, fitted with natural cubic spline (3 df) shown in hot pink, and 95% confidence intervals 

shown in grey. 
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Figure 34. Relationship of GLA total vegetation cover (The GeoInformation Group data; 500 m circular 

distance buffer)and walkability z-score at residential addresses in UK Biobank London. Residuals 

shown in light pink, fitted with smooth produced by a general additive model (GAM, REML method) 

shown in hot pink, and 95% confidence intervals in grey. 

 

7.2.3.1 Implications of interrelationship of built environment exposures  

UK Biobank London addresses in the most deprived neighbourhood quintile 

compared to the least deprived, had higher annual average NO2 levels, higher traffic 

noise, higher walkability score, and lower levels of surrounding greenness. 

Incomplete adjustment for neighbourhood deprivation level could therefore lead to 

biased effect estimates in epidemiological analyses. Further, the shallow, U-shape 

distribution of the exposure variables across total household income categories 
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potentially corresponds to the most and least wealthy households being located in 

central London neighbourhoods (i.e. both the lowest and the highest income 

categories have lower green, higher walkability, higher NO2 and higher traffic noise 

levels compared to moderate income categories). Trends across categories of 

household income, however, were less distinct than those across neighbourhood 

deprivation quintiles, which suggests that household income level is not 

interchangeable with neighbourhood deprivation level in adjusting for SES, and is not 

as important a confounder as neighbourhood deprivations level for future 

epidemiological analyses. Given the clear trend of vegetation cover, walkability and 

air pollution across deprivation quintiles, the quality of the deprivation index used for 

confounder adjustment is an important consideration for environmental 

epidemiological research.  

Exposures to surrounding greenness (100 m, 500 m and 1000 m), walkability 

z-scores, annual average NO2, and annual average traffic noise were, overall, 

moderately correlated, suggesting that confounding of exposures is possible. In 

instances of strong correlation (e.g., walkability and greenness 1000 m), 

multicollinearity of exposures should be reviewed when using multiple exposure 

variables in epidemiological analyses. Though, analyses using moderately correlated 

variables across UK Biobank London addresses would be expected to be able to 

reliably determine independent effects.  

The moderate negative correlations of vegetation cover with air pollution and 

traffic noise that I found were similar to those reported in other studies (Hystad et al., 

2014, Klompmaker et al., 2019a, Tétreault et al., 2013). As detailed in the literature 

review, the association of vegetation cover and air pollution is potentially due to 

causal and non-causal relationships between these exposures. That is, direct 
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removal of air pollutants from the air by uptake via leaf stomata or deposition to leaf 

surfaces offers a causal explanation, whereas a non-causal explanation of 

correlation could be the lack of air pollution sources in greenspace, and the 

enhanced dispersion of pollutants across open areas compared to built-up areas 

(Janhäll, 2015). According to studies on deposition of pollutants on vegetation, the 

effect is likely small, and strongest for PM10 as oppose to NO2 (Nowak et al., 2014). 

A combination of deposition and dispersion is likely to explain the correlation.    

In this PhD thesis, air pollution concentrations (NO2) and road traffic noise 

exposures were predicted by models, which are partly based on traffic flow and land-

use variables. Due to the use of similar traffic and land-use predictor variables, 

correlations between modelled exposures might be higher than between true 

exposures. Also, in the LUR model ground cover 100 m was included as a predictor, 

potentially leading to overestimation of the relationship between greenness (all buffer 

sizes) and annual average NO2. However, the correlation coefficients I found 

between modelled air pollution and greenness 500 m exposure were similar to those 

reported in another study that used NDVI and ESCAPE air pollution estimates, which 

do not include vegetation cover as an air pollution predictor in the model 

(Klompmaker et al., 2019a). Further, modelled air pollution and noise correlations 

were similar to a study that evaluated correlations between measured (short-term) 

air pollution and noise exposures in the urban context (Davies et al., 2009). 

Moreover, correlation between modelled air pollution and traffic noise exposure 

across all London postcodes, which were estimated using alternative prediction 

models, showed correlations of the same order of magnitude (Fecht et al., 2016).  

Vegetation and walkability showed a strong negative correlation. Correlation of 

greenness (100 m and 500 m) and walkability in UK Biobank London (r = -0.65 and -
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0.78, respectively) was slightly stronger than that of a study in the US (James et al., 

2017). The US study assessed walkability using similar input variables (e.g., 

population, road junction and business density) and assessed greenness using NDVI 

250 m (r = -0.6). Although, the slightly stronger correlation in UK Biobank London 

could be due to differences in the underlying input data (e.g., OS Points of Interest, 

OS Urban Paths network data compared to less detailed US data sources). James et 

al. (2017) reported a non-linear association of walkability and greenness across the 

US addresses, similar to the non-linear association in UK Biobank London shown 

here. The negative, non-linear relationship of walkability and greenness warrants 

further investigation, particularly in light of the inconsistent evidence supporting the 

physiological pathway (Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2017a). Effect modification of 

surrounding greenness and physical activity by walkability, for example, should be 

explored in future work.  

Though there is evidence for associations between air pollution, walkability, 

greenness, and cardiovascular disease incidence, studies have tended to assess 

these associations linearly or using categorical variables. These approaches either 

ignore potential deviations from linearity in the dose–response curve or lack 

efficiency. Some studies have shown non-linear associations of built environment 

exposures (James et al., 2016a, James et al., 2017, Klompmaker et al., 2019a). By 

exploring linearity, I aimed to highlight the potential for non-linear confounding, which 

could result in biased observed associations with epidemiological outcomes (e.g., 

cardiovascular disease incidence) if not adequately adjusted.  
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7.3 Chapter summary 

In this chapter, I graphically showed environmental exposure variables stratified by 

quintiles of neighbourhood deprivation and annual average household income level. 

Results were indicative of a strong linear association of neighbourhood deprivation 

and greenspace (negative association), and walkability (positive association) in UK 

Biobank London. Annual average household income after tax showed a weaker, 

shallow  U-shape association. The interrelation of surrounding greenness cover and 

air pollution, traffic noise and walkability were explored iteratively. Greenspace and 

air pollution showed a (linear) negative association. The greenspace and walkability 

association was also negative, though was non-linear, and was best described using 

a natural cubic spline.  
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8 Epidemiological analysis 

In this chapter I conduct epidemiological analyses using the OS MasterMap™ 

Greenspace exposure assigned at UK Biobank residential addresses (see Chapter 

4.1). I provide the results of survival analysis using UK Biobank linked mortality data. 

Specifically, I explore the association of all categories of OS MasterMap™ 

Greenspace and cardiovascular disease mortality using UK Biobank addresses in 

England. I also explore OS MasterMap™ Greenspace and non-injury mortality. I adjust 

associations for important participant characteristics, lifestyle variables and area-level 

confounders, and discuss the potential of residual confounding by deprivation in 

analyses of greenspace and mortality based on findings.   

8.1 Exposure and address study inclusion 

In this analysis, I used OS MasterMap™ Greenspace cover in circular distance 

buffers, as described in Chapter 4.1. In this analysis, I focused on the 500 m circular 

distance buffers, with sensitivity analyses at 100 m and 1000 m to assess across a 

range of residential-neighbourhood scales. I chose the 500 m buffer as the focal buffer 

as other cohort studies have shown greenness (NDVI) 500 m to be associated with 

cardiovascular and non-injury mortality at this scale (Crouse et al., 2017, Villeneuve 

et al., 2012b). 

I excluded addresses in Scotland and Wales from analysis (with or without OS 

MasterMap™ Greenspace data coverage) as Scotland and Wales’ deprivation index 

differs from that of England, and is not directly comparable. Further, in UK Biobank, 

Scotland’s death register update cycle is also not aligned with England and Wales’ 

cycle (Scotland censoring date: 30 November 2016). Figure 35 shows the distribution 
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of urban areas in England with Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ Greenspace data in 

this study.  

 

Figure 35. Distribution of urban areas in England with Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ Greenspace 

data in this study (right), with inset map of an area in Greater Manchester showing some (11 of 18) 

primary function categories in the data (e.g., Allotments, Public Parks, and Private Gardens). 
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8.2 Outcome  

I assessed death occurring from the date of baseline assessment to the current 

(England) UK Biobank censor date (31st January 2018). I conducted survival analysis 

on non-injury deaths (excluding ICD-10 categories coded ‘V’—‘Z’). I also conducted 

cause-specific analysis of all circulatory disease deaths (I00—I99). I used ICD-10 

groupings as per the Global Burden of Disease Study (James et al., 2018, WHO, 2018) 

following advice and coding input from Dr Robbie M. Parks. 

8.3 Methods 

8.3.1 Prevalent cardiovascular disease study exclusion 

I excluded participants who were diagnosed with myocardial infarction (ST 

segment elevation or non-ST segment elevation; data field 42000) or stroke 

(ischaemic stroke, intracerebral haemorrhage or subarachnoid haemorrhage; data 

field 42006) prior to baseline assessment. The exclusion of prevalent cardiovascular 

disease, with validation via hospital records, allowed for exclusion of prevalent CVD 

irrespective of self-report via the touchscreen questionnaire.  

Given that questionnaire items in UK Biobank related to self-reported disability 

were strong predictors of 5-year mortality (Ganna and Ingelsson, 2015), I used the 

item unable to work due to sickness or disability to exclude participants from the 

analysis. A large proportion (n = 120,163) of participants reported high blood pressure 

(hypertension) diagnosis, and, as opposed to excluding these participants, I adjusted 

for hypertension in the final model to avoid loss of power.  
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8.3.2 Covariates 

I selected confounding factors for this analysis a-priori based on previous 

greenspace and circulatory disease mortality literature (Crouse et al., 2017, de Keijzer 

et al., 2017, James et al., 2016a, Vienneau et al., 2017, Villeneuve et al., 2012a) and 

known cardiovascular disease risk factors (Tsao and Vasan, 2015). Age of participant 

was used as the underlying timescale so was not adjusted for as a covariate. I used 

high blood pressure as a confounder in this analysis, as oppose to excluding 

participants with high blood pressure diagnosis prior to baseline, which resulted in 

many exclusions (see previous section). To maximize accuracy, I used measured as 

opposed to self-reported hypertension in final analyses, and used 140 mmHg systolic 

over 90 mmHg diastolic blood pressure as the cut off for high blood pressure. Measured 

blood pressure was available from baseline assessment: participants gave two blood 

pressure measurements that were taken after 2 minutes rest (seated) using a cuff and 

an Omron HEM-7015IT digital monitor. I calculated mean systolic (SBP) and diastolic 

blood pressure (DBP) from 2 automated or 2 manual readings. For individuals with 1 

manual and 1 automated blood pressure reading, I used the mean of the 2 values. For 

individuals with a single BP measurement (1 manual or 1 automated BP reading), I 

used the single measurement. This method was replicated from another UK Biobank 

study (Pazoki et al., 2018). 

UK Biobank collected detailed data on participant characteristics and lifestyle 

variables at baseline. I adjusted models incrementally, firstly, for sex in Model 1. In 

Model 2, I adjusted for multiple personal contextual variables, which, as outlined in 

Section 3.4., are typical in cardiovascular epidemiology and greenspace 

epidemiological analyses. My rationale for showing the results of Model 2 versus 

Model 3 in my findings was to show the change in effect estimates expected due to 
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the strong (inverse) relationship of greenspace cover and IMD area-level deprivation 

(see Chapter 7). I supplemented the main analysis (Model 3) by adding air pollution 

and traffic noise exposure into the model (Model 4) to assess if effect estimates 

were substantially altered via adjustment, therefore showing effect change (reduction 

in effect expected) from adjusting for associated environmental exposures after the 

effect of greenspace, personal contextual and area-level deprivation have been 

accounted for in the model. A large effect reduction would indicate that associations 

of greenspace with air pollution and traffic noise either could not be disentangled 

(due to correlation), or that air pollution and noise were mediators of the greenspace-

mortality association, providing impetus to conduct mediation analysis in future work. 

Covariates included in models were as follows:  

 Model 1 adjusted for sex; 

 Model 2 adjusted for personal contextual covariates – sex, ethnicity (White 

versus non-White), total household income level after tax (two highest groups 

of income binned into single group to meet proportional hazards assumptions), 

smoking status (‘never’ ‘previous’, ‘current’), pack years smoking, alcohol 

intake (grams/week), high blood pressure, and diabetes (excluding gestational 

diabetes); 

 Model 3 adjusted for personal contextual covariates (as in Model 2) + Index of 

Multiple Deprivation (IMD) neighbourhood deprivation level (2010); 

 Model 4 adjusted for personal contextual and area-level deprivation covariates 

(as in Model 3) + Annual average NO2 concentration + annual average LAeq, 16hr 

traffic noise exposure level  

Covariates that I defined as ‘on the causal pathway’ were not adjusted for in 

analyses. For example, UK Biobank studies have shown body mass index (BMI) to be 
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associated with both greenspace, cardiometabolic and cardiovascular outcomes 

(Celis-Morales et al., 2017, Lyall et al., 2017, Sarkar, 2017), however, physical activity 

levels impact BMI and adjusting for BMI could result in a dampening of the true overall 

effect of the physiological pathway linking greenspace and cardiovascular outcomes. 

As oppose to adjustment for such factors, I deemed mediation appropriate for future 

analysis. 

Air pollution and traffic noise exposure have also been associated with both 

greenspace and cardiovascular outcomes (Brook et al., 2010b, Cai et al., 2018, de 

Keijzer et al., Klompmaker et al., 2019a), though, in this case, I opted to exclude the 

effect of air pollution and traffic noise in Model 4 to observe changes in effect 

estimates when the environmental pathway is excluded.  

8.3.3 Missing confounder study exclusion  

I did not carry out imputation. I excluded participants from mortality analyses 

who had missing data (including ‘Prefer not to answer’ and ‘Don’t know’ responses) at 

baseline assessment. Figure 36 shows participant exclusions due to address location, 

missing covariates and prevalent CVD at baseline.  
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Figure 36. Flow chart of UK Biobank participant study exclusions for the OS 

MasterMap™ Greenspace 500 m analysis. 

8.3.4 Statistical analysis 

I fit Cox proportional hazards models, with participant age as the underlying 

timescale, to calculate hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for 

associations of greenspace cover (500 m) at residential address and each mortality 

outcome group (all-cause, non-injury and circulatory disease mortality). Participant’s 

age, as oppose to time-in-study, as the underlying timescale allows for comparison of 

individuals of the same age (Thiébaut and Bénichou, 2004). As the most appropriate 

choice of scale at which to assess greenspace for mortality assessment is unclear 

(James et al., 2016a, Mitchell et al., 2011), I conducted sensitivity analyses for 

alternative buffer sizes (100 m and 1000 m). I also conducted the 100 m analysis on 

the 1000 m sample, that is, I carried out further sensitivity analysis to assess if 

geographical scale or statistical power (higher n) was driving associations.  
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8.4 Findings and discussion 

8.4.1 Description of UK Biobank sample 

Individual-level data from 132,592 UK Biobank participants, were available for 

this analysis after exclusions for covariate missingness, prevalent CVD at baseline 

and lack of data coverage at residential address (Table 19). The mean age of the 

pooled population was 56.4 years; 56% were women. Non-injury and cardiovascular 

deaths were lower (n) in the most-green quintile (Q5) than in the least-green quintile 

(Q1). 

Table 19. UK Biobank participants’ characteristics by quintiles of Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ 

Greenspace cover within a 500 m buffer of their residential address (after exclusions for prevalent 

CVD; n = 132,592). Addresses in Quintile 1 (Q1) had the least surround greenspace cover in a 500 m 

circular distance buffer, and quintile 5 (Q5) addresses had the most. 

 Ordnance Survey MasterMap™ Greenspace cover (500 m) 

Characteristic Q1  Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

Cohort participants (n) 26525 26522 26539 26497 26509 

Deaths (n) 

All-causes 1883 1726 1805 1809 1588 

Non-injury 1198 1058 1095 1113 997 

Cardiovascular 233 224 206 206 189 

OS MasterMap™ 

Greenspace (all types 

500 m) (percentage 

cover mean ±SD) 

37.48 

(±7.76) 

51.57 

(±2.60) 

59.02 

(±1.76) 

64.56 

(±1.52) 

72.02 

(±4.00) 

Age (years) (mean ±SD) 55.18 

(±8.32) 

55.71 

(±8.28) 

56.34 

(±8.26) 

56.85 

(±8.16) 

57.41 

(±8.00) 

Sex (Female %) 54 56 55 56 56 

Ethnicity (White %) 82 86 90 92 92 

Smoking status (%) 

Never 48.73 52.33 54.23 55.18 57.31 

Previous 34.58 34.36 33.92 34.06 33.56 

Current 16.69 13.31 11.84 10.76 9.14 

IPAQ physical activity group 
    

Low 16.72 18.04 18.93 18.96 19.08 
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Moderate 42.74 42.09 41.33 40.76 41.36 

High 40.55 39.87 39.74 40.28 39.56 

Smoking pack years 

(mean ±SD) 

8.31 

(±16.32) 

7.37 

(±15.03) 

7.05 

(±14.72) 

6.77 

(±14.18) 

6.08 

(±13.51) 

Weekly alcohol intake in 

grams (mean ±SD) 

130.60 

(±174.25) 

125.18 

(±165.87) 

122.83 

(±160.19) 

119.56 

(±153.63) 

119.81 

(±148.87) 

Body mass index 27.20 

(±5.16) 

27.33 

(±4.98) 

27.47 

(±4.90) 

27.46 

(±4.83) 

27.22 

(±4.69) 

High blood pressure 

(Yes %) 

33.62 36.89 39.48 40.81 40.14 

Diabetes diagnosed by 

doctor (Yes %) 

6.29 5.81 5.49 5.05 4.82 

Serious injury or other 

illness (Yes %) 

20.31 19.37 18.90 19.68 18.91 

Average annual total household income before tax (%) 
 

Less than 18,000 28.9 24.43 24.53 23.39 19.38 

18,000 to 30,999 22.5 23.69 25.2 25.99 23.81 

31,000 to 51,999 20.79 25.2 25.69 26.7 26.8 

52,000 to 100,000 17.82 20.21 19.54 19.61 23.22 

Greater than 100,000 9.98 6.48 5.04 4.32 6.79 

Index of multiple deprivation (%) 
   

Low neighbourhood 

deprivation 

10.23 23.69 30.61 38.90 48.90 

Medium neighbourhood 

deprivation 

37.93 44.51 44.41 38.17 33.07 

High neighbourhood 

deprivation 

51.84 31.8 24.98 22.93 18.03 

Annual average nitrogen 

dioxide concentration 

(µg / m3) 

39.95 

(±6.30) 

36.13 

(±3.88) 

35.03 

(±3.55) 

34.19 

(±3.21) 

33.69 

(±3.19) 

Annual average noise 

level (LAeq,16h) 

55.44 

(±4.93) 

54.78 

(±4.32) 

54.67 

(±4.48) 

54.22 

(±4.15) 

54.05 

(±4.05) 

 

8.4.2 Non-injury mortality findings 

Overall, the main model (Model 3), indicated no statistically significant 

associations of all categories of OS MasterMap™ Greenspace cover 500 m and non-
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injury mortality after adjustment for personal contextual covariates and area-level 

deprivation (Table 20). Further adjusting for NO2 + traffic noise (Model 4) slightly 

reduced odds of premature mortality compared to model 3, though results remained 

insignificant. 

Table 20. Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals (CIs)) of non-injury mortality by quintiles of OSMM 

Greenspace (500 m), with incremental adjustment for covariates. 

Ordnance 

Survey 

MasterMap™ 

Greenspace 500 

m (n = 132,592) 

Model 1: 

Adjusted for sex 

HR (95% CI)  

Model 2: 

Adjusted for 

sex + personal 

contextual 

covariates HR 

(95% CI) 

Model 3: 

Adjusted for 

sex + personal 

contextual 

covariates + 

area-level 

deprivation  HR 

(95% CI) 

Model 4: 

Adjusted for sex 

+ personal 

contextual 

covariates + area-

level deprivation 

+ NO2 + traffic 

noise HR (95% CI) 

Quintile 1 Reference Reference Reference Reference 

Quintile 2 0.85 (0.78, 0.93) 0.90 (0.82, 1) 0.94 (0.85, 1.04) 0.92 (0.83, 1.02) 

Quintile 3 0.83 (0.77, 0.90) 0.89 (0.81, 0.99) 0.94 (0.85, 1.04) 0.91 (0.82, 1.02) 

Quintile 4 0.82 (0.75, 0.89) 0.91 (0.83, 1) 0.97 (0.88, 1.08) 0.94 (0.84, 1.05) 

Quintile 5 0.72 (0.66, 0.79) 0.86 (0.78, 0.95) 0.92 (0.83, 1.02) 0.89 (0.79, 1) 

 

8.4.2.1 Sensitivity analysis 

Due to the underlying data coverage, a larger sample was available at the 

smallest buffer size assessed (100 m). Table 21 shows the results of survival analysis 

conducted on the 100 m buffer size with the full available sample after exclusions (n = 
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277,236) and Table 22 shows the same analysis conducted on the 1000 m buffer size 

with the full available sample after exclusions (n = 108,574). The main model (Model 

3) indicated statistically significant associations of all categories of OS MasterMap™ 

Greenspace cover 100 m and non-injury mortality after adjustment for personal 

contextual covariates and area-level deprivation. For example, in the most green 

quintile of addresses (Quintile 5) compared to the least green (Quintile 1), a protective 

association of greenspace cover and non-injury mortality was observed (HR = 0.91 

(95% CI = 0.84, 0.99)). For all categories of OS MasterMap™ Greenspace cover 1000 

m and non-injury mortality, the main model (Model 3), indicated no statistically 

significant associations of after adjustment for personal contextual covariates and 

area-level deprivation. When the 100 m circular distance was assessed in the smaller 

sample size used in the 500 m buffer size analysis (n = 132,592) (Table 23), no 

statistically significant associations remained after adjustment for personal contextual 

covariates and area-level deprivation (Model 3), indicating that different number of 

deaths (power) at each buffer size might be influencing findings.   

Table 21. Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals (CIs)) of non-injury mortality by quintiles of OSMM 

Greenspace (100 m), with incremental adjustment for covariates. 

Ordnance 
Survey 
MasterMap™ 
Greenspace 
100 m 
exposure (n 
= 277,236) 

Model 1: 
Adjusted for sex 
HR (95% CI) 

Model 2: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 3: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates + 
area-level 
deprivation  HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 4: Adjusted 
for sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates + area-
level deprivation + 
NO2 + traffic noise 
HR (95% CI) 

Quintile 1 Reference Reference Reference Reference 

Quintile 2 0.87 (0.82, 0.93) 0.93 (0.86, 0.97) 0.95 (0.89, 1.03) 0.95 (0.88, 1.02) 

Quintile 3 0.80 (0.75, 0.85) 0.89 (0.83, 0.96) 0.93 (0.87, 1) 0.93 (0.86, 1) 
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Quintile 4 0.77 (0.73, 0.82) 0.89 (0.82, 0.96) 0.93 (0.86, 1) 0.93 (0.85, 1) 

Quintile 5 0.70 (0.66, 0.74) 0.87 (0.80, 0.94) 0.91 (0.84, 0.99) 0.90 (0.83, 0.99) 

 

Table 22. Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals (CIs)) of non-injury mortality by quintiles of OSMM 

Greenspace (1000 m), with incremental adjustment for covariates. 

Ordnance 
Survey 
MasterMap™ 
Greenspace 
1000 m (n = 
108,574) 

Model 1: 
Adjusted for sex 
HR (95% CI) 

Model 2: Adjusted 
for sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 3: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates + 
area-level 
deprivation  HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 4: Adjusted 
for sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates + area-
level deprivation + 
NO2 + traffic noise 
HR (95% CI) 

Quintile 1 Reference Reference Reference Reference 

Quintile 2 0.96 (0.87, 1.06) 0.94 (0.83, 1.06) 0.97 (0.86, 1.10) 0.98 (0.87, 1.12) 

Quintile 3 0.86 (0.78, 0.95) 0.89 (0.79, 1) 0.94 (0.83, 1.06) 0.96 (0.84, 1.09) 

Quintile 4 0.82 (0.74, 0.91) 0.87 (0.77, 0.99) 0.93 (0.82, 1.06) 0.96 (0.83, 1.10) 

Quintile 5 0.77 (0.70, 0.86) 0.90 (0.80, 1.02) 0.97 (0.85, 1.10) 1 (0.87, 1.17) 
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Table 23. Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals (CIs)) of non-injury mortality by quintiles of OSMM 

Greenspace (100 m), with incremental adjustment for covariates, using the sample available for the 500 

m analysis (n = 132,592). 

Ordnance 
Survey 
MasterMap™ 
Greenspace 
100 m 
exposure (n = 
132,592) 

Model 1: 
Adjusted for 
sex HR (95% CI) 

Model 2: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 3: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates + 
area-level 
deprivation  HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 4: Adjusted 
for sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates + area-
level deprivation 
+ NO2 + traffic 
noise HR (95% CI) 

Quintile 1 Reference Reference Reference Reference 

Quintile 2 0.85 (0.79, 0.92) 0.90 (0.82, 0.98) 0.92 (0.84, 1.01) 0.92 (0.84, 1.01) 

Quintile 3 0.83 (0.77, 0.90) 0.89 (0.81, 0.98) 0.93 (0.84, 1.02) 0.92 (0.83, 1.02) 

Quintile 4 0.81 (0.74, 0.88) 0.91 (0.83, 1) 0.96 (0.87, 1.06) 0.95 (0.86, 1.06) 

Quintile 5 0.71 (0.65, 0.77) 0.87 (0.79, 0.96) 0.92, 0.83, 1.02) 0.91 (0.82, 1.02) 

 

8.4.3 Cardiovascular mortality findings 

Overall, the main model (Model 3), indicated no statistically significant 

associations of all categories of OS MasterMap™ Greenspace cover 500 m and 

cardiovascular mortality after adjustment for personal contextual covariates and area-

level deprivation (Table 24).  
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Table 24. Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals (CIs)) of cardiovascular mortality by quintiles of 

OSMM Greenspace (500 m), with incremental adjustment for covariates. 

 Ordnance 
Survey 
MasterMap™ 
Greenspace 
500 m (n = 
132,592) 

Model 1: 
Adjusted for 
sex HR (95% CI) 

Model 2: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 3: 
Adjusted for 
sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates + 
area-level 
deprivation  HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 4: Adjusted 
for sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates + area-
level deprivation + 
NO2 + traffic noise 
HR (95% CI) 

Quintile 1 Reference Reference Reference Reference 

Quintile 2 0.94 (0.78, 1.13) 0.96 (0.76, 1.20) 1 (0.80, 1.25) 1 (0.79, 1.26) 

Quintile 3 0.81 (0.67, 0.98) 0.88 (0.70, 1.11) 0.95 (0.75, 1.20) 0.94 (0.73, 1.20) 

Quintile 4 0.78 (0.65, 0.94) 0.88 (0.70, 1.11) 0.97 (0.77, 1.23) 0.96 (0.74, 1.24) 

Quintile 5 0.71 (0.58, 0.86) 0.84 (0.66, 1.07) 0.95 (0.74, 1.21) 0.94 (0.71, 1.25) 

 

8.4.3.1 Sensitivity analysis 

Due to the underlying data coverage, a larger sample was available at the smallest 
buffer size assessed (100 m). Table 25 shows the results of survival analysis 
conducted on the 100 m buffer size with the full available sample after exclusions (n = 
277,236) and 
 

 
 

Table 26 shows the same analysis conducted on the 1000 m buffer size with the full 

available sample after exclusions (n = 108,574). The main model (Model 3) indicated 

statistically significant associations of OS MasterMap™ Greenspace cover 100 m and 

cardiovascular mortality after adjustment for personal contextual covariates and area-

level deprivation when comparing the most and least green addresses (i.e. quintile 5 

versus quintile 1). For example, in the most green quintile of addresses (Quintile 5) 
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compared to the least green (Quintile 1), a protective association of greenspace cover 

and cardiovascular mortality was observed (HR = 0.80 (95% CI = 0.68, 0.97)). 

However, results should be interpreted with caution due to the smaller number of 

cardiovascular deaths than non-injury deaths in the sample; confidence intervals were 

large and no clear dose response across quintiles was observed. For all categories of 

OS MasterMap™ Greenspace cover 1000 m and cardiovascular mortality, the main 

model (Model 3), indicated no statistically significant associations of after adjustment 

for personal contextual covariates and area-level deprivation.  

Table 25. Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals (CIs)) of cardiovascular mortality by quintiles of 

OSMM Greenspace (100 m), with incremental adjustment for covariates. 

 Ordnance Survey 
MasterMap™ 
Greenspace 100 
m exposure (n = 
277,236) 

Model 1: 
Adjusted for 
sex HR (95% 
CI) 

Model 2: 
Adjusted for 
sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 3: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates + 
area-level 
deprivation HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 4: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates + 
area-level 
deprivation + 
NO2 + traffic 
noise HR (95% 
CI) 

Quintile 1 Reference Reference Reference Reference 

Quintile 2 0.83 (0.73, 0.95) 0.88 (0.75, 1.03) 0.92 (0.78, 1.08) 0.92 (0.78, 1.09) 

Quintile 3 0.74 (0.65, 0.85) 0.79 (0.67, 0.94) 0.84 (0.71, 1) 0.85 (0.71, 1.02) 

Quintile 4 0.72 (0.62, 0.82) 0.86 (0.73, 1.01) 0.92 (0.77, 1.09) 0.93 (0.77, 1.11) 

Quintile 5 0.57 (0.49, 0.66) 0.75 (0.63, 0.90) 0.80 (0.68, 0.97) 0.82 (0.67, 1) 
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Table 26. Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals (CIs)) of cardiovascular mortality by quintiles of 

OSMM Greenspace (1000 m), with incremental adjustment for covariates. 

 Ordnance Survey 
MasterMap™ 
Greenspace 1000 
m (n = 108,574) 

Adjusted for sex 
HR (95% CI) 

Adjusted for 
sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 3: 
Adjusted for 
sex + personal 
contextual 
covariates + 
area-level 
deprivation  HR 
(95% CI) 

Model 4: 
Adjusted for sex 
+ personal 
contextual 
covariates + 
area-level 
deprivation + 
NO2 + traffic 
noise HR (95% 
CI) 

Quintile 1 Reference Reference Reference Reference 

Quintile 2 1.04 (0.82, 1.30) 1.08 (0.81, 1.44) 1.14 (0.86, 1.52) 1.17 (0.87, 1.57) 

Quintile 3 1 (0.80, 1.26) 1.06 (0.78, 1.41) 1.15 (0.86, 1.54) 1.20 (0.88, 1.62) 

Quintile 4 0.95 (0.76, 1.20) 1.07 (0.81, 1.43) 1.20 (0.90, 1.61) 1.26 (0.92, 1.73) 

Quintile 5 0.77 (0.60, 0.98) 0.97 (0.72, 1.31) 1.09 (0.81, 1.49) 1.16 (0.82, 1.65) 

 

In my preliminary epidemiological analysis of the UK Biobank cohort (England), 

I found a protective association of total (all categories) OS MasterMap Greenspace 

cover surrounding UK Biobank England residential addresses and non-injury mortality 

after adjusting for sex (age was used as the underlying timescale and therefore was 

not adjusted). Associations by quintiles of exposure were attenuated after adjustment 

for personal contextual covariates, and statistical significance (p <0.05) remained 

across all quintiles after adjustment for IMD neighbourhood-level deprivation only in 

the 100 m buffer size analysis. Association did not remain significant after adjustment 

for IMD across quintiles in the 500 m and 1000 m. My findings were consistent with 

those of James et al. (2016a), who found that smaller greenspace buffer sizes (e.g., 
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250 m) were more consistently associated with non-injury mortality than larger buffer 

sizes (e.g., 1250 m). However, in my analysis, larger confidence intervals in larger 

buffer sizes in my analysis might be due to loss of power with increasing buffer size, 

as oppose to a greenspace scale effect on increased risk of non-injury mortality. This 

is potentially driven by differences in sample sizes for different buffer sizes due to the 

underlying geographical data extent used for exposure assessment (see Chapter 4.1). 

Importantly, when reassessed using the 500 m buffer analysis sample (n =132, 592), 

the 100 m buffer analysis was no longer statistically significant after adjustment for 

confounders, suggesting difference in effect across buffer sizes should be interpreted 

with caution. Alternatively, residences in the outlying areas of the built up area, which 

were excluded when using the 500m buffer sizes, were driving the effect in the 100 m 

buffer analysis.  

Results in the 100 m buffer are consistent with previous cohort studies of 

greenspace and non-injury mortality, which have shown a protective association, after 

adjustment for personal contextual and area-level confounding factors (James et al., 

2016a). A meta-analysis of studies of associations of greenness and mortality (Rojas-

Rueda et al., 2019) derived a pooled HR of all-cause mortality of 0.96 (95% CI 0.94, 

0.97) for each increment of 0·1 NDVI in a residential buffer zone of 500 m or less. Of 

9 studies included in the analysis, 7 showed a protective association. Further 3 of the 

studies included air pollution as a covariate in models, and 1 included noise, though 

similarly to the findings presented in this preliminary analysis, there was no 

appreciable effect on hazard ratios after adjusting for air pollution and noise. James et 

al. (2016a) found that air pollution explained a small proportion (4%) of the greenspace 

and non-injury mortality effect via mediation analysis.  

Though air pollution and traffic noise did not substantially reduce greenspace-
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mortality association effect estimates. The lack of a substantial effect estimate change 

should not be interpreted as a lack of association of air pollution, traffic noise and 

mortality; the order that the variables are added to the model and the variance in death 

rate linked to greenspace (adjusted for other variables in the model) led to a small 

effect estimate change, indicating that reduction in air pollution and noise exposure 

were not primary drivers of the protective greenspace effect.  If air pollution and traffic 

noise, however, had been added into the model as focal exposures it is likely, based 

on the literature, that harmful associations with cardiovascular health would be found. 

A review by Gascon et al. (2016) concluded that there was good evidence for 

reduction of the risk of mortality from cardiovascular disease in areas with higher 

residential greenness. In my analysis, fewer cases of cardiovascular disease mortality 

compared to non-injury mortality resulted in lower confidence of the protective 

association of greenspace and mortality across all buffer sizes, and results were non-

significant following adjustment for confounding factors. In the 100 m buffer size 

analysis, some evidence of an association with cardiovascular mortality was found 

though results were inconsistent across quintiles, and results should be interpreted 

with caution. 

A national cohort study in Switzerland found lower mortality rates to be 

associated with greenness (NDVI) and greenspace (land use) data, with similar effect 

estimates found across the two greenspace exposure metrics (Vienneau et al., 2017). 

In my preliminary analysis on non-injury and cardiovascular mortality, I used all 

categories of greenspace (18 in total) for comparability with other analyses that have 

used non-specific greenness (NDVI) exposure (Crouse et al., 2019, Crouse et al., 

2017, de Keijzer et al., 2017, James et al., 2016a, Villeneuve et al., 2012c, Zijlema et 

al., 2019). However, one of the strengths of the OS MasterMap Greenspace exposure 
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is that specific functions (e.g., private gardens, public parks, sport facilities) have been 

attributed to the data by OS. This will allow for investigation of the effect of specific 

types of greenspace on mortality, and is expected to be a strength of the full analysis.  

Another strength of this UK Biobank study lies in the potential for longitudinal 

analysis, with rich data available on individual level confounders. An ecological study 

conducted on the English population showed that greenspace cover at the small-area 

level (administrative boundaries) was associated with reduced premature mortality, 

and cardiovascular disease mortality (Mitchell and Popham, 2008a), however the 

study could not adjust for important individual-level confounders, such as smoking. UK 

Biobank has rich covariate data available, as shown in this analysis, and offers the 

potential to reassess earlier effect estimates with adequate confounder adjustment.   

There were several limitations to this preliminary analysis. The exposure used 

was released in 2017 and baseline for UK Biobank assessment was 2006-2010, the 

use of this dataset relies on the assumption that greenspace cover has not increased 

substantially surrounding residential addresses (which might result in biased 

estimation of the protective effect of greenspace cover on mortality). Greenspace, 

relative to other environmental exposures, is expected to be relatively stable over time, 

though it remains possible that effect estimates are inaccurate due to this mismatch in 

data. Sensitivity analyses from 2017 onwards will be viable in assessments conducted 

in the future, though the current censoring date does not currently allow for such 

analyses to be conducted. Neighbourhood self-selection cannot be ruled out in this 

analysis. If participants in better health selected to move to neighborhoods with higher 

levels of greenness, this confounding by neighborhood preference could explain the 

relationship between greenness and non-injury mortality. Furthermore, people living 

in greener areas may be more active, less obese, and generally lead more healthy 
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lifestyles, physical activity and adiposity were not adjusted for in this analysis, 

however, variables relating to these traits are available in UK Biobank and can be 

assessed in subsequent analyses as mediators and/or confounders, depending on if 

the analysis is focused on the physiological pathway or excludes the physiological 

pathway. I also have not yet accounted for time at residence in sensitivity analyses, 

and have not yet had the opportunity to conduct longitudinal analysis over repeat 

assessments (currently available for Stockport assessment centre only (~20,000 

participants) in UK Biobank). 

Air pollution and traffic noise estimates used in adjustment of models in this 

analysis used lower resolution data than those produced in this PhD project. Though 

the air pollution and noise exposure estimates integrated nationally for air pollution 

and noise are validated and adequate for adjustment, sensitivity analyses for UK 

Biobank London using the high resolution air pollution and noise exposures 

(developed in this PhD project) offer an opportunity to observe effect estimate changes 

using updated confounders that were expected to reduce misclassification.  

Epidemiological analyses were less detailed than originally planned.  This 

limitation was imposed by UK Biobank data access requests. In autumn 2019, 

verification and linkage into UK Biobank, and release of data with usable 

cardiovascular health outcomes (mortality) by UK Biobank was completed. CVD 

incidence data, which is of interest for this project, in the form of HES data, has recently 

been provided as ICD-10 code, with the corresponding ‘date’ column, meaning that 

CVD incidence can be assessed in future work. This ‘date’ column was not received 

in time to report CVD incidence in the thesis. Fortunately, however, UK Biobank had 

verified a self-reported item on prevalent disease at baseline using HES data, which 
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allowed for the accurate exclusion of prevalent CVD (e.g., myocardial infarction, and 

including stroke) at baseline for survival analysis within the timeframe of my PhD.  

The relationship between greenness and neighbourhood deprivation is likely to 

strongly confound analyses of greenspace and health, however, I adjusted for 

individual- and area-level measures of SES. The potential for residual confounding by 

neighbourhood SES and personal wealth remains problematic in greenspace 

analyses, as the composite IMD score and (self-reported) annual household income 

might not capture all aspects of deprivation related to health. The potential to use the 

OS MasterMap Greenspace exposure to assess the association of private gardens in 

a small buffer size surrounding participants’ residential addresses (versus public 

greenspace) will be an important development for assessing residual confounding by 

SES. That is, if the association is driven primarily by private garden cover, this will 

raise questions as to whether greenspace effects are driven by the proposed exposure 

pathways or if greenspace in small buffers is a proxy for individual assets (affording 

the luxury of a garden in an urban area). 
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9 Conclusion  

9.1 Overall summary 

Findings from this PhD thesis, involving multiple exposure assessments of UK 

Biobank addresses, contribute to the current evidence on greenspace and address 

some important research gaps regarding the interrelationship of greenspace, air 

pollution, traffic noise and walkability. Exposures assessed in this PhD thesis are now 

integrated into the UK Biobank Data Showcase and are available to all registered 

researchers to use (see meta-data in Appendix). 

From the environmental pathway exposure assessment, I found that high-

resolution groundcover in a 100 m circular distance buffer had a typical (expected) 

proportional contribution of -10μg/m3 in modelled concentrations of annual average 

NO2 concentrations across London receptors. When combined with an air pollution 

dispersion model (ADMS-Urban) output variable, and a LUR variable that introduced 

a steeper concentration gradient adjacent to major roads, the groundcover in a 100 m 

circular distance buffer variable introduced flexibility in the model (‘sinks’ of NO2 

concentration). Combined, the final dispersion-LUR model (3 variables) resulted in 

good prediction of annual average NO2 prediction at both background and roadside 

locations in Greater London according to validation. To my knowledge, this is the first 

study to explore the environmental pathway-specific relationship of greenspace and 

air pollution at the exposure assessment stage, as oppose to via confounding 

adjustment and/or effect mediation/modification in environmental epidemiological 

analyses. Further, through updating traffic noise estimates using high-resolution data 

inputs that were available for Greater London, I expect more accurate estimations (i.e. 

lower misclassification) of traffic noise, which should minimise confounding by traffic 

noise in epidemiological assessments of health (e.g., cardiovascular outcomes) with 
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both air pollution and greenspace. 

In my approach to assessing the physiological pathway, I make a case for 

acknowledging important known environmental correlates of physical activity in 

assessments of greenspace and physical activity. I demonstrated this by focusing on 

walking physical activity, in part due to the older demographic of the UK Biobank cohort 

who might be less likely to conduct regular moderate/vigorous exercise compared to 

a younger cohort, and in part based on walkability indices being particularly well 

documented and validated. Due to the two-stage process of, firstly, using UK Biobank 

addresses (X,Y-coordinates) for exposure assessment, before returning exposures 

and, secondly, receiving participant health and lifestyle variables, it was not possible 

to validate the walkability index before it was integrated into the UK Biobank Data 

Showcase. I had to rely, therefore, on literature to select conventional environmental 

correlates of walking in urban populations (i.e. walkability index components: 

population density, street connectivity and destination density). Once walkability 

scores were integrated into the UK Biobank database, I validated the walkability 

indices produced in this project using  physical activity variables provided by UK 

Biobank, which have been used by other UK Biobank research projects (e.g., Cassidy 

et al., 2016), and have shown associations with cardiovascular disease prevalence 

(as reported at baseline). Both the walkability score with vegetation, and the walkability 

score without vegetation, integrated into the score was associated in the expected 

direction of effect with: a) physical activity levels; b) commute and non-commute 

transport modal choice; and c) achieving UK physical activity recommendations. 

However, the integration of vegetation into the walkability score attenuated 

associations compared to the conventional (without vegetation) walkability score. The 

attenuation indicates that adding greenness surrounding traversable routes does not 
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increase associations with physical activity and mode choice in UK Biobank London 

participants. Similarly to the findings from the environmental pathway, the attenuation 

shown might not be driven by causal effects of vegetation (i.e. vegetation does not 

cause individuals to walk less), but due to low density of destinations, population and 

road/path junctions in green spaces. In light of these findings, some suggestions for 

further analyses to assess the relationship of walkability scores and vegetation cover 

in UK Biobank are provided in the future work section. It should be noted that during 

the physiological pathway exposure assessment, I developed reproducible methods 

(coded in SQL) for creating accurate transport network buffers over the relatively large 

UK Biobank London sample (n = 58,234), which has the potential to be scaled to 

national level analyses. 

The ability to assess the interrelation of IMD neighbourhood deprivation, 

greenspace and other built environment variables (air pollution, traffic noise, and 

walkability) is one of the strengths of using UK Biobank in this PhD project; 

confounding by deprivation is an important consideration for cross-sectional 

greenspace research. Some studies have reported non-linear associations of built 

environmental variables, including greenspace and walkability (e.g., James et al., 

2017), my findings were suggestive of a similar relationship. That is, the association 

of greenspace and walkability was negative and non-linear, and was best described 

using a natural cubic spline. This finding has important implications for epidemiological 

analysis. For example, non-linear confounding effects should be considered in future 

analyses.  

In preliminary epidemiological analysis of non-injury and cardiovascular 

mortality, I found a protective association of total (all categories) OS MasterMap™ 

Greenspace cover surrounding UK Biobank England residential addresses and non-
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injury mortality after adjusting associations for sex, personal contextual covariates, 

and IMD neighbourhood-level deprivation only in the 100 m buffer size analysis. 

However, larger buffer sizes that were assessed (500 m and 1000 m) cannot be ruled 

out as analyses might have lacked power to detect a significant association in fully 

adjusted models. In the 100 m buffer size analysis, some evidence of an association 

with cardiovascular mortality was found, though results were inconsistent across 

quintiles, and results should be interpreted with caution. 

9.2 Future research and policy implications  

More research is needed on greenspace and cardiovascular health, with 

qualitative attribution of data, and assessment of mixtures of built environment 

exposures critical to furthering our understanding of causal mechanisms driving 

protective effects. My preliminary analyses on non-injury mortality and cardiovascular 

mortality in Chapter 6 were cross-sectional in design, and longitudinal studies 

investigating changes of premature mortality in relation to greenspace are required to 

confirm these findings.  

In terms of qualitative attribution of data, greater depth of understanding can be 

achieved by assessing associations of specific types (functions) of greenspace and 

cardiovascular mortality in UK Biobank, For example, the effect of private gardens 

versus public parks and sports grounds might reveal pathway-specific effects related 

to specific types of greenspace via mediation analysis, which in turn would inform 

urban policy geared towards specific targets (e.g., increasing physical activity). Further, 

the quantification of ‘private garden effect’ might redirect future research through the 

lens of environmental equality should findings indicate that residual confounding for 

SES is in reality driving protective associations of greenspace and mortality. Given the 
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growing evidence on greenspace and cardiovascular outcomes, including 

cardiovascular mortality (Gascon et al., 2016), it will be important to investigate 

greenspace, as oppose to greenness (NDVI), in future research, which will permit 

investigation of the functional role or specific attributes of greenspace that are 

associated with outcomes. Furthermore, moving away from NDVI might facilitate 

translation of greenspace research into practice, by improving specificity of findings 

(Rugel et al., 2017b). Studies on cumulative effects of greenspace exposure across 

the life-course will also be important in future research.  

Analyses presented here on mortality should be supplemented with more cause 

specific outcomes (e.g., cerebrovascular mortality) in due course. Further, CVD 

incidence and CVD effect biomarkers – both of which are available in UK Biobank – 

should be used to assess if greenspace associations observed in mortality studies are 

consistent across earlier stages of cardiovascular health decline. UK Biobank recently 

(autumn 2019) released blood biochemical assays (effect biomarkers) associated with 

cardiovascular health, such as high-density lipoprotein (HDL)-cholesterol, low-density 

lipoprotein (LDL)-cholesterol and c-reactive protein, as well as inflammation markers, 

such as insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1). The association of air pollution and noise 

with CVD might operate via systemic inflammation (Cai et al., 2017, Recio et al., 2016), 

and there is some limited evidence on biological mechanisms (e.g., inflammation) 

linking greenspace and health (Chaparro et al., 2018, Rook, 2013). Epidemiological 

analyses using detailed environmental exposures and CVD effect biomarker and 

inflammation markers have the potential to improve our understanding of underlying 

biological mechanisms.  

Besides CVD outcomes, emerging studies in the last 2 to 3 years showed that 

other health outcomes such as cognitive performance, depression, obesity and 
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diabetes are also related to greenspace, air pollution and noise exposures, which 

warrant further investigation. Added to this, studies in other populations (e.g. those in 

developing countries with more extreme levels of urban exposures) should be 

prioritised. The New Urban Agenda, adopted at Habitat III 2016 (United Nations, 2017), 

had a strong emphasis on urban environmental equality and social cohesion, and 

committed members to “promoting the creation and maintenance of well-connected 

and well distributed networks of open, multipurpose, safe, inclusive, accessible, green 

and quality public spaces” and “to improving […] physical and mental health, and 

household and ambient air quality, to reducing noise and promoting attractive and 

liveable cities”. Health impact assessments have the potential to highlight synergies 

among existing policies and increase return on urban environmental interventions. 

Further, studies on the possible independent and joint effects of greenspace, 

walkability, air pollution and traffic noise exposure are needed to better clarify the 

current knowledge, and elucidate environment co-benefits of greenspace 

interventions for health in a range of contexts.  

The identification of salutogenic and harmful effects of concomitant urban 

environmental exposures should be prioritised in future environmental epidemiological 

research. Exploration of ‘urban exposome’ (Andrianou and Makris, 2018) effects on 

health could be achieved via novel methods for analysing mixtures. For example, 

methods are in development for the assessment of correlated environmental exposure 

mixtures, such as Bayesian kernel machine regression (BKMR) (Bobb et al., 2018, 

Bobb et al., 2014), though further statistical advancements are required to assess 

mixtures in a survival analysis setting. However, the field is rapidly progressing, and a 

recent analysis of a mixture of exposures (metals) and cardiovascular incidence used 

a probit extension of BKMR (fitted iteratively across time points), and demonstrated a 
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viable method for the assessment of correlated urban exposure mixtures and time-to-

event outcomes (Domingo-Relloso et al., 2019).  

The correlation of air pollution and traffic noise (Fecht et al., 2016), and the 

correlation of air pollution and walkability (Hankey et al., 2012), have implications for 

conducting analyses of cardiovascular epidemiology (i.e. biased effect estimates 

might be produced without due consideration of confounding), and have implications 

for urban interventions, which might inadvertently worsen one exposure while 

improving another. More attention should be focused on studying the interrelation of 

walkability and greenspace exposure in urban areas; greater levels of both exposures 

are hypothesised to enhance physical activity, with accompanying cardiovascular 

health benefits. However, walkability and greenspace showed a strong negative 

correlation at UK Biobank London addresses. Another study in the United States also 

showed an inverse association of walkability and greenness (NDVI) (James et al., 

2017). It will be crucial to assess the association (if any) of greenspace and physical 

activity levels, and accompanying health benefits, along the physiological pathway, 

whilst taking into account known correlates of physical activity (e.g., for walkability: 

destination density, street connectivity and population density).  

Due to the potential effect of weights of walkability score components 

(Shashank and Schuurman, 2019), which, in the walkability score that I developed in 

this PhD project were equally weighted, reducing the weight of greenness cover 

compared to destination density might optimize prediction of physical activity. 

Alternative, using exposure variables that I integrated into UK Biobank, a greenspace 

effect modification approach could be borrowed from the greenspace-air pollution 

literature (Crouse et al., 2019), whereby quintiles of greenspace cover in the network 

buffer could be used as an effect modifier of walkability and cardiovascular outcomes. 
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Further, tree cover can be relatively high in areas with high walkability (e.g., high 

density areas with many street trees); Sarkar et al. (2015b) found a positive 

association of street tree density and walking in Greater London, as well as an 

association of walkability metrics and walking, though did not mutually adjust models. 

An effect modification approach by total vegetation cover, ground cover and tree cover 

might disentangle effects of greenness, walkability and physical activity, and better 

inform strategies for increasing physical activity and greenspace exposure in urban 

populations, particularly in dense, space-limited urban cores.  

Using findings form environmental pathway exposures assessment 

(dispersion-LUR modelling), the typical ‘expected’ reduction in annual average 

nitrogen dioxide concentrations estimated from the model developed in this project 

could be used in a counterfactual framework for all London addresses (e.g., an 

assessment of all postcodes), which would provide policy relevant findings. This could 

be used to assess, for example, expected health costs (health impact assessment) if 

all individuals were exposed to pollution reduced to the lowest quintile (bottom 20% of 

cover) of vegetation cover versus highest quintile (top 20%) across the all postcodes. 

No assumptions would be made regarding an increase in source emissions related to 

land use change, though the approach would provide an estimate that would build on 

findings from the vegetation and air pollution deposition model (courser 1 km x 1 km 

scale) described in the literature review (Jones et al., 2017b), by highlighting 

potentially indirect pathways linking vegetation and air quality. Layering of evidence 

on the contribution of vegetation to reducing air pollutants via measurement 

campaigns, and single street, city and national level exposure assessment modelling 

will contribute to understanding of the potential (and the limits) of using vegetation as 

a pollution mitigation tool for health protection. 
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The configuration of greenspace is important to air quality and cardiovascular 

health. For example, Shen and Lung (2016) explored the effect of the spatial 

arrangement of greenspace on cardiovascular mortality in Taiwan. Potential 

greenspace-health mediation pathways were assessed, including air pollution (e.g., 

NO2, PM10, and PM2.5) and temperature. Results showed that fragmentation of 

greenspace and largest patch percentage (i.e. percentage cover attributable to the 

largest patch within a circular buffer) were associated with cardiovascular mortality, 

and were mediated by air pollution reduction, as oppose to temperature reduction. 

Moreover, fragmentation was associated with an increase in secondary air pollutants 

(e.g., ozone), demonstrating the deficiency of current greening policies that primarily 

focus on the ratio of built and greenspace coverage.   

In 2016, the World Health Organisation released a review of evidence on 

greenspace and health (WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2016), which summarised 

various mechanistic pathways leading to health effects, and authors advocated “the 

implementation and evaluation of targeted, evidence-based green space interventions 

for the health promotion of urban residents”. In London, the current Mayor, Sadiq Khan, 

has also pledged to plant two million trees across the city while in office (Greater 

London Authority, 2019). If geographical and qualitative information can be acquired, 

this large tree planting intervention offers a unique opportunity for evaluation. However, 

the effectiveness of greening schemes for health will depend on the research evidence, 

and translation to policy, on which they are founded, combined with the provisioning 

of resources for maintenance of green infrastructure into the future.  

Improving access to greenspace in cities was included in the UN SDGs (SDG 

11.7) (United Nations General Assembly, 2015). However, an important question to 

ask is: who is benefiting from greenspace access? That is, unintended risks and 
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impacts associated with greenspace interventions in cities are emerging, such as 

green gentrification and displacement of vulnerable communities due to greening 

initiatives (Anguelovski et al., 2019). To avoid unintended consequences of translation 

of greenspace research into practice, it is critical for greenspace researchers to further 

explore the strong association of greenspace and neighbourhood deprivation that is 

pervasive across the literature.  

In summary, from the literature review and modelling work conducted in this 

PhD, I suggest that interventions specifically targeting air pollution reduction should 

focus resources on reducing sources (e.g., diesel vehicles in the case of Greater 

London), rather than overstating the capacity of air pollution mitigation by vegetation. 

Retrofitting heavily polluted street canyons with greenspace, for example, can have a 

variable impact on concentrations, and can worsen pollution levels (Abhijith et al., 

2017). Trees, for example, on the busy Marylebone Road, London, have been shown 

to augment air pollution concentrations overall by reducing air flow (Jeanjean et al., 

2017). Whereas, vehicle emissions reduction strategies have been shown to be 

effective in reducing concentrations (Font et al., 2019). In planning of new urban areas, 

consideration of prevailing wind direction and ventilation or roads should be optimised 

to avoid pollutant trapping, by vegetation, or by other built environment features (e.g., 

buildings).  

Importantly, greenspace is a catch-all term as highlighted by the OS MasterMap 

Greenspace exposure assessment; greenspace can encompass a variety of 

functional spaces, and the opportunity to visit local greenspace relies on quality of 

design, maintenance, safety and provision of activities (e.g., via community allotment 

groups, park exercise groups, etc.), which in turn relies on adequate government 

investment in environment and community groups. Greenspace psychosocial pathway 
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benefits (not assessed in this PHD thesis) are suggested to be important for health 

(Houlden et al., 2019, Rugel et al., 2019), landscape architects and designers are well 

placed to integrate pathway-specific interventions, though should ensure that an 

intervention does not worsen exposures on non-focal pathways.     

Together, the findings presented in this thesis highlight complex 

interrelationships of built environment exposures. I do not anticipate that the 

attenuation of odds of physical activity when vegetation cover is added to the 

walkability score versus when it is not, represents a causal relationship (i.e. individuals 

do not choose to actively avoid physical activity due to dislike of the vegetation cover 

surrounding the transport network), instead the attenuation might be due to the 

dampening of the importance of destination density in the score, which is an artefact 

of my assessment methodology. The inverse relationship of greenspace and 

walkability exposure highlighted in this thesis is an important take-away message. 

Policies that tackle walkability (density and adequate heterogeneity of environment to 

make walking a feasible transport option), while lowering the need for private vehicle 

use, would in turn provide many km2 of open space, which would be freed up by 

releasing parking space and vehicle related infrastructure space. This newly freed 

space could be greened, and provide health benefits. Some major European cities 

such as Barcelona, Spain (‘Superblocks’ plan), and Paris, France (Mayor Anne 

Hidalgo’s 15-minute [walkable] city plan), are introducing holistic plans that ameliorate 

multiple environmental exposures by reducing car-reliance in urban cores, alongside 

greening strategies. In the UK, efforts are being made to tackle air pollution (e.g., via 

the ULEZ in London) and to promote greenspace (e.g. via Mayor Sadiq Khan’s 

National Park City plan for London), though researchers have recently criticised design 

of housing estates and neighbourhood developments across the country (Place 
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Alliance, 2020), in part due to car-centric planning. Walkability and people-centred 

planning will be important, alongside greenspace provisioning, to ameliorate specific 

exposures on the environmental and physiological pathways.   
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Appendix 

UK Biobank Application 4236  

Documentation of exposure variables linked to geocoded participants’ residential 

addresses  

 

Charlotte Roscoe  

MRC Centre for Environment and Health 

Imperial College London  

c.roscoe16@imperial.ac.uk  

 

Daniela Fecht 

MRC Centre for Environment and Health 

Imperial College London 

d.fecht@imperial.ac.uk 

 

John Gulliver  

Centre for Environmental Health and Sustainability 

University of Leicester 

jg435@leicester.ac.uk 

 

The exposure variables provided are the result of a Medical Research Council funded PhD 

project. Before using any of the exposure estimates in any study we advise that the planned 

analyses are discussed with the contacts above. The authors of the exposure work should be 

acknowledged in any publication or included as co-authors.  

 

All derived variables are subject to the citation requirements of underlying data. Several bulk 

downloads of Ordnance Survey data were provided for this project by Edina via Digimap 

(https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/). Re-use of derived variables in any study should cite Edina and 

the underlying data accordingly as detailed below. 

 

Data received from UK Biobank  

Geocoded UK Biobank participants’ residential addresses (XY coordinates) were supplied for 

exposure assignment. As per the latest (16/10/2018) participant withdrawal update, we 

removed 73 participants from the data. 

 

Data returned to UK Biobank 

Data file: UKB_ app4236.csv                                                      (Number of records: 339,078)  

 

This file contains internal UK Biobank IDs and environmental exposure variables assessed at 

participants’ residential addresses. The returned records have at least one of the following 

environmental exposures assigned to addresses: 1) percentage cover of greenspace in circular 

distance buffers, categorised by greenspace function; 2) percentage cover of greenspace in 

circular distance buffers, categorised by vegetation height; 3) percentage cover of greenspace 

in a road/path network buffer, categorised by vegetation height; 4) attributes of the road/path 

network, including walkability; 5) modelled outdoor nitrogen dioxide concentrations; and 6) 

modelled outdoor traffic noise levels. Methods and models used to derive these variables are 

detailed below.  

 

https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/
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Environmental exposure could not been assigned to some participants due to their residential 

address falling outside the modelling domain or restricted geographical coverage of input data. 

These cases have been assigned as missing data (-999). 

 

Percentage cover of greenspace in circular distance buffers, categorised by greenspace 

function 

 

Input data description  

Ordnance Survey (OS) MasterMap Greenspace Layer gives a comprehensive overview of 

greenspace in urban areas of the UK. The dataset comprises of topographical areas, as released 

in OS MasterMap Topography Layer, with additional greenspace attributes to describe their 

function. It includes both publicly accessible and private greenspace, sports facilities and 

natural environment features.  

 

Data update cycle: October 2017 

 

Accuracy of topography for urban data capture: 1.0 m (1:1250 scale) 

 

Coverage  

Coverage of the OS Mastermap Greenspace data is defined as the following in the OS 

Mastermap Greenspace product guide: “For England and Wales, urban areas are included 

where they are greater than 6km². For Scotland, urban areas are defined as those with a 

population in excess of 500 people. This is based on data provided by the National Records of 

Scotland. In Scotland a buffer of 500m has been added to the urban extents to define the product 

coverage. Where a site crosses the boundary of an area, all features within the site are included 

in MasterMap Greenspace, even where these are outside the urban area. This applies up to a 

limit of 1,500m from the urban boundary.” More information can be found online: 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/product-guides/osmm-greenspace-product-guide.pdf 

 

Exposure assessment 

OS Mastermap Greenspace cover was assigned in multiple circular distance buffers (100m, 

300m, 500m, 1000m and 1500m) around each participant’s residential address geocode (i.e. 

X/Y coordinate). The 100m and 300m buffer were selected to represent the near-home 

environment, the other larger ‘neighbourhood’ buffer sizes were selected for comparability 

with greenness data (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; NDVI) that has previously been 

integrated into UK Biobank (Sarkar et al., 2015a). Data are provided as percentage cover of 

the total buffer area.  

 

Greenspace cover categorised by greenspace primary function (see Table 1) were assigned to 

all eligible addresses. The eligibility of an address for exposure assessment was dependent on 

the OS Mastermap Greenspace Layer extent. This data “covers all major urban areas in Great 

Britain” (see Coverage section). All addresses outside of the OS Mastermap Greenspace Layer 

extent were excluded from assessment (-999). 

 

To ensure that the greenspace data fully covered the circular distance buffer around each 

participant’s address, only addresses located inwards of the built-up area boundary at the 

specified buffer distance for each analysis were included in each assessment. For example, 

geocoded addresses located at least -100m from the built-up area boundary were used for the 

100m analysis, geocoded address located at least -300m from the built-up area boundary were 

used for the 300m analysis, etc. This approach maximised the number of geocoded addresses 

eligible for analysis for each assessment. 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/product-guides/osmm-greenspace-product-guide.pdf
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In Table 1, ‘Field’ denotes column headers in the exposure data, which follow the naming 

convention, code_buffersize. For example, the percentage cover of ‘Allotments Or Community 

Growing Spaces’ within a 500m circular distance buffer of an address can be found in field, 

‘allot_500’. Depending on research focus, these greenspace variables from different categories 

within the same buffer can be grouped together as required, or totalled to provide total 

greenspace cover.  

 

Table 1. Ordnance Survey (OS) Mastermap Greenspace primary function classifications (18 

categories) with descriptions. Full descriptions of the data set can be found in the technical 

specification:https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/technical-specifications/os-mastermap-

greenspace-layer-technical-specification.pdf 

Field Greenspace function Description 

privg Private Garden Areas of land normally enclosed and associated with 

private residences and reserved for private use. 

sport Other Sports Facility Land used for other sports not specifically described 

by other categories. Includes facilities for sports 

spectating (e.g. stadiums) as well as participation. 

golf Golf Course A large area of land that is specially prepared for 

playing golf. 

tenni Tennis Court A specially prepared area intended for playing tennis. 

amtra Amenity - Transport Landscaped areas providing visual amenity or 

separating different buildings or land uses for 

environmental, visual or safety reasons when related 

to a transport function, such as a road, or within a 

transport hub. 

cem Cemetery Areas of land associated with burial areas or 

crematoriums. 

nat Natural Land use areas with no other function but with Form 

attribute of woodland, open semi-natural, open water, 

beach or foreshore. 

luc Land Use Changing Areas of land that are currently under development or 

awaiting redevelopment. 

plays Play Space Areas providing safe and accessible opportunities for 

children’s play, usually linked to housing areas or 

parks and containing purpose-built equipment. Not 

captured if within schools or paid-for tourist 

attractions. 

playf Playing Field Large, flat areas of grass or specially designed 

surfaces, generally with marked pitches, used 

primarily for outdoor sports, i.e. football, rugby, 

cricket. 

bowl Bowling Green A specially prepared area intended for playing bowls. 

camp Camping or Caravan 

Park 

An organised area of ground designated for tents or 

caravans, intended for temporary occupation by 

holidaymakers. 

allot Allotments or 

Community Growing 

Spaces 

Areas of land for growing fruit, vegetables, and other 

plants, either in individual allotments or as a 

community activity. Produce is for the grower’s own 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/technical-specifications/os-mastermap-greenspace-layer-technical-specification.pdf
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/technical-specifications/os-mastermap-greenspace-layer-technical-specification.pdf
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consumption and not primarily for commercial 

activity. 

amres Amenity - Residential or 

Business 

Landscaped areas providing visual amenity or 

separating different buildings or land uses for 

environmental, visual or safety reasons. Where the 

area is better described by another category this will 

be used in preference (e.g. playing field, public park, 

play space). 

inst Institutional Grounds Areas of land normally enclosed and associated with 

institutions. Grounds may be reserved for private use 

or have restricted access. Includes Universities, 

Hospitals, Nursing homes, Emergency Services, 

Prisons, Military Sites, Government and Community 

Buildings providing public services, Libraries, 

Museums, Zoos and Theatres. 

pubpg Public Park or Garden Areas of land normally enclosed, designed, 

constructed, managed and maintained as a public 

park or garden. These normally have a defined 

perimeter and free public access, and generally sit 

within or adjacent to urban areas. Access is granted 

for a wide range of uses and not usually restricted to 

paths or tracks within the area. May include areas 

with managed facilities such as benches and 

flowerbeds, and more natural areas. 

sch School Grounds Areas of land normally enclosed and associated with 

a school and primarily reserved for their use. 

relig Religious Grounds Areas of land associated with churches and other 

places of worship. 

 

 

Indices of Multiple Deprivation  
 

Participants’ residential address locations (XY coordinates) were assigned to the Lower-layer 

Super Output Area (LSOA; England and Wales) or Data Zones (Scotland) in which they were 

contained (using PostGIS). This allowed Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) deciles 

(standardised across LSOAs/DataZones for each country) to be assigned – via LSOA or Data 

Zone code attribution – to all participants that had a least one greenspace variable assigned 

(from Section 1). As they are calculated via a country-specific methodology, IMD for each 

country is not directly comparable. For more explanation see the documentation for the 

country-specific indexes:  

 

England 2015 IMD: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-of-

deprivation-2015 

Scotland 2016 IMD: https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/SIMD 

Wales 2014 IMD: https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Community-Safety-and-Social-

Inclusion/Welsh-Index-of-Multiple-Deprivation/WIMD-2014 
 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-of-deprivation-2015
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-of-deprivation-2015
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/SIMD
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Community-Safety-and-Social-Inclusion/Welsh-Index-of-Multiple-Deprivation/WIMD-2014
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Community-Safety-and-Social-Inclusion/Welsh-Index-of-Multiple-Deprivation/WIMD-2014
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Percentage cover of greenspace in circular distance buffers, categorised by vegetation 

height 

 

Input data description 

The Greater London Vegetation Layer was produced by the GeoInformation Group 

(https://www.geomni.co.uk/) on behalf of the Greater London Authority – Urban Greening 

Unit. The data was derived from aerial imagery, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data 

and manually digitised tree data from UKMap. LiDAR is an aerial mapping system, which uses 

lasers to establish the distance between an aeroplane and land. Remote sensors detect reflected 

light to create accurate three-dimensional images of the Earth’s surface. The vegetation data is 

highly detailed, capturing raster tree canopy and ground cover data at a resolution of 2.5m, 

however, does not discriminate between public and private land. In the data, tree canopy 

(tree_) is vegetation cover over or equal to 2.5m in height, ground cover (ground_) is below 

2.5m in height.  

 

Data release year: 2015 

 

Resolution: 2.5m x 2.5m 

 

Coverage 

To ensure that the vegetation data fully covered the circular distance buffers around each 

participant’s address geocode, only addresses located 1500m inwards of the Greater London 

Vegetation Layer boundary were included in exposure assessment.  

 

Exposure assessment 

Vegetation cover data, categorised as tree canopy or ground cover, was assessed for each 

participant’s geocoded residential address in multiple circular distance buffers (50m, 100m, 

500m, 1000m and 1500m). Percentage cover of vegetation categorised as tree canopy (tree_) 

and ground cover (ground_) was assigned to all eligible addresses.  

 

The eligibility of an address for exposure assessment was dependent on the data extent. The 

data covers the Greater London Authority – Greater London boundary (available here: 

https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/statistical-gis-boundary-files-london). All addresses outside 

of the data extent were excluded from assessment (-999).    

 

Table 2 descries the added fields. The column headers in the added data follow the naming 

convention, covertype_buffersize i.e. tree canopy within a 500m circular distance buffer are 

added in column, ‘tree_500’. 

 

Table 2. Field descriptions for Greater London Vegetation within a circular buffer in UKB_ 

app4236.csv 

Field Description 

tree Percentage cover of vegetation ≥2.5 m height in circular buffer (%) 

ground Percentage cover of vegetation <2.5 m height in circular buffer (%) 

 
 

Percentage cover of greenspace in a road/path network buffer, categorised by vegetation 

height 

 

https://www.geomni.co.uk/
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/statistical-gis-boundary-files-london
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Road and cycle/footpath network distance buffers were created by tracing the road/path 

network a given distance from the residential address location, and adding a small buffer (e.g., 

50 m) around the traced line to create a polygon. These buffers capture a more accurate 

representation of the area that can be traversed – e.g., when walking – than a circular buffer 

and are thought to better capture the spatial attributes of the neighbourhood that may influence 

physical activity (Giles-Corti et al., 2019, Oliver et al., 2007).  

 

To address this, a road and path network distance of 1000m was selected to represent a 15-

minute walk, which adequately represents the near walkable neighbourhood. This distance has 

previously been used in UK Biobank network buffer assessment (Sarkar et al., 2015a). The 

walkable road and path network was created by routing Ordnance Survey (OS) Integrated 

Transport Network with OS Urban Paths Theme extension, to capture roads with vehicle 

access, as well as footpaths, cycle paths and other pedestrianised routes. This integration 

approach has previously been applied in area-level walkability analyses in London (Stockton 

et al., 2016a).  

 

Road/path networks were produced using pgRouting, an extension of the open source database 

Postgres, via the function pgr_withPointsDD 

(https://docs.pgrouting.org/2.2/en/src/withPoints/doc/pgr_withPointsDD.html#pgr-

withpointsdd). This function captures all vertices in the line network within a set distance of 

the residential address (≤1000m), and the edges leading to them. Routing via this function 

begins at the nearest point on the route network to the residential address (fractional start edges 

are permitted).  Accuracy of networks was improved by extending the network to exactly 

1000m in length via addition of fractional edges/lines to the terminal vertex of the routed 

network.    

 

In agreement with other studies on walkability and network attributes (Frank et al., 2017, Oliver 

et al., 2007), a buffer width of 50m (25m either side of the traced network line) was deemed 

sufficient to capture walkable network attributes (e.g., vegetation).  

 

Coverage 

To ensure that the vegetation data fully covered the line-based network, distance buffers around 

each participant’s address geocode (only addresses located inwards (-1000m) of the Greater 

London Vegetation Layer boundary) were included in exposure assessment.   

 

Exposure assessment 

The vegetation cover data, categorised as tree canopy (LNB_tree) or ground cover 

(LNB_ground), was intersected with the road/path network distance buffer for each participant 

and is provided as percentage cover (see Table 3). More information on the vegetation data is 

provided in Section 2. The total area of the buffer was also added (LNB_area).  

 

Table 3. Field descriptions for Greater London Vegetation within the road/path network buffer 

in UKB_ app4236.csv 

 

Field Description 

LNB_area Area of line network buffer (m2) 

LNB_tree Percentage cover of vegetation 

≥2.5m height in line network buffer (%) 

https://docs.pgrouting.org/2.2/en/src/withPoints/doc/pgr_withPointsDD.html#pgr-withpointsdd
https://docs.pgrouting.org/2.2/en/src/withPoints/doc/pgr_withPointsDD.html#pgr-withpointsdd
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LNB_ground Percentage cover of vegetation 

<2.5m height in line network buffer (%) 

 

 

Attributes of the road/path network buffer (including walkability) 

 

Attributes for the road/path network buffer include i) total route length within 1000m for 

residential address, ii) pedestrianised route length within 1000m, and iii) walkability score. The 

walkability score (z-score) combines three commonly used metrics to assess walkability:  

population density, three-way intersection count, and destination count. The walkability z-

scores provide an intra-sample comparison of walkability for UK Biobank participants residing 

in Greater London, as oppose to a cohort wide or national comparison. 

 

We used Office for National Statistics (ONS) data on 2011 postcode locations and headcount 

totals to calculate the population density of each network buffer. The population in the network 

buffer was totalled and divided by the network buffer area to provide a population density 

estimate.  

 

The number of junctions within each road/path network buffer was used to represent walkable 

network connectivity. Junctions were derived from the intersection points of the underlying 

line-based network (see Section 3). All junction types – e.g., road-to-road, road-to-footpath and 

footpath-to-footpath – were used. To capture true network junctions, as opposed to line 

segment breaks, only junctions that connected a minimum of three line segments were 

included.  

 

Potential destinations that a participant may walk to within their corresponding network buffer 

were summed. Destinations considered include retail, facilities and services, for example, 

newsagents, bus stops, underground stations, sports facilities, restaurants, banks, libraries, etc. 

Please contact us for a detailed list of included destination points. The destination points were 

derived from Ordnance Survey Points of Interest (POI). More information on the underlying 

Ordnance Survey data can be found here: https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-

government/products/points-of-interest.html  

 

The length (meters) of roads and pedestrianised routes in each participant’s 1000m line-based 

network is also provided in the data (see Table 4). 

 

 

Table 4. Field descriptions of road/path network attributes in UKB_ app4236.csv 

 

Field Description 

LN_length Total length (m) in 1000m line 

network of road links, path links and 

connecting links derived from Ordnance 

Survey Integrated Transport Network and 

Urban Paths Theme extension 

LN_lenped Length (m) in 1000m road/path 

network of ‘Footpath’, ‘Bridleway’, ‘Canal 

Path’ and ‘Pedestrianised Street’ links 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/points-of-interest.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/points-of-interest.html
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derived from Ordnance Survey Integrated 

Transport Network and Urban Paths Theme 

extension 

Walk_z Walkabilty score generated by 

summing population density z-score, 3-way 

intersection (junction connectivity) z-score, 

and destination count z-score 

 

 

Air pollution 

 

Annual average nitrogen dioxide concentrations, 2010 

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) estimates for the year 2010 were modelled for addresses in Greater 

London using a Land Use Regression (LUR) model. Predictor variables on land cover classes 

and distance to source (e.g. road) were derived using a geographic information system (GIS). 

In addition, traffic-related air pollution concentration estimates were modelled using an air 

pollution dispersion model (ADMS-Urban). The output from the ADMS-Urban along with 

selected land cover variables and distance to source were regressed against air pollution 

measurements (i.e. dependent variable) to derive a LUR model (see Table 5). Hence, the added 

air pollution concentrations are estimated using a ‘Dispersion LUR’ model and are available in 

column, ‘no2_dlur10’.  

 

Standardised receptor placement 

To standardise the placement of address receptor points, each address point was associated with 

its nearest building polygon from Ordnance Survey (OS) MasterMap™. Following this, 

address receptors (points) were generated following a method described elsewhere (Gulliver et 

al., 2015). In brief, the receptor points were set 1m from the façade of the building associated 

with each postcode, on the side of the building closest to a main road. This was the assumed 

entry point of the building.  

 

LUR predictor variables 

 

ADMS-Urban  

ADMS-Urban is a proprietary air pollution dispersion modelling tool developed to incorporate 

emissions from individual sources (e.g., roads, industrial point sources and area sources). It 

provides local-scale air pollution estimates within cities. The ADMS modelling software was 

used to estimate NO2 concentrations at address-level receptor points (see Section 5.2). The NO2 

concentration output from this model was used as a predictor variable in the LUR model. The 

contribution of the variable ‘ADMS-Urban’ to the estimated NO2 concentration (μg/m3) at each 

receptor is available in column, ‘ADMS’. More information on ADMS can be found here: 

https://www.cerc.co.uk/environmental-software/ADMS-Urban-model.html 

 

Ground cover vegetation within 100m circular buffer 

The LUR model includes high-resolution (2.5m x 2.5m) vegetation data as an air pollution 

predictor variable. The vegetation data – ‘ground cover’ – is described in more detail in Section 

2. The (subtractive) contribution of ‘ground cover within a 100m circular buffer’ to the 

estimated nitrogen dioxide concentration (μg/m3) at each address (receptor point) is available 

in column, ‘gc100’. 

https://www.cerc.co.uk/environmental-software/ADMS-Urban-model.html
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Inverse distance squared to nearest major road 

Inverse distance to roads (m-1) squared is based on the road network geometry of the 2008 

London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory. More information can be found here: 

https://www.kcl.ac.uk/lsm/research/divisions/aes/research/erg/modelling/emissions-inventory 

and data are available here: https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/laei-2008. The ‘inverse distance 

squared’ variable was included to increase the gradient in modelled concentrations around 

roads, compensating for the air pollution dispersion (ADMS-Urban) model being run without 

buildings (not feasible for the whole of London), which resulted in shallower air pollution 

gradients around roads than expected due to greater levels of ventilation conditions in the 

model. The contribution of ‘inverse distance squared to the nearest major road’ to the estimated 

nitrogen dioxide concentration (μg/m3) at each address (receptor point) is available in column, 

‘distinvmaj’. 

 

Table 5. Field description for NO2 variables in UKB_app4236.csv 

 

FIELD DESCRIPTION 

no2_dlur10 Nitrogen dioxide; Dispersion-LUR estimate for annual average 

2010 (μg/m3) based on constant value, plus ‘ADMS’, ‘GC100’ and 

‘distinvmaj’ contribution (detailed below). 

ADMS Contribution of dispersion air pollution model output (ADMS-

Urban) to LUR NO2 estimate (μg/m3) 

GC100 Contribution of ground cover (vegetation) within a 100m 

circular buffer variable to LUR NO2 estimate (μg/m3) 

distinvmaj Contribution of variable ‘inverse distance squared to the 

nearest major road’* variable to NO2 estimate (μg/m3) 

* Inverse distance to the nearest major road based upon 2008 London Atmospheric Emissions 

Inventory road network  

 

 

Coverage  

NO2 concentration estimates (μg/m3) are available for Greater London UK Biobank addresses 

due to the extent of the underlying vegetation data; 58828 addresses were within the modelling 

domain. Other addresses have missing data (-999). 

 

 

Road traffic noise 

 

Annual average traffic noise estimates, 2013 

A-weighted noise (dB) estimates for the year 2013 were modelled using a high-resolution 

version of the CNOSSOS-EU noise model (Morley et al., 2015). Common NOise aSSessment 

methOdS (CNOSSOS), mandatory for modelling in relation to the European Noise Directive 

2002/49/EC, was developed to standardise practices in noise estimation across Europe 

(Kephalopoulos et al., 2014b). The CNOSSOS algorithm was implemented using PostGIS (v. 

2.3.3) – a spatial extender for Postgres (v. 9.6). Road traffic noise was modelled at the same 

address receptor points for air pollution modelling (see Section 5.2). The high-resolution input 

data used in the model are described in more detail below. 

https://www.kcl.ac.uk/lsm/research/divisions/aes/research/erg/modelling/emissions-inventory
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/laei-2008
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Standardised receptor placement 

To standardise the placement of address receptor points, each address point was associated with 

its nearest building polygon from Ordnance Survey (OS) MasterMap™. Following this, 

address receptors (points) were generated following a method described elsewhere (Gulliver et 

al., 2015). In brief, the receptor points were set 1 m from the façade of the building associated 

with each postcode, on the side of the building closest to a main road. This was the assumed 

entry point of the building.  

 

Input data 

 

Estimated traffic flow on minor roads 

Traffic flow data on minor roads is not captured by the UK Department for Transport. This 

data limitation impacts the accuracy of traffic noise estimations at residential locations serviced 

by minor roads. To better predict noise levels at these locations, a routing algorithm was 

developed to rank roads by importance based on simulated journeys through the road network 

and included in statistical model to estimate traffic flows  (Morley and Gulliver, 2016b) – 2013 

traffic flow estimates were adapted (converted to hourly flow over an average diurnal profile) 

and used as CNOSSOS model input. 

 

High resolution land cover data  

OS MasterMap™ Topography data (1:1250 scale) was used to calculate land cover between 

source (traffic) and receptor (address) points. Land cover was classified based on sound 

absorbance. For example, natural surfaces were classed as more sound absorbent than 

manmade surfaces. Classified land cover was used in the model to attenuate propagation of 

sound due to land cover absorbance. The maximum adjustment in the model is -3dB. More 

information on the underlying data can be found here: 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/topography-layer.html 

 

Building height data 

Geometry of buildings with heights was included to model noise diffraction along lines of noise 

propagation between road sources and receptors (address). Building heights were derived from 

LiDAR Digital Surface Model and Digital Terrain Model, and were overlaid with OS 

MasterMap™ Topography building polygons.  

 

Table 6. Field descriptions for 2013 noise estimates in UK_Biobank_app4236.csv 

 

Field Description 

Lday_13 LDay (day equivalent level): 

Average sound level pressure LAeq over the 

12-hour period 07:00 to 19:00 (dB) 

Leve_13 LEve (evening equivalent level): 

Average sound level pressure LAeq between 

the hours of 19:00 to 23:00 (dB) 

Lnight_13 LNight (night equivalent level): 

Average sound level pressure LAeq 

overnight 23:00 to 07:00 (dB) 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/topography-layer.html
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Laeq16_13 LAeq,16hr (A-weighted equivalent 

sound level): Average sound level pressure 

LAeq between the hours of 07:00 to 23:00 

(dB) 

Lden_13 LDen: (day-evening-night equivalent 

level): A weighted Leq noise level measured 

over the 24 hour period with a 10 dB penality 

added to the levels between 23:00 and 07:00 

(dB) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


